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BOYHOOD MEMORIES
I am sitting in my office
And my boyhood's gladsome days
· Pass before my eyes in detail,
As the sun's descending rays
Fall upon an old brown school-house,
Standing on yon farthest hill,
With its shattered doors and windows
And its voices hushed and still.
How I loved Jack Brown, my seat-mate,
Jolly fellow, true as steel;
I can see his face so plainly!
Long ago death set its seal
On his brow so broad and noble,
Over which the wavy hair
Clustered in a wild profusion,
Vieing with the sunbeams fair.
We were rivals in our school-days,
For we loved the same sweet girl ;
How he teased me as he told me
She had given him a curl,
While I had to do without one !
Then he took the silken tress,
Gave me half and kept the other.
Thus we shared our sweetheart, Bess.
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Once I cut our names together,
When the ma'Ster turned his head;
Jack must have his name beneath hers.
Bessie saw them, blushed, and said,
"Don't you know the kind old master
Thinks to cut a desk a crime?"
Jack, old pard, I'm loving still that
Old sweetheart of yours and mine.
Ah, old comrade of my boyhoo1,
In my dreams I'd be once more
Back again in that old school-house,
With its battered, oaken door;
But a gentle hand awakes ine
And I turn to see who's there:
Bess, my wife, is standing near me,
Leaning on my office chair.
''AIVLYS,''

'07.

MAKING AN AMERICAN CITIZEN
F.

J. WRIGHT .

(Deli<Vered at Commencement :r908.)

Ideals are the world's masters. The ideal of the
Athenian was a beautiful spirit in a beautiful body; the
ideal of the early Roman was fitness for public service; the
ideal of the present day Englishman is civic achievem ent;
while the ideal of the American is too largely money-making. These different conceptions of life dominated the
activity of the majority of citizens living within the nation
in whi~h each prevailed. The ideal of one generation is
that of the following , tho, perhaps somewhat modified; but
rather had we say the father is the ideal of the son. Nor
do A111erican youths, as a rule, very far transcend their
ideals. Hence the imperative necessity of par ents' setting
up in themselves a rightly constituted ideal of civic and
governmental obligations.
We, as a nation today, have too pecuniary a conception
of government. Ours should rather be civic. The American people do not fully realize the strength and superiority
of our system of government and institutions over all others.
Naturally, then, they cannot appreciate them and therefore
do not support them willingly and unqualifiedly. Here is
the tap-root of anarchism.
Emigrants come to us and
settle mostly in farge cities. Here they come in contact
with our low American element and also foreigners who
have low ideals, little respect for the flag, and an inborn
antipathy towards civil authority. The newcomers plant in
this virgin soil the seeds of anarchism and they grow
splendidly. The fruitage of their labors is the assassination, or the attempted assassination of our noble, upright,
public-spirited officials. The seeds of anarchism are not
indigenous with us, but American soil furnishes a hotbed
productive in their dissemination.
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We are going to suggest a few of the necessary qualities of an American citizen and then show how we may
attain them. First my ideal citizen must take part in the
administration of government, and above all exercise the
franchise. Every man when he is made a citizen of the
U . S . is elected to an office, the office of citizenship. It becomes every one· who is accorded this high position to perform, to the best of his ability, those tasks which devolve
upon him. But can he be a true, loyal follower of the stars
and stripes if he does not go to the polls and vote? His
fathers fought and died for the flag which waves over his
ungrateful head and the country in which he now lives in
luxury, but he is too busy, to sordidly occupied in the
acquisition of houses and lands to vote.
A citizen should vote, because it is his right, and a
rig-ht implies an oblig:ttion. It, moreover, is necessary
for the perpetuation and ' betterment of the government.
It is the best way we have to show our allegiance to and
our interest in the greatest government in the world. By
waiving the right to vote we destroy the very democratic '
spirit which pervades our constitution. It is the duty of
every man to support the government under which he lives,
so long as it is not tyrannical. But if he does not vote is he
supporting the government? In consideration of all these
and other facts can any man legitimately refrain from
exercising that almost sacred right of suffrage? W e need
citizens whose sense of civic duty will compel them to cast
their votes for the man ·who has the cause of his people
nearest at heart.
How extreme is the folly of the man who complains,
who cries out against existing corrupt political and governmental conditions, when he refuses to vote and to help by
his presence in political circles to break up cliques of
scheming politicians ! That man and multitudes like him
must remember that the government in its administration
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will not be superior to the class who determine its administration. If politics are to be above reproach they must be
matters of scrupulous interest to our very highest classes
of citizens and not the concern alone of the morally and
civically irresponsible. That man, too, must remember
that if he fails to take a vital part in the interests of the
community, the commonwealth, and the nation , his son
will be influenced detrimentally and lapse into the same
neglect of governmental welfare which,is sure to imperil the
native stability and permanency of American institutions .
Now if our citizen must vote let him do it intelligently;
for it is the unintelligent class that are the readiest voters and
it necessarily requires the vote of an ever-increasing superior citizenship to counteract the influence of this unthinking mass . The selling of votes betrays a very improper
estimate of the value of the franchise. Every m an should
go to the polls unprejudiced by party leaders and unbiased
by saloon keepers . He should let his judgment and sense
of right guide him in his selection of the best man .
A true citizen should be eminently a doer. W e have
enough of party leaders, political bosses, office seekers and
the like. W e need men who pursue their own trades, leaving others to pursue theirs .
A truly good citizen . is a man of strong m oral convictions. If this were an universal attribute of the American
people, that abominable curse of selling votes would no
longer be a disgraceful stigma that can be laid at our door.
Why does it take so much money to elect a man to an office ,
so that few but the wealthy can be candidates? It is because the constituency of our population have such low conceptions of moral responsibility that they expect it and will
not vote for a man who does not offer the inducements
which large campaign funds provide. Then, after a man
has been elected with money, even to the amount of his
salary, does not the temptation come forcibly to him to
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acquire wealth fraudently by virtue of his office? These
evils exist to a large extent on account of the low moral
status of many people .
Such would be the ideal American citizen. Of course
we cannot expect to attain this ideal in pre-millennial times,
but we can asymptotical approximate it. The position of a
citizen of our country is higherthan that of any other. Says
Capt. R . P. Hobson, of Merrimac renown, who has traveled
extensively in Eur~pe, "I would rather be a freeborn
American citizen as you and I are, than to be born the crowned prince of any nation or empire of Europe." Without a
good citizenship we cannot advance the interests of government. Here I quote from Dr. Wayland's late work, "Our
only hope, therefore, for even-handed justice and for a safeguard against national disasters, is in the manhood of the
many; good citizenship is the basis of good government.''
So much for ideal citizenship. The problem of attaining this ideal, or rather the approximation of it, since complete realization of the ideal . is. ·impossible, is of vast
importance. If I were to offer a solution of this vital problem, it would be: the continual, untiring moral and civic
training in home and school. · It seems to me that in this
broad ·generality lies the correct answer to this very important question.
It is_a fact that the only way to make a citizen is by
training. And training has not much affect after a comparatively early age. Mothers think too much of making
business men of their boys and not enough of making citizens of them. One of the things which should be stamped
indelibly upon the mind of every youth in the land is that he
will some day be a citizen of the United States. He should
then be taught what this means, what it is to live in the
''land of the free and the home of the brave.'' His conceptions of moral responsibility and civic obligations should be
patiently and _thoughtfully directed. He should be taught
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tv reverence the statutory law and the crime of breaking it.
And then the performance of a duty upon which Thomas
Jefferson laid. so much. _stress, which . is. th~' "absolute
acquiescence m the dec1s10n of the maJonty, should be
insisted upon. His sense of right and wrong should be
carefully guided under his mother's kindly, diligent instruction. His idea of civic duty and responsibility; his
conception of government; his ideal of a citizen; his respect
for authority and civil officers; his patriotism to his nation
-all these should be moulded and shaped first under the
influence of a good home.
And then in the school I think a boy's education along
civic lines should be more strongly emphasized. We do
not teach morals enough in our public schools. The fundamental principles of the moral and civic life should be
stereotyped upon the minds of the pupils. Lessons in
patriotism, in civil government and civic duty, and in
politics should be given as the student advances and becomes able to appreciate them. This thought should ever
weigh upon the mind of the teacher, that he is training the
future statesmen, the future officials, and above all, the
future citizens of the American nation.
Thus we see that with the home, the school, and the
example of the father, rests the responsibility of the citizenship of the future,-the citizenship with which in turn
rests the responsibility of maintaining lofty ideals of civic
life and the institutions of state and nation, which alone
make possible the consummation of a pure and noble type of
Republicanism.

STARTIN' TO SCHOOL
It's hard on a feller when he's got to start to school;
Got to leave his fishin' and the good ol' swimmin' pool;
Got to swing a-hold his bookbag and his grea' big dinner pail.
Then it is he's circu'scribed, like old Jona in a whale:
He can't go here, can't say this, its always study-never rest.
You can't bluff me by sayin', "School days is the best."
Just to think what l'ld be doin', if I wasn't here in school.
Jack and me 'ld be wander'n' off, when the breeze is
blowin' cool,
Up the meadow, 'cross the new ground to the grea' big
woods, I say,
Where a feller can have some fun, thru the live-long summer day;
Not afra'd of tearin' breeches, waists or any other thing;
Just a playin' and a lis'enin' for the dinner bell to ring.
Gracious goodness, but I tell you, it's really mighty tough:

If he doen't know his lesson, a feller's sure to get a cuff.

What's the use of all this readin', all this spellin', any way,
Not to mention all the other stuff, I've got to get some day?
/
I don't expect to be a teacher, not on your life, I'll see.
Somehow, a-fishin' and a-playin' is fun enough for me.
-STUDENT.

A DAY AT THE GRAND CANYON
SUE

B.

SHAVER .

At Williams, Arizona, we left the main line of the
Santa Fe and took a branch road for the Grand Canyon of
the Colorado, sixty miles away. There was nothing of
special interest along this way, except the continual upgrade, so heavy that our train required three engines to
make the trip.
The country was somewhat barren, uncultivated, with
no human dwellings, nothing but stones, shrubbery and some
grass. All of us were gazing intently out the windows to
catch, if possible, the first sight of the Canyon; but this was
useless. Not one trace of it could be seen. The only way
we knew of our approach to it was the fact that we were
going up, and up, and up . And we counted the mile posts
impatiently.
At last we reached the summit. So steep is the grade
here, that after all the breaks are put on, blocks of wood
are placed under the car wheels, so that they may not start
back down the grade. All rush off the train and up the
steps to get the first view. Still we can see no canyon.
Before us is a hill covered with cedar, spruce, and pine, thru
which we can see the rustic hotel, El Tovar. Ascending
the steps as quickly as the size of the crowd would allow,
we suddenly come in full view of a most wonderful scene .
The morning sun in radiant splendor is beaming over the
eastern hills . Oh! what a sublime spectacle!
We remember the first time we beheld the Natural Bridge
of Virginia, that solid span of rock over two hundred feet
high, joining two mountain ridges, and making a natural
crossing where otherwise it would be impossible. How far
beyond our expectation was this piece of divine workmanship! Again, The Peaks of Otter in Bedford county, the
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highest mountain in Virginia, where we stood one beautiful
night in June, and looked down upon the rising moon, in all
her queenly majesty, this, we thought was grand! But how
differently we find it here. This is so far beyond human
expectation, that man is silenced. He has no words and
sits in silent awe, while this miracle of God speaks on.
A thousand writers could not picture this scene exactly
as it is. No painter's skill could ever portray its innumerable tints. Its beauty and vastness are incomprehensible.
Are there words to express our feelings as we behold
this majestic scene? It were folly to attempt such a thing.
Yet, the visitor is so filled with emotion that he cannot
refrain from attempting in some feeble way to express him-·
self.
One of the first things that strikes one at the canyon is
the suddenness of its appearance. There is no prep::i.ration
for it. Unless he had been told, one would never fancy
that out yonder amid the pines, fiat earth suddenly breaks
off into a terrible abyss, thousands of feet deep.
The canyon is a gorge two hundred miles long and
thirteen miles across, from rim to rim. It is -a terrific
trough six thousand feet deep, with thousands of smaller
canyons branching out from the main stream of water. It is
not a single trough, with perpendicular walls six thousand
feet high, and thirteen miles across, but there are sections
of about two thousand feet of perpendicular wall, then a
sloping wall, and then another perpendicular wall, and so
on. The river winds in great curves, which are themselves
broken into curves of smaller magnitude. The streams
that head far back in the plateau, come down in gorges and
break the wall into sections. Each lateral canyon has a
secon:iary system of laterals, and the secondary canyons
are broken by tertiary canyons; so the crags are forever
branching like the limbs of a great oak. That which one
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thinks of as a wall is only so in its grand effect. In detail
it is a series of structures, separated by other canyons, each
having its own walls.
The entrance into the canyon is made along a path
about four feet wide, known as ''Bright Angel Trail.'' This
was cut out down the steep cliffs at considerable expense,
and winds backward and forward in zigzag fashion .
Following the trail, the distance from the top to the river's
edge is seven miles, while the air line or straight distance
is only three and one-half miles. The trail itself is so steep
at some places that steps are necessary, yet the donkeys are
trained so well that they go down these with perfect ease.
The riders, however, generally prefer to alight before
making the descent of the steps.
Along this trail, or path, just at the trn.veler's side, he
may look down over a perpendicular wall into a yawning
chasm hundreds of feet deep; or if he wishes may lift his
eyes to just as great a height above. But some, on account
of dizziness, cannot do either, so they gather the wild
flowers blooming along the path, or enjoy the beautiful
coloring of the opposite wall on a level with their eyes.
As one continues to descend the beauty of the canyon
lessens, but its immensity stands out the more strikingly.
What a vast open space ! If the whole Valley of Virg inia,
from the Blue Ridge on the east to the Alleghany on the
west, and from the Shenandoah on the north to the Roanoke
on the south, could be lifted up and placed into this awful
opening, it would still be unfilled.
About three miles from the top, down the ever-winding trail, one comes to some tents, which look from above
like white handkerchiefs spread out on a lawn. This is
''The Half-way House." It is halfway to the river's edge.
The traveler may have a lunch here, if he desires, or if he
is worn-out with the climbing, may spend the night and
resume his journey the next day. Here, too, the trail
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branches; one leads out across the plateau, where the walls
of the river are twelve hundred feet high,-of one solid
perpendicular rock. The other runs across the ridge down
steep banks and cliffs and ends at the edge of the river,
where one may bathe his hands and pick up pebbles from
the very waters of the Colorado.
If the tourist follows the other trail across the plateau,
which is covered with rocks, sand and cactus-very much like
a desert-he will approach the river's wall. Just before
reaching the edge, a mighty rumbling, rolling noise is
heard. It sounds like the roar of the ocean. Here one can
look down upon the angry rushing waters , twelve hundred
feet below. From here one can view this mighty stream
for five miles of its length. Its width is said to be three
hundred ~eet at this point, with a velocity of fifteen miles
an hour, and with volume and turmoil equal to the Whirlpool Rapids of Niagara. In times of heavy rain its rise is
appalling. It takes down huge trunks of trees like chips,
in its terrible play, and lodges brush and trash thirty feet
high on its rockbound walls.
The vastness of the canyon seems more impressive now
than ever. We are in the center of this great opening.
Altogether there is a district of more than tw o hundred
. thousand square miles in extent, .f rom which on the average
six thousand feet have been eroded. Consider a rock over
a mile in thickness, against which the clouds have hurled
their rain for ages, and beat it into sands, and the rills have
carried the sands into the creeks and the creeks have carried
them into the rivers, and these have carried them into the
Colorado, which in turn, has carried them int\> the sea. Its
vastness and beauty is so remarkable that we cannot grasp
it. There is nothing with which it can be compared,-no
standard adjustable to the mind. The Grand Canyon is
just the Grand Canyon and that is all one can say, after all.
It is said that no one was ever prepared for it, despite the
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descriptions and many pictures . Some people rave over it,
others are struck dumb, and even strong men have broken
down and wept over it.
After three hours of hard climbing step by step, up the
zigzag path, stopping at nearly every turn just long enough
to get a foll breath, aided, too, by a staff and human assistance, we reach the top again . Seated upon a rustic bench
we pause to take a lingering look and say farewell.
The scene just now is the grandest of all. The golden
rays of the setting sun are streaming across the mighty
walls and columns, giving everything a golden hue, and a
crown of inexpressible glory. The great mounds of the
interior, the rock-ribbed and massive columns of stone
walls, with all the matchless colorings of the rainbow, the
gaping abyss below, all covered with a silver-gray mist, the
blue canopy above, places before the beholder a stupendous
panorama of grandeur and majesty, that makes one imagine
he is viewing the beauty of another and sublimer world.
Earth and its .sordedness do not occupy the mind. The
soul is lifted upward to commune with its Maker, and
withal one sees a new meaning in the ancient phrase :
•'What is man, that thou art mindful of him?"
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EDITORIALS
Again we send forth the Philomathean not, indeed, ,
without some hesitancy and yet with hopes for its
favorable reception. The staff can only pledge faithful
work and wish in turn that the friends of the Monthly may
rekindle their enthusiasm for the magazine. Only then can
a college paper reflect credit upon the cherished past that
fostered it and represent the present for which primarily it
speaks.
The College- Class-Room-Campus Editor has chosen
Miss Flora E. Hoover and Messrs. Stanl.ey Myers and Allen
Hoover to assist her in running down the incidents of college life.
Remember that the recent Post Office ruling requires
subscriptions to be paid shortly after renewal, else the p3.pers
will not be admitted to the mails at the usual rate. The
Business Manager says: ''Hurry, please.''
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Magazine prizes for the year will be announced at an
early date. What does everyone think about a prize for
a college song?
Bridgewater needs a half dozen catchy,
spirited songs that can be sung by any and everyone the
first time they are heard. These would do as much to get
things going when college enthusiasm is required as anything we can just now think of. We invite correspondence
-any measure that will get results.
Among the states Nebraska claims the honor, so we
hear, of having the most young people between the ages of
ten and fourteen who can read and write,-all presidential
aspirants, too.
=

C!> =

PUBLIC OR PRIVATE EDUCATION-WHICH?
"Send the children to private schools when possible, so
as to leave the advantages of the public schools to the poorer
children who otherwise might be crowded out," is the advice recently given by a wealthy mother to wealthy parents.
Is this advice wholesome? We fear that in the private education of the rich rests a new and dangerous foundation of
an educational aristocracy, which with the existing moneyed
and social aristocracy would effect a yet larger and more
irreparable breech between the commons and the ''American nobility. " The stability of our institutions depends
largely upon the active interest we take in them-to the
man; and if private schools become strong educational
factors, in them will be centered a strong personal interest
to the detriment of our public system. If a parent's treasure is in a private school, there his heart will be also . But
even worse than this the youth educated privately is by
nature going to feel himself superior educationally to his
public school fellow, a feeling, too, which the latter himself holds as proper and natural. Thus we have in embryo
an educational aristocracy nurtured in a two-fold way, not
only by the patrons of private schooling, but by non-patrons
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as well. Let those financially inciependent spend upon public
s~hools the sums they would among private institutions and
we shall have a public system so strong and efficient that it
will be above challenge.

= •=

IN THE "NOW."
With advancing age it seems to be the constitution of
rationality to forget the unpleasant experiences of long ago
in contrast with present ones . Accordingly an eiderly
person frequently lives more and more in earlier daysdays of abundant aspirations and strenuous living. Because,
also , of the nature of many studies,-those particularly
discussing earlier civilization, whether of language or
history,-many a student falls unconsciously into living in
the remoter ages almost exclusively. He is more familiar
with the history of Rome than of this decade. He knows
more about Elizabethans than modern authors. And so
the story goes, and it has a natural explanation. The
student feels he can learn of the "now" better out of school
than he can of the past and he is right . One, however,'
may too largely overlook the significance of the history
now in the making. To know the present is a happy asset.
It was perhaps an English lecturer who held that ' ' History
is past politics and politics is present history."
And
worthy of praise is the one who comes out of college with
the lore both of yesterday and of today . Just now when
the great American people are about to express their political preferences at the polls, signal events are evolving before
our eyes and we should note them carefully. The President of Notre Dame University once said before a body of
. students, "The man who spends more than ten minutes on
his daily newspaper ought to be lodged in jail." And we
contend that the person who can't spend ten minutes daily on
the paper and more minutes on the weeklies and monthlies is
very sorely pressed for time or decidedly lacking in energy.

COLLEGE-CLASS-ROOM-CAMPUS
The session opened September 1st, with an unusually
large enrollment.
Quite a number of old students and alumni attended
the opening, exchanging greetings with old friends and
teachers.

Dr. J. W . W ayland, of the University of Virginia,
paid a visit t~ the co~lege a few weeks ago and while. h~re
delivered an mterestmg address before each of the JUmor
literary societies and preach~d an excellent sermon in the
College chapel.
Miss Alda Cline, B. A ., '08, spent Sunday with 'her sister, Miss Gladys . Miss Alda has the position of first assistant in the Pleasant Valley High School, about four miles
from her Alma Mater.
The beaming face of Miss Lera Wampler was seen in
our midst recently. She is teaching in Timberville Graded
School the present session.
The Music Department seems to be on a boom this
year. There are already more music students enrolled
than at the close of last session. One new piano has been
put in and another will probably be added soon.
The chestnut trip was a remarkable success, judging
by the spirits of the jolly dozen young people who went
from the college and returned in time(?) for society. They
really brought some chestnuts back with them, too.
Cupid, the rogue whom nobody censures , played havoc
among the faculty of 1907-'08. On account of his wiles we
miss the faces of Miss Crissie Beddings, now Mrs. Bucher,
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of Chicago, and Miss Laura Emswiler, who is now Mrs.
Amos Huls and whose home is Winston-Salem, N. C. Dr.
J. S. Flory is also a victim, but, fortunately, his gain has
not been a loss to us, as in the other cases, for he resides
near the college. Instead of losing, we have gained by
having Mrs. Flory among us.
President Yount is now improving in health and we
hope soon to have him with us again.
Our city-bred yankee Prof. when passing the college
garden one afternoon remarked to his companion, "There.'s
where we get our beans, I suppose." But he was looking
straight at the sweet potato patch.
There were four occupants in the canoe.
"I smell fish," declared Miss G-.
The others laughed at the idea, but Miss G- still insisted that she smelled fish .
"Your osculatory nerves must be acute," replied the
other lady o~cupant, who is fond of using big words .
" You mean olfactory nerves, don't yon?" calmly suggested Dr. B-.
The numerous friends of Mr. J. S. Crumpacker will be
delighted to learn that he is now improving very rapidly
from his recent severe illness, and that we hope to see hi_m
in school before many weeks.

MAGAZINE REVIEWS
Why go to college? To be a book-worm? No, not
for that, but to learn. How? Promiscuously-the best way
you can? No,. not that way, .but systematically and
thoroughly. It 1s not to the best mterest of any student to
crowd his program up to the elastic limit, but it is entirely
proper for him to set aside a period each day for reading.
At Bridgewater College, we have excellent opportunities in
this respect.
At present five daily, seven weekly, and twenty
monthly periodicals reach our rack. These are not bad
facilities for a college, located, as ours is, rather distant
from a city of any note.
The boy of America meets his greatest difficulty in
avoiding the reading of trashy stuff and in cultivating a desire and relish for pure and wholesome literature. To this
end the "American Boy" is edited with unusual care. Its
contributors rank among the nation's able authors; their
articles are helpful and uplifting. Every issue contains
pictures by famous artists and departments are devoted to
Photography, Collecting, Mechanics and Electricity, Sports
and all "boy hobbies."
$1 per annum. Sprague Pub. Co., Detroit Mich.
1

"The Cosmopolitan" is also worthy of close inspection.
"The Revival of Plastic Art in Germany," coming, as it
does, from one of the foremost educators of America is a
rare treat of information, history, and prophesy in itself.
German sculpture is awakening from its long slumber since
the days of Rodin and his contemporaries; and America
ought to ''stop gaging German sculpture by the proiuctions of tame academic correctness or pompous inanity
which were the fashion thirty years ago.'' Other articles
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deserving special attention are "Owners of America," "If
War Should Come-;-the Outcome," and the story by Anthony Partridge.
Brevity of space hinders further comment, except that
"McClure's" with General Kuropatkin's treatment of the
Russo-Japanese war deserves two-fold perusal.
Other magazines, such as Review of Reviews, Strand,
Outlook, Ltterary Digest, Everybody's, Etude and Musician,
Inglenook, Woman's Home Companion, etc., occupy a warm
corner in the heart of our student body.

Freddie-" Say wouldn't you like to have three eyes?''
George-''Yes.''
Freddie-"Where would you have the other eye?"
George-" I'd have it in the back of my head."
Freddie-' 'You would? I wouldn't.''
George-''Where would you have the other eye?''
Freddie-"Why, I would have it on the end of my
thumb, so I could poke it through a knothole in the fence
and see the ball game for nothing." ·

ALUMNI
The Alumni Department of a college magazine is one
peculiar in itself. Doubtless each alumnus is interested
in every other part of the magazine, yet it is in the pages
of this department that we are especially interested. Here
it is, if at all, we keep in touch with those who have, like
ourselves, struggled with school difficulties and received the
parting benediction of Alma Mater.
There is a way
of making these pages the most interesting of the magazine:
That many of the alumni contribute to this department,
giving some of their pleasant memories and successes since
going from Bridgewater. Will not the alumni aid the editor in this work?
From a farm near Linville, Va., came Mr. I. C. Senger, B. E., '08. Immediately after graduation Mr. Senger
returned to his old home farm, taking up agricultural duties
which have always been his delight.
Among those who are teaching in the public schools of
the state, Mr. C. Hubert Zigler B. E., '08, holds the principalship of Garber's Academy, near Broadway.
Of the alumni that were married during vacation we
mention Dr. J. S. Flory, who, on August 18, was united in
marriage with Miss Vinnie Mikesell, at the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Mikesell, Covington,
Ohio. Dr. and Mrs. Flory are at home on East Commerce
Street, Bridgewater. May the shadows of life lengthen to
them slowly.
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Many kindly remember Miss Sue B. Shaver, B. E., '08,
of Troutville, Va. Just as previous to her coming to B. C.,
Miss Shaver is again engaged in teaching in the public
schools of Botetourt Co.
As an alumnus and one having been connected with the
college, perhaps we remember no other one more pleasantly
than Mr. J. A. Garber, B. E., '99. The Farmers' and
Merchants' Bank of Timberville, Va., has called him to be
cashier of that organization.
Mr. Garber entered upon
his duties in August of the current year.
Mr. F. J. Wampler, B. A., '08, is in the employ of the
Home Herald as field agent for the Royal Scroll. Mr.
Wampler is meeting with signal success in the work.
Mr. J. B. Stone, B. E., '08, is pursuing a course of
medicine in the University of Virginia, at Charlottesville.
· An event of interest to both alumni and students occured in Harrisonburg, September 23, when Miss Laura'
Mac Emswiler, an alumna of the college and a member of
the faculty for several years, was married to Mr. Amos
Huls, of Winston-Salem, N. C. A reception was given by the
bride's sister on the evening of September 22, to which a
number or students and teachers of the college were invited. Miss Laura showed her loyalty to her old college
friends by having as maid of honor Miss Sylvia Gray Burns,
while Mr. Huls chose Mr. J. A. Garber, a former graduate
and teacher at the college, to serve as best man. Mr. H. A.
Shaver acted as one of the groomsmen on the occasion.
The wedding march was rendered by Miss Zula Gochenour
and "Oh, Promise Me" was . sung by Mr. C. W. Roller.
The best wishes of scores of friends follow "Miss Laura"
to her Southern home. ''May the happiest day of the honeymoon be the saddest of the future."
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On September 2d, at her home in Midland, Va. , Miss
Crissie Mae Heddings, '08, and for the last two years the
very successful teacher of the primary department ,of the
College, was married to Mr. A. P . Bucher, of Chicago.
This marriage was the culmination of a series of romantic
incidents which occured at Prince Wiiliam Academy,
Brentsville, Va. Mrs. Bucher reports that she is delighted
'th keeping house for two. The alumni editor voices the
good wishes of all her many friends in wishing them a long
and happy life.

CLIPPINGS.
Science Student (picking up Caesar): Gee I Latin is
easy; wish I'd taken it. Look here:
"Forte dux in aro"-Forty ducks in a row. "Passus
sum jam"-Pass us some jam.

EXCHANGES
Before beginning upon our work as Exchange Editor
for the session of 1908-09, we wish to state, briefly, what
we think a college magazine should be.
Is it intended to furnish news concerning the school and the
stud~nts to the friends and alumni and to the students
themselves? Yes, we believe it is, to a great extent, but
primarily its purpose should be to publish the best literary
efforts of the students and thus serve as an incentive and
stimulus to greater literary activity; and withal conserve
this activity permanently. As we . look over our college
magazines, and find some with from eight to fifteen pages
devoted to athletics, and only one or two to literary productions, are w.e to judge that college, as regards its position towards athletics in comparison with literary work, by
its magazine? And in others, where we notice the greatest
portion of the paper filled up with locals and glowing writeups on some small event, is the main object of that college,
entertainment and pleasure? We do not mean to criticise
these·departments so severely. We like to see them well
handled, but they should not be over done to the sad neglect of the purely literary side of the paper.
The Commencement number of The Manitou Messenger
is well balanced, containing two essays and an interesting
story. All articles are well written, and its departments
well conducted. · It has a neat appearance, also.

The Wabash for May is l~cking in its literary makeup,
but other departments are well treated. While it devotes
some ten pages to athletics , it has as many, if not more, to
debating and oratory. We like that. If we run the pictures of our athletic teams, and star players, why should
we not honor our debating team likewise?
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1he Mercury, styled ''The Literary Journal of Gettys-

burg College," is true to title in the ~une number, ?ontaining as it does eight essays. The subjects are practical and
are for the most part questions of the twentieth century.
The departments are lacking.
The College Rays is the only magazine that has reached
our table which was put out this session. It contains some
good matter. "The Railway Mail Service" is written by
one who knows the inside of that life. A poem or two
would add to the magazine. Poetry seems scarce in all
magazines at this writing, there not being a single poem
in any on our table.
These exchanges are somewhat limited this month for
want of magazines. Some of the June numbers, sent in we
presume during vacation, did not reach us. We hope the
usual large number will be on hand another month.
A LOVE LYRIC.
"May I print a kiss on your lips," he asked.
And she smiled a sweet permission.
They went to press and I rather guess
They printed a large edition.
Sophomore's telegram: "Am sick and have no money."
"Father's telegram: "Am well and have plenty."
"Why is it that so many American girls want to marry
penniless foreign noblemen?''
"Perhaps, because the Bible teaches them a good name
is rather to be chosen than great riches.''
Love is what moves the world, but money is the axle
grease.

ATHLETICS
Fortunately or unfortunately Bridgewater College has
no football team; so while other teams are battling for
supremacy on the gridiron, Bridgewater is developing her
basket-ball team and gett.ing in some fall baseball practice.
Capt. Miller and Mgr. Henry are directing the practice
of the basket-ball team. Miller, Wampler, Henry and
Roller of last year's team are back and are working for
their old positions.
Of the new men Thomas, Acker,
Brown, and Sipe are showing up nicely and will give some
of the old regulars a hard tussel for a position. The basketball schedule has not been completed yet, but Mgr. Henry
is corresponding with the best teams in this section of the
state and promises some good games during the season.
L. Vance Price, Capt.-elect of the baseball team, is
back in college and is going to give his men some fall practice. Price, Miller, Anthony, Myers, Sipe, Wampler, arid
Riddle of last year's team are in college and candidates for
positions. These men form a nucleus around which Price
says he is going to build a strong team. Let us hope his
hopes will be fulfilled; and it is our duty to cooperate with
the Capt. and Mgr. in order to make next spring's team the
best in the history of Bridgewater College.
Tennis seems to be the principal sport this fall.
The
tennis club has cleared off three new courts in the athletic
field and one of the old ones. Just now the members are
engaged in the second round of the annual tournament.
Of course the ladies have their athletics, but for some
reason or other do not seem to take a very lively interest in
them. Only one of their tennis courts is being used and
-well, their basket-ball court has seen days of harder service than at present.
1
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A SNOWFALL REFLECTION
Silently in the early morn,
And busily all the day,
Piled high the snow flakes, newly bornAlong the traveler's way.
The landscape o'er is spread afar
With diamonds cut, and many.
Peer out and view this jewel world;
Nor wish there was not any.
How pure and spotless white, the fields!
No begriming stain is there,
So make the thought and soul to be,
Like cherubim as fair.
Then Heaven's Kingdom into the heart
Will come with quickening joy,
And gladden lives with peace divine,
No wiles of sin can cloy.
Touched, as by a magic power,
The snow will vanish anon ;
But its silent sermons preached
Will linger on and on.
-'09.

JOHN HEINRICH PESTALOZZI-EDUCATOR
I. S. W. ANTHONY.

(Delirvered before the Acme Literary Society, I908.)

The true worth or estimate of a man cannot be deter.
mined by the humbleness or pomp of his birth. On the
other hand it is a phenomenal fact that the majority of the
leading characters of thought and action of every age have
risen by persistent effort from humble beginnings to envi.
able roles in the solemn drama of life. This record has its
basis solely in the fact that man is endowed with the power
to overcome circumstances.
Had this privilege not been placed in human hands,
the destiny of Zwingle would have been sealed forever in
the pastoral hut of the Alps; the soul-inspiring songs
of Wm. Shakespeare forever would have remained unsung in the bankrupt shop of Warwickshire; and the name of
Pestalo~zi would never have surmounted the precipitous
walls of Switzerland. But these men, like their co-worker
Luther, nailed the theses of their doctrines on the doors of
the aristocracy and heralded the disintegration of papal
domineering and the gradual cessation of international
strife.
Permit me now to picture to you the tumultuous times
when the freedom-loving American, with rebellious hand,
consigned the royal stamps to the flames, and when the
soil of France was stained with the blood of her sons, and
you will have a vivid outline of the era when Pestalozzi was
seeking the love and admiration of his fellow-men.
Fatherless before his sixth year, is the sad, sad story
of his early life. Being content to grow up by the quiet
hearthstone of his widowed mother, he developed for himself
a dreamy and impractical nature; while the pious and tran·
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il life he led there with her created for him a spirit

i1 imposed upo_n and lacking in self-reliance. These
ities remained with him as long as he lived and caused
a many sad and painful failures . Despite these failures,
ever he was determined to ingrain his nat?e indelibly
the h~arts . of his countrymen and in doing this he chose
noblest and most exalted method that the sinful nature of
..:.n ever conceived-the crucifixion of self in its entirety.
ley says, "Love for humanity, desire to ameliorate
tuffering, and thorough unselfishness furnished the key to
estalozzi's purpose and lifework.''
It was this lofty purpose and the pious influence of his
grandfather that led him to the role of theology. But his
eer as a clergyman was concluded abruptly in the midst
of the first act. Daunted? Not in the least. This failure
only aroused in him the irrepressible desire to be a blessing
his fellow-men . Seeing the peasantry cheated and imposed upon because of their ignorance, he resolved to become their champion and began the study of law. Krusi,
wever, thinks that this study "must have produced negave results by showing him the insufficiency of human
gislation to obliterate abuses, unless supported by princiles of charity and justice."
Again he committed his enterprise to the fates and
·th the customary philanthropy turned his ship of destiny
mto untriea seas. Purchasing a hundred acres of land, he
intended by actual experiment to dictate to the peasants imoved methods of farming, whereby they coul:i obtain
greater and more satisfactory results. Here at this period
life, true to human nature, he fell prey to the indomible thrusts of Cupid. His letter of proposal is a typical
nfession of his weakness. Jeopardizing even the hope of
ing his loved one, he confessed all and though these
bodings of failure and disappointment were later amply
"zed, we have abundant reasons for believing that
1
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Madame Pestalozzi never repented of her choice.
But to return to N euhof, where his ideal farm Was
located, we discover him again grappling with distnal
failure . The capitalists, becoming suspicious, had with..
drawn their support and he was stranded hopelessly, but
not everlastingly. It seemed, however, as if no discourage..
ment could daunt, no failure submerge, no lack of apprecia..
tion thwart the ardor of his zeal for the alleviati.o n of his
suffering brotherhood of men.
Immediately following this discouraging enterprise,
this true apostle of divine teaching, instituted the first in..
dustrial school ever conceived-the mother of hundreds
now existing in every clime. But what had fickle Fortune
in store for him here? Unappreciative people imposed on
his extremely genial disposition and even demanded pay
for accepting the philanthropic and unselfish measures
enacted for the ennoblement and elevation of their poverty..
stricken off-spring. Yet under these overwhelming misfortunes, he nerved himself for the sad and inevitable outcome and said, "My failures have shown me the truth of my
plans.'' Here we have the heart that never faltered; the
courage that never wavered; the righteous thirst that was
never quenched; and the man that knew no defeat.
Laying aside this vocation, he chose to promote his
divine purpose by authorship. For eighteen long and
tedious years he labored at this calling, writhing in the
throes of abject proverty. And although in this profession,
he did not gain the prominence his ambitious nature longed
for, yet this period of his life was not entirely unfruitful.
At last the Golden Age dawned ·for Pestalozzi. The
French government, desiring his influence, granted him the
privilege of choosing a political office and in reply to this
he said, ''I want to be a school master.'' His request was
granted and he was given an old, abandoned convent in
Stanz in which to conduct his school. The example set by
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hbn here is one of the most wonderful in the history of edu-

tion. It has been truly said of him that "H~ lived with
be gars in order that beggars might learn to live like men.''
''either as a good-natured f~ol .or a poor devil,." he
began a work which has revolutiomzed the educat10nal
methods of the entire world.
And now for the first time he felt that he had undertaken a calling for which his whole nature had yearned, for
hich he was so peculiarly adapted and in which he was to
establish and confirm his fame. Yet the same discouragements were to meet him here at Stanz as at N euhof-the
in.appreciation and imposition of his patrons. But Stanz
as not entirely a failure . Without text-books and without appliances, he was compelled to invent methods and
objects to attract the child's attention and this signals the
initiatory step of practical object teaching. Stanz was the
turning point of his life. He lacked system, is it true, but
his enthusiasm, his zeal for the good of his fellow-beings,
and his consciousness of possessing the tmth triumphed
over this fault.
From Stanz he was promoted to Burgdorf where he
gathered a strong corps of teachers about him, who not only
loyally supported him, but sat at the feet of their recognized
master and, looking up into his beaming face, consulted him
before every action of any import.
Being;. obliged to leave this place, he removed to
Yverdon, simply continuing here ·the work instituted at
Burgdorf. Matters progressed ideally for a short time,
but, in the course of a few years, private ambition and personal jealousies threw his school into dire confusion and
this, like all the previous undertakings, , paid the awful
penalty of mismanagement. This disappointment weighed
heavily upon the heart of the veteran philanthropist, for he
fancied he saw therein the apparent failure of all his hopes.
Two years later his failures and disappointments .were end-

a!e
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ed in the eternal sleep. Thus the sun went down in the
clouds. But the beauty of the sunset of the evening of this
life has been reflected down through the ages and today
glows more effulgent than ever before. 2ontrary to his
honest belief, his life was not a chaos of dismal failures, but
a brilliant success, for his true function was to educate
ideas, not children.
Yet the greatest lesson of Pestalozzi's life is embodied
in the word love. B,y his desire to ameliorate suffering, by
the manner in which he met the disappointments and ap.
parent failures of his life, by the universal appreciation of
his service, and by the accelerated growth of his doctrines
and his teachings after his death, he approaches closer to the
ideal exaniple set by the Great Teacher than any other man
that has e~er lived.
·
"Eighty and one years have passed since Pestalozzi
was laid in the grave. The social thinker, who pointed out
the way of reform for humanity in his 'Leonard and Gertrude,' who attempted to solve the enigmas and inequalities
of social life in his 'Inquiries Concerning the Course of Nature in the Development of Mankind,' is almost forgotten.
But the name of Pestalozzi shines brighter than ever in the
field of pedagogics.''
What a noble life! What a grand purpose! What
love! What patience! What a sweet reward he undoubtedly received! Let us then imbibe the spirit of this life,
blend our every action in harmony with its precepts, tune
our ears to the melody of its praises and, like he, prepare
to cross the impending goal of life with conscience clear and
record spotless.

EMMET-IMPETUOUS AND PATRIOTIC
WM. T. SANGER.

<Delivered Before the Victorian Literary Society, z906.)

From remote generations man's chiefest, most admirale ambition has been to realize the blessings of liberty,late, political liberty, especially. To this end the Swiss
ught, the Boers struggled and the Russian masses now
contend. And what other than this inspired the American
volution? Thus actuated Washington wrenched the
colonies from England's grasp, for we were no longer Enghmen, but Americans, and made possible a working
democracy not before achieved.
Two years after the signing of the Declaration of
American Independence Robert Emmet was born in Dublin, Ireland, of a highly influential Protestant family. His
as a century when men thought first of liberty, of life last.
He was a school boy when the French Revolution swept
over Europe with the fury of a mighty hurricane-a hurricane of epoch-making ideas enforced with the bayonet.
As a young man he found himself a companion of Thomas
Moore and others older than himself in Trinity College,
Dublin. He had money, and influence, and brains and
naturally rook a leading part in the club life of his college.
Young Emmet saw the awfulness of his homeland's distresses, then far worse than those which America had just
uccessfully sought to redress, and he waxed hot and fearless in denouncing English oppression. He was a boy and
a leader, and, like others of his fellows, joined the society of
United Irishni.en, hoping to be a means of securing liberty
to his expiring country. For this he and nineteen students
were expelled from college at the same time. Then he fled
o France-without a country at twenty years.
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T here he looked back; saw Ireland rise in revolt
(1798), make a last puissant effort to be more than a "drawer of water and a hewer of wood" forever; and beheld her
worse than crushed. As for himself his money and influence would have secured him a commission in Napoleon's
victorious armies or even an enviable position in the English government, but his country's afflictions drove him
mad. His early resolution was fixed, undaunted. Turning
his back upon all flattering offers, he chose to suffer the
afflictions of his countrymen rather than enjoy the pleasures
of court for a lifetime.
Young Emmet reasoned: ''Washington won the American Independence while England and France were at war ,
why can't I do the same for Ireland while England and all
Europe are breathlessly wondering what Napoleon will do
next, meditating, planning .a blow to rid the nations of this
plebean incarnation of heartless ambition and preserve absolutism unweakened?" Thus resolved he studied the science
of war, invested his patrimony of $30,000.00, together with
the contributions of Irish merchants and gentlemen, in
munitions of war and landed in Ireland, 1803-a boy
twenty-four years old.
''If an unarmed mob tore down the Bastile of France,
can't an armed force take and hold Dublin Castle and Arsenal, the Irish Bastile-the strong arm of despotism that
has made our history a dire tragedy, our people a starving
peasantry?" So Emmet argued and on the 23rd of July
was ready to act. Guided by "self trust" alone, "the essence of heroism,'' as Mr. Emerson puts it, he proposed
driving in his carriage, along with others, their arms well
concealed beneath dress· suits, to Dublin Castle, feeling that
his family prestige would gain him entrance . Once within
the Castle, he would strike down the guard, admit his armed force and all would be won.
T he hour came for the attempt, but his colleagues
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to appear. There he ;vas in his carriage, surrounded
· passioned crowd, thirsty for the fray. What could
1m
i> He faltered not a moment, but proceeded, single
one.
d d to the Castle. It was all over in a few moments.
~ two hours the mob was either dead, dying or fetEmmet's revolt 4ad not assumed the respectability
rlot and he fled to Wicklow mountains.
He was a youth, his blood was hot and he was in love.
could have escaped to Europe, but disregarding the
dings of his friends he returned to Dublin to see his
thed, Miss Curran, the daughter of the famous barrisand orator, John P. Curran, and there was arrested.
Think of the youngman in prison, penniless and friend,. his nineteen companions who had been expelled from
ege with him, either executed or awaiting the gallows,
even his own brother, Thomas Addis Emmet-afterward
rney-general of New York State,-incarcerated in Scotd because he loved liberty.
Finally the 19th of September brought his trial for
h treason. He challenged no jury, subpoenaed no wit, employed no attorney, and when Lord Norbury, the
e, asked what he had to say about the death sentence
g pronounced, he began: "I have nothing to say that
alter that sentence which you are here to pronounce,
which! must abide by. But I have much to say why
reputation should be rescued from the load of false
sation and calumny which has been heaped upon it."
n follows the noblest, most pathetic, most eloquent
omptu speech recorded among the pages of patriotic
;tory, in which after he has splendidly denied and refuted
charge of being an emissary of France, he speaks of his
tation and character, often interrupted by Lord Nor, and then solicits the examination of heaven in these
ferful words: "O, ever dear and venerated shade of my
rted father, look down, with scrutiny upon the conduct
I
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of your suffering son, and see if l have, even for a monien
deviated from those principles of morality and patriotis
which it was your care to instil into my youthful mind; a
for which I now offer up my life.'' And then he conclud
with what he has.already said. "I have but one request
make in departing from this world . . . . . Let no
write my epitaph . . . . . until other times and other m
can do justice to my character; when my country takes h
place among the nations of the earth, then, and not till the
let my epitaph be written.''
The next day Emmet was gibbeted in Saint Thom
St., Dublin, his head exposed, and his decapitated bod
trampled upon in the street by a frenzied rabble, no on
bold enough to object, and carted away to a grave "f
unknown.
Thus he lived and thus he died, a rash impetuous b
patriot,. yet sincere, self-sacrificsing; a hero, the most pi
turesque, the most magnetic, the most unparalleled of Ir
land's long list of martyrs.

SHE IS FAR FROM THE LAND
Upon the death of Robert Emmet, Miss Sarah Curran, his be-

was prostrated, refusing to be comforted. A change of environ,;,11s suggested, and she was sent to Southern Europe, only to pine
hero and die of a. broken heart. Thomas Moore penned these
;,, memoriam.-Ed.]

She is far from the land where her young hero sleeps
And lovers are round her sighing ;
But coldly she turns from their gaze, and weeps,
For her heart in his grave is lying.
She sings the wild songs of her dear native plains,
Every note which he loved awaking;
Ah I littl~ they think, who delight in her strains,
How the heart of the Minstrel is breaking.
He had lived for his love, for his country he died,
They were all that to life had enturned him;
Nor soon shall the tears of his country be dried,
Nor.. long will his love stay behind him.
Oh I make her a grave where the sunbeams rest
When they promise a glorious morrow; ·
They'll shine o'er her sleep, like a smile from the West,
From her own loved land of sorrow.
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EDITORIALS
"Where, twisted round the barren oak,
The summer v ine in beauty clung,
And summer winds the stillness broke,
The crystal icicle is hung."

If anyone thinks a prize for college songs worth while,
we haven't heard of it yet.

For the first time in years the Freshman, Sophomore,
Junior and Senior classes are actually organized. Someone whispers that this overflow of c1ass spirit presages
inter-class basketball. Suppose, too, these contests be
extended to an old-time spelling-match, with a prize, say,
an appropriate book, furnished by the defeated class, for
the best speller. To make the function somewhat exclusive, visitors might be admitted by invitation; and the
function made highly instructive and pleasurable. Fresh·
men, challenge the Sophs and the Seniors will be on hand
to "yell" for them.
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A few years ago The Ladies' Home Journal led a crusade
. t home study for children. School books were to be
~ school and student cares .laid aside .of evenings.
a
upil was thus to be free to give expression to youth~!oyancy in play as his tastes suggested, unhampered
thoughts of the class-room. Just now, however, there
a reactionary tendency against this system. A few edutors are longing for the good old days when father or '
ther used to personally oversee the evening study hour
bear the children recite . This program does suggest
pleasing companio.nship between ~arent ~nd child. It,
reover, is sure to impress the pupil and his elders, more
....,.'l'llli•f'I the teacher has time for, with the shortcomings of the
pil's mental outfit; is ·likely to inculcate student habits
, withal, put the parents in that sensitive relation with
blic instruction which alone makes its perfection possible.
A one man-power magazine! Unless the Editor brings
t a "big stick" and resorts to coercion, the Philo . is
tined to become a one man-power organ, or more exactly,
staff organ. No longer is its mission, as Dr. Flory once
te, "to treasure up the best thought of the society
rkers." The society workers simply don't think anyre for publication. With every year student organizations
enterprises are multiplying so alarmingly among us
t we don't have time to remember the Monthly at all.
Indeed, I'm awfully busy and just can't,'' is the stereotyped
titude continually ringing in the Editor's ears, so often
he been refused contributions, when solicited. Stuts, if the Monthly is to be your magazine and not the
's, you must feel that it is an honor to appear in print
"make good" with some short manuscript, bristling ·
marks of your own real self, your hard working self.
e are soon going to tire of dunning the student bo::ly for ·
blishable stuff and make a sally against alumni ranks.
· will reflect upon you. So faithful in many things,
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may we not urge many, even all, to attempt authorship and
thus guarantee a Philo. of the highest literary excellence?
While the Republican party is rejoicing over the election
of Taft and Sherman and a working majority in Congress
the Democrats are wondering how it happened. The magi~
name of "Teddy ;" Roosevelt's shameful abuse of federal
patronage; illegitimate campaign .funds; Bryan's league
with Gompers; compulsion of labor by capital to vote the
Republican ticket,-these explain the defeat, so we hear.
Considering the fact the that Democracy, four years ago, was
split into facti.ons over Bryan and Parker and the fact that
the present campaign was conducted while. the nation is still
suffering the ills of a Republican panic, the victory of
November 3rd was overwhelming, far gre?-ter even than the
Roosevelt landslide. This indicates that the country is willing to trust the not impeccable Republican party, in the
hope that it will exorcise itself, as promised, work many
needed reforms and restore prosperity in all its gladdening
fullness. Too overwhelming a victory is an ominous omen,
however. When such is the case one party ceases to be a
check upon the other, and we enmasse unite upon a common
purpose, which is likely to make men too much "at ease in
Zion;" then corruption and abuses creep in to play havoc.
A few political prophets are forecasting a Democratic
victory in 1912, with Governor Johnson of Wisconsin as
the presidential candidate, unless the Republican platform
of 1908 is very literally executed.
~ There is a lesson in the attitude of Mr. Bryan towards
his failure for the third time to realize the ambition of his
life. There was no bitter complaint, only complacent
resignation. He showed that the will of his countrymen
could become his will, hoping yet as a private citizen or
United States Senator, if his state sees fit to elect him, to be
able to render worthy service to the Republic.

ALUMNI
The work of Cupid among the Alumni is not an infret occurrence. We note as his victims Mr. A. B. Mcey and Miss Caroline Neff. Having been married somee in July, they now are enjoying their new life on Broad .
t, Bridgewater, Va. Mr. McKinney is a hustling
·ness man of the Snell & Early Co.
Miss Nellie B. Myers, B. E., 1908, is employed during
winter months as instructor of the children of Clairt school, near Cross Keys, Va.
Rev. G. W. Flory, B. S. L., '08, in company with his
e are absent from their home on East Commerce
t, being engaged in evangelistic work in southern
·o. They contemplate being away some weeks.
The pleasing countenance of Mr. Grover C. Dovel, 'OB,
frequently seen about the College. Mr. Dovel is emyed as stenographer and typewriter for Mr. D. S.
omas, the well-known carriage maker, Bridgewater, Va.

Of the B. A. class, '08, Mr. F. J. Wright has decided
devote more time to his chosen field of study, geology.
e is now pursuing a course at the University of Virginia. _
• Wright says he is enjoying his work greatly.

He failed in German, flunked in Chem.
They heard him softly hiss;
"I'd like to find the man who said
That ignorance is bliss~"
-Ex.

COLLEGE-CLASS-ROOM-CAMPUS
Examinations begin Friday, Nov. 20.
opens Nov. 27.

Winter Te

A considerable number of new students are expected
at the beginning of the Winter Term.
Prof. Moherman will take the position of instructor in
the Bible Department next term. His daughter a:cd three
sons will enter school here at that time.
The first of the five numbers of the Lyceum Lecture
Course was given on the evening of Nov. 13, by Misses
Grimm, Kimball and Cooper, of the Star Lyceum Bureau.
The readings, soprano solos and whistling solos were very
much appreciated.
Miss Effie Mae Click continues very ill.
Miss Annie Zigler was delightfully surprised by having
her mother visit her last week.
'
Prof. H. (in logic.) ''Name the different classes of
spirits."
Class. "Divine, angelic, human and satanic."
Prof. H. "Can anyone think of any other kind of
spirits?''
Mr. L. "Spirits of turpentine."
The Ladies' Parlor was a scene of gayety on the .even·
ing of Nov. 3, when the lady students entertained the faculty and young men students. Besides games and smiles,
they gave a short play and served refreshments.
{

Miss Flora Hoover says she thinks the modern Epistles
of John are not nearly so difficult to study and understan
as the ancient biblical books of the same title. We we
not aware that a new edition was out.
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Miss Sadie Hanna called on friends at the College re-

Y·

Charles Cline visited his sister, Miss Gla:iys, the secSaturda y and Sunday. ''Jumbo's'' stalwart figure
familiar on the walks around the College.
B. F. Martin visited his brother at Mt. Solon a few days
Vance Price spent a few days at home last week.
home to vote for "Billy."

He

"Where do we find bacteria, children?'' asked the
er in the preparatory department.
"In the back," sharply piped little Joe, who is a memof the class in physiology.
Mr. G. A. E. (reading a History report)-' 'This is
in Pluto's (Plutarch's) Lives."
Miss S. G. B.-when called upon to say a good word
t the Senior colors-" Why I'm a Senior at heart."
The Professor was in the midst of a very learned discuson the subject of the imagination. Happening to ask if
of the students could imagine a kiss, he revealed the
or less startling fact that he thought they could.
"Well, then tell me the shape of a kiss," he said.
"I don't know," answered Mike, "it was always too
for me to see the shape. What is its shape?''
"Elliptical," answered the learned man with his accus(?) gravity.
Even the German class gets interesting at times. A
days ago the two ladies who uphold woman's rights in
German held a contest in translating.
Miss R. evidently knew the meaning of the word, but .
did not know the diminutive form of "O"oose"
in
b
~· As however, she had to say something, shehastily
vised the word, ''gooseling. ''
·
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Miss M. thought she would get a little higher,
translated "an das Fenster," "on the fence."
Students from the vicinity of Roanoke were treated to
sermon bytheirfriend, Eld. P. S. Miller, several weeks a
He and his wife visited the College for a few moments d
ing his short stay here.
We are being entertained royally this year. A m
interesting organization has been born, The Marylan
Glee Club. It furnishes programs four times during
week and all day long on Sunday. Mr. W. T. S. takes
leading part, ably seconded by Mr. G. A. E. These ha
engaged the services of Prof. 0. W. T. as accompanist wi
his well known instrument, the "carrinet." Their rep
toire is rather limited at present, including only such sel
tions as, "Carry me back to old Virginny," and "Go
Morning, Carrie." As they become more proficient th
will undoubtedly acquire more of a variety. Possibly o
of them may go so far as to master, "O Promise Me."

She-" My face is my fortune."
He-"Mine is too; let's put our fortunes together."
Prof.-"When was the revival of learning?"
Student-"Before the last Exams."
-Ex.
I

May we never murmur without a cause and never ha
a cause to murmur.
-Ex.
A young man asked a young squire what "R. S. V. P.
meant at the foot of an invitation. The squire with a lit
chuckle answered : ''It means Rush in, Shake hands, v·
tuals up, and Put! "
-Ex.

MAGAZINE REVIEWS
In this issue we do not aim to review all the magazines

receive; but we wish simply to skim the cream from
vast vat of current literature and arrange it so that
athean readers can at a glance ascertain what deserves
special attention.
.
. ''Trave1. " I ts
The first which we s h a11 mention
1s
to which it is so true, is, "I bring the whole world
library table." Comparatively few are favored
means and ·time to travel extensively; on the other
however, there are very few who cannot read. I ts
'es are also pregnant with valuable historical factsent, mediaeval, and modern.
Again the "American Boy" appeals to us because of
re and attractive reading. Fathers, subscribe for this
and strive to make it a bosom friend of your sons.
Many students get the fallacious idea that college is
asylum of theory and every sort of "ology." But "Life
1, life is earnest.'' Life is practical. College is but
threshold over which we pass, as we enter into real life.·
how can College life be theoretical? We, ourselves,
make it so. But let us, at times, turn our attention to
e agricultural paper, as "Green's Fruit Grower,"
re we oan obtain many facts which will not only be of
ded practical advantage, but will tend to make us more
resting in conversation with our rural friends.
Trying hours come to every student. How can we
t dispel this gloomy cloud which so often darkens our
~ Ofttimes to read a short and well-planned story is the
remedy. For such stories "Black Cat" is peerless.
bably the best one in the November issue is "Pap Ellss Minnie," by Chas. Mcllvaine, which won the $200
offered by the Short Story Publishing Co.

:ir
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.
In the November "Everybody's" there is a uniq
article, cleverly entitled, "The Woman's Invasion." It
been two years in composition. Mrs. Rheta Childe Do
began the research work and it was furthered by Dr. Wey
an able sociologist. The combined efforts of these t
were reviewed by William Hard, who prepared the statisti
for public presentation. Another very interesting article
"Cowboys of the Skies," by Ernest Poole. The illustratio
of this article would be intensely fascinating even witho
the vivid description which accompanies them. The artic
by Chas. Edward Russel-" Forward, Citizens, to the Firin
Line!"-is an answer to the popular cry against municip
graft and political corruption, hence everybody "will
well to read this big, broad-minded article." The stori
which it contains are interesting and of an elevatin
standard.
The "Cosmopolitan" very becomingly graces i
frontispiece with an article of Elbert Hubbard's, entitl
"Loyalty." He says, "Loyalty is for the one who ·
loyal. It is the great lubricant of life. Success hi~ges
loyalty. God is on the side of the loyal.'' Mr. Lewis st'
continues in his masterly way to deal with the "Owners o
America.'' This is his sixth article on this subject
''Stealing a Border Town,'' by Eleanor Gates gives us
vivid insight into affairs in the great southwest region
"Man's Machine-Made Millennium" is a ''wonderful pictur
that Hudson Maxim has conceived in his scientific mind an
thrown on the screen in this article. Daringly peering in
the future, he makes one gasp as he predicts the machin
made millennium.''

EXCHANGES
'The Emory and Henry Era" was the first magazine
ed this month. After a couple of hours of absorbing
t, all of which was enjoyed, we came to the concluthat the ''Era" deserves first place among the October
bers that have reached us so far. It is well balanced
neat in appearance, containing several articles of merit.
story, "Circumstances," contains so much that is real
e that the reader is carried away, thinking only of the
~f the story and wondering why it is that the Southis so independent, and will cling so tenaciously to
he calls honor. The essay, "The American Ireland,"
criticism upon the Southern people for allowing Northcapital to develop the resources of the South. The
, however, should not forget the progress the South
made in the last decade by the aid of this capital, withhich her resources could not have been so fully develThe essay shows some study and is well written.
were several poems in this issue which deserve menand which add much to the dignity of the magazine.
e "Juniata Echo" arrived in good time and as usual is
t and attractive little paper. We hardly know whether
1 it a college magazine, or a paper published by the
ty and ·students to announce to the friends of the Coland Alumni the happenings in College, and also serve
advertiser of the College. We notice the Editor and
ess Manager are members of the faculty; and the
contains only a short essay and a translation from
n that may be termed literary. The remainder is
ed to locals, and flashy write-ups of events around the
e. All this we think is interesting to the friends and
dents, who like to know of things going on at Tunibut it seems to us the student body or the lit~rary
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societies would do a good thing to publish a college ma
zine devoted more especially to literary work. It wo
encourage the students to write more and better essay
stories, poems, etc.
We might make almost the same criticism of "Colle
Rays." It contains only one article, "Why We Need t
Immigrant," from the student body, and is edited by
member of the faculty. We think the faculty should
another magazine and other means to display their talen
and permit the students to nm the college magazine, t
it may serve as a stimulus to develop the latent powers
the students along literary lines. Who is certain that the
iS not among the students, a Bryant or a Poe, a Steadm
or a Stoddard, a Holmes or a Lowell?
We acknowledge with pleasure the following exchang
"Cosmos," "The Wake Forest Student," "Gray Jacket,
"The Erskinian," "The Central Collegian," "Our Colle
Times," "The Buff and Blue," The California Student,
"The Mercury,'; "College Campus," "Western Maryl
College Monthly," "The Bessie Tift Journal," "Mississi
College Magazine," "Hampden Sidney Magazine," "T
Daleville Leader," "TheMcMaster University Monthly.''
Q.-Does a man in running around a tree go before
behind himself ?
A.-That depends. If he is trying to catch himse
necessarily he follows himself, and consequently goes b
hind. If, on the contrary, he is running away from himse
the deduction leads to the very obvious conclusion that
precedes himself, and consequently goes before. If
succeeds in catching up with himself, and passes himself,
the moment of passing he neither precedes nor follo
himself, but both he and himself are running even.
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'TIS CHRISTMAS TIME
Yuletide bells are sounding loud;
Snowbirds flit from post to post;
Winter's weaving autumn's shroud,
And juicy fowls begin to roast,
For 'tis Christmas time.
The snowflakes softly, softly fall ;
The air is cold, the sky is gray. ·
Yet joyous children shout and call
To one another in their play,
"'Tis Christmas time."
Let us now with joy and mirth,
As we lay our cares away,
Sound the praises of His birth
On this rare and happy day ;
'Tis Christmas time.

-'10.

AN HAPPY XMAS
P. E. N.

Deftly hidden among the pines of North Caro ·
not far from the rolling billows which lash its 8
coast line, there lies a quiet country town, which is kno
in the immediate vicinity as Pineville. Aside from sev
general merchandise stores and supply houses, there is
little industry of any sort to be found there. It seems aa
its chief mission is to supply the surrounding farm
with imported necessities and to furnish a beautiful
pleasant retirement .for venerable toilers. ~ut no tn
tal bliss is perfect; therefore, in this peaceful hamlet th
dwell those, too, whose chief delight is the instigation
disagreeable relations.
As the feudal system made it almost impossible for
vassal to rise
to prominence, so does its worthy successo
)
the "blue blood" theory-create a stern difficulty for "
partisan" folk (may I call them this for convenience),
attain to distinguished roles in communities entirely floo
by this fantastic
theory. Thus it was in this partic
,
neighborhood, which, to a great extent, was untouched
alien association. Such things as panics and strikes h
no horrors for these people. The classes of society w
as distinct here as the castes in heathen India. Of th
there were three. The first was the aristocracy or th
thru whose veins the purest "blue blood" coursed; the
ond, those who were either not pure stock or were i
grants from some unrelated community; and the third,
and outcast whites. The inter-association of
classes was as marked as is this tabulated classificati
with rare exceptions between the first and second class
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since we have a general knowledge of affairs as
ow, there, it doe~ not appea.1 to us as stn"k"mg w h en
existed
that this particular section of that level coastal
~ here and there dotted by such buildings as conVI a typical southern home : a large brick or stone
partially co~cealed .behind seve~al mas~ive white
and in addition spac10us stables with carnage sheds.
'er had we been favored with a bird's eye view of
:eom~unity, we would have inevitably been impressed
large mansion which stood .on a gentle knoll that comd an unexcelled view of the little town, Pineville,
close to its foot. Surrounded by a large green lawn
was decorated with much shrubbery, this mansion
presented an attractive and homelike appearance.
med as if the gentle breezes, which constantly blew
from the sea, would drive away all care and bear
only mirth and cleerfulness. Here lived Theodore
, his wife, and only daughter, in peace, pride, and
tment. The daughter's name was Katherine, but
seldom addressed thus. Kitty was the name her
~d - nurse had given her and the one which was
~orite of her associates.
Father Gabler was a retired
grower and prized very highly-yes, too highly-the
blood" heritage, while the mother was an aristocrat
highest order, but not aggressive in her views.
:But Kitty was a creature of environment. At heart,
as a "non partisan," if you please. Early in her
ven while a school girl, she had acquired a noticeable
for the primeval class distinctions and had displayed
vincible inclination for the common, every-day life of
stling little commercial village. Now she had bea grown maiden and was at a marriageable age. Still
eetest smiles were not awarded to the genteel sons
plantation owners, but her h~art-yea, her whole
emed to be centered upon the common strata. This
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fact was becoming more and more noticeable, since toe
one of her .dances she always invited several young ~e
ness men from the town, who held this sacred theor
light esteem and c.a1led it .a "nonsensical whim of aris
cratic people." One of these young men, Max Wint
was always among the favored.
Already furtive glan
were .exchanged between Max and Kitty, the last reel
always danced together, and the farewell word was dra
into a long sentence. Everything seemed to indicate t
the adamantine chain which invisibly links soul to soul
being forged harder and harder every day.
Tho nb open confession had ever been made of this a
orous inclination, yet the keen eye of the father could pen
trate the deceptive mist of intimate acquaintance and co
discern the fire of love glowing beyond. Thus passed s
eral years. The twin holidays-Christmas and New y
-came with their customary festivities and passed wi
their new r esolutions. Kitty had received some very pre
and costly gifts from her aristocratic suitors and h:;i.d I
them away with an a~r 9f indifference, but the simple,
assuming gift which Max · sent her, spoke its silent wo
of solace.
But soon mild winter vanished and again spring
summer-,-the vehicle of Nature's melodies-transposed
landscape into an arena of rural industry. Now instead
the square dance and Virginia reel, there were the moonli
walks over the verdant meadows and the sweet confessi
of love beneath the whispering pines; insteqd of the m'
winter banquet with its ghost stories, there was the pi
to the mountains, with its profusion of cheer a d yout
buoyancy. Such opportunities with Max and ~itty w
very, very rare. Mr. Gabler much dir;liked this gro ·
intimacy and opposed it as far as he could without appea ·
unreasonable. But "where there is a will there is a wa
hence at rather prolonged intervals Max and Kitty, to
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t delight of their mutually longing souls, were perto enjoy a moonlight stroll.
urorner was now waning; the chill of autumn had
the foliage with various hues ; the cotton fields were
g white and fuz~y; an~ vast flock.s of birds darkened
on their bienmal cnuse of the air from the North to
~th and·vice versa . . Yet with all these indications of
the nights were nearly as balmy as those of sum'on one of these mild September nights it was that
and Kitty; happy in such a privilege, strolled hand in
along the winding brook toward the clump of
reen pines to the right. The siiver moon was shining
and bright and the sportive stars were twinkling in
celestial canopy, as these two lovers happily seated
elves on the soft bed of needles beneath a giant pine.
es Max had alluded to the pleasures in store and had
frequently referred to the time when they should not
be ardent lovers, but even more, yet never had he in a
manner approached Kitty on the subject. On this
cular night, however, the conversation soon had drifted
a very intimate channel, so that about the time they
e well established under the towering pine, the crisis
come. With fast-throbbing heart ·Max turned to the
te form which was nestling so close to him and said:
"Already, dear Kitty, we mutually share our joys and
pointments and display a deep interest in one anothwelfare. Now why can't we cement these reciprocal
gs more firmly?''
"There is but one hindrance," said Kitty, as she press·
ser to Max and lifted her big, blue eyes to his light
ones, "and that is the obstinate determination of
to have me wed a man of 'blue blood' descent.
He
speaks of our intimacy and sighs for your possesof that requisite, but nature has not granted it and we
lpless. Max, it is a gross injustice to you, I sup-
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pose, that I, knowing the sentiments of my parents
permitted our acquaintance to blossom to such an ad~an
stage of intimacy, but you are aware of and feel, just
do, that magnetic tie which has bound us together
firmly . Oh, Max, what can be done?'' she sobbed
conclusion.
Max was unable to soive the mystery and turned
manly face toward the jeweled heavens as if he were·
ploring divine guidance and aid. But time was flying.
was now necessary to turn homeward. This they did ·
much reluctance, seeking to forget for the time their t ·
perplexity.
Autumn passed, and winter with its grimness ca
The national day of Thanks was now past, and Yule·
pleasantly approached. But with this :fleeting lapse
time new aspirations had germinated in Max's bosom.
must win his love. With all previous discourageme
staring him full in the face, and with the surety of dir
refusal burdening his heart, Max at last resolved to pl
his precious cause with Kitty's father. "Faint heart ne
won fair maiden,' ' he thot. Spurred on by this 1 Max
soon at the old mansion. He was received very cordi
by Mr. Gabler and soon was seated \in the quaint oldlibra
With his heart in ·his throat, and without deliberation,
immediately "opened fire" on the old gentleman.
"Mr. Gabler, I have come to ask for your daught
hand. Is it granted? ' '
'
With pale face and tortured featur~s, . he waited
paternal decree.
"What!" cried the old man, as if he had been st
by a thunderbolt. "I-I give my only dear girl and
precious heirloom which she possesses to a man like y
What ! would you alloy that pure and chaste lblue blood
No, I rise on my honor and my dignity. That shall ne
be!"
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ver is a long time," calmly suggested Max with

e
. h"1s woun d e d f eel"mgs. "Won ' t
difficulty
in suppressmg

en that statement somewhat or else consider it

?"
m- that's useless," he responded lightly. "But,
u desire it, I will make this condition with you,
I fear and hope, is naught but a mere fancy. Some
ago I had a younger brother, Jack., who went to
ke in search of gold. He never has returned and
written for ten long years. Of course, we believe
froze to death in those cold regions. Now the con1 want to make is this: If my brother returns to
en Kitty is yours, and not before."
nk you," said Max coldly, as he hastily left the

ith his head bowed in hopeless despair, he was soon
in his cozy little room musing thus to himself:
Must the dead come back to life for me to win Kitty?'.'
thed semi-consciously. "Must the inevitable be
lished? Tomorrow is Xmas, when all are supposed
·ce, but how can I? Oh, . Master mine, Thou, thru
miraculous power, all things are possible, cans't
ot pour out a soothing balsam on my shattered soul?
possible this righteous compact, I pray Thee."
n he arose and went about his daily duties, apparjubilant spirits.
s morning dawned clear and cold. The little
s flitted to and fro over the thin crusted snow, and
was shedding his slanting rays on the hoary landEverything was hustle and bustle ·at the little railtion of Pineville. It was train time. Soon the
s locomotive, panting and steaming, drew up its
freight to the platform and the passengers began to
Max, regardless of this, hastened to attend to his
affairs, and with this accomplished, was in the act

8
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of turning back to town, when some one brushed lig
past. He turned qui_c kly and saw an old man step .
feebly into a carriage. There was something fa .
about him, but Max could not account for it.
"Drive me to Theo. Gabler's home,'' commanded
old man in a manner which resembled Mr. Gabler -y
much.
Max almost dropped the package which he was ho
ing, as the thot flashed suddenly across his mind that
might be the uncle spoken of by Mr. Gabler in his heart}
condition. Could it be possible? Had Infinite Power
pity on Max's sad plight? It was very necessary for
to find out. With an agile bound he placed himself at
side of the carriage in which the old man was seated
unceremoniously demanded:
''Are you Jack Gabler? ''
"That's my name, young man," responC.ed the
man with some curiosity. But Max was gone as quickly
he had come, making no explanation to the !VOnder-ing
man. His heart was light as a midsummer's haze and
big brown eyes sparkled with a joyous glow.
"I'll hold the old man to his bargain," he soliloquiz
"'All's fair in love and war.' 'An eye for eye, and a to
for a tooth,' that's my motto at present. One's own m
cine is always the most bitter. I pity Mr. Gabler. Ha P'
Happy! Was Max happy? Words are insufficient
· express his joy. In afew hours he was again sitting in
quaint old library of the Gabler mansion, not u we
with a faltering and depressed spirit, but with a bea ·
countenance which radiated warmth into every h
present.
' 'Well,'' triumphantly began Max as he looked tow
the sunny face of Uncle Jack, ''your brother has return
I see. I suppose you remember our compact that we m

9
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re in this very room, don't you? I'm ready to play
right now," he concluded with a jolly laugh.
es, Max," began the old man, slowly and thotfu11y,
een hand has surely made this Xmas bright for both
My :lear brother again sits by my .side and rethe pleasant boyhood days, while yonder sits your
Bless you, my children; may heaven smile most
y upon you.''

en "Home Sweet Home" it comes to me,
makes me think of ''Sweet Marie,''
that leads 'on to "Dixie" soon,
en on and on, to "Lazy Moon;"
d "Annie Laurie" next I'm told,
n "Silver Threads Among The Gold."
In the Good Old Summer Time" is fine,
t not so cute as "Dinner Time;"
d when I hear "Tender and True,"
m then a-' 1 Dreaming, Love, of You;''
d then you know ''Sweet Adeline''
ell, she is ''Just a Cousin of Mine !'' t rather than to tire you down,
just "Go Way Back and Sit Down."

'-Ex.

SIDNEY LANIER, THE MUSICAL POET
ALDA B. CLINE.

The wo:ld is jus~ beginni~g t~ ~ppreciate fully
poetry of Sidney Lamer. While hvmg, Lanier had
experience poverty, neglect, and disea ":. Now
claim that he is one of America's genuine poets. Th
has often happened that the world could not see the si
cance of a poet's productions until the poet had p
away; then it lavished its praises, erected its monum
and honored in many ways the man who died without re
ing that his work had accomplished its purpose.
Sidney Lanier's life is a pathetic, yet a · beautiful
It is not less beautiful than the message which he hast
Thru all his suffering and struggling with poverty
disease we see him a spotless, sunny-souled man, with ·
ideals of life and art. He was a musician by nature, an
he had had the opportunity and inclination to pu.
the study of music, he would have become without doubt
of the world's great masters. He himself said, "the p ·
inclination-that is, natural bent (which I have chec
though) of my n~ture is to music and for that I have
greatest talent; indeed, not . boasting, for God gave it
I have an extraordinary musical talent and feel within
plainly that I could rise as high as any composer." At
early age he could pfay a number of instruments,-fi
piano, banjo, guitar, organ, violin, etc., but it is as a fl
player that he is best known. His roommate during
junior year once said: "I have seen him walk up and. d
the room and with his flute extemporize the sweetest m
ever vouchsafed to mortal ear. At such times it w
seem as if his soul were in a trance and could only find
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ression in the ecstasy of tone, that would catch
of harmony.''
erik Hamrick who directed Lanier for six years in
~ody Symphony Orchestra of which the poet was a
r paid this loving tribute to him and to his playing:
hands the flute no longer remained a mere material
ent, but was transformed into a voice that set
y harmonies into vibration. Its tones developed
warmth, and a low sweetness of unspeakable poetry;
were not only true and pure, but allegoric, as it were,
tive of the depths and heights of being and of the
ts which the earthly ear never hears and the earthly
ver sees." When he played at a Peabody Symphony
, his director furthermore says, ''the audience was
und. Such distinction, such refinement! He stood,
ter, the genius~"
usic was to Lanier, assuredly, his highest gift, and
tely for literature he turned the spirit of melody .i nto
It is the music of his poetry that is especially attractthe reader. On studying his writings, and his life
ot help being impressed by the music that seemed
him to over-flowing and bubble into verses. Music
essential to him, not a luxury as so many -people
er it. Music, he yearned for it, breathed it, it was
of his living, for,
"His song was only living aloud,
His work a singing with the hand."
d it is not strange that such a man whose
beat time to the music within his soul, should
poetry filled with the melody of the streams, the birds,
and trees, since he was also a lover of nature to
extent that his roommate at college spoke thus of
"His love forherwasso intense that! have sometimes
he could hear the murmur, the music that springs
growing of grass.''

~with his into the very heaven

12
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The poet himself fully recognize:} that he was first
musician and then a poet. As late as 1873 he wrote to
friend,-"Whatever turn I may have for art is Pllrel
musical, poetry being with me a pure tangent into which
shoot sometimes.''
In 1880 he wrote "Science of Versification," the b
of his prose productions. In this it has been said that
perhaps allowed his love of music to carry him too f
"In all cases,'' he writes, "the appeal is to the ear; but
ear should, for that purpose, be educated up to the high
plane of possible culture." His theory is that time
not accent is the basis of poetic rhythm. According to
theory every line of verse is divided into measures, equi
lent to the measures in music. Each of these meas
contains a predetermined number of time units. By
scheme music and poetry become closer companions. T
relationship is increased by an·extravagant use of assonan
rhyme and alliteration. His system allows a great freed
of composition. This freedom givesto his "Sunrise~'
''The Marshes'' grand symphonic effects.
Altha his theory has received only a modified acce
ance, Lanier has accomplished results in descriptive
musical effects .that have been seldom equaled in Ameri
literature. Lowell has spoken of his ''rare gift for a hap
word." And he certainly does have a remarkable disce
ment in descriptive and melodious phrases. In "
Betrayal," an early poem, we find a good example of
music of his verse.
"The sun has kissed the violet sea
And burned the violet to a rose
0 Sea! wouldst thou not better be
More violet still? Who knows? Who knows?
Well hides the violet in the wood;
The dead leaf wrinkles her a hood
And winter's ill is violet's good;

14
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Far from the hilis of Habersham
Far from the valley of Hall."
The amount of Lanier's poetry is not great. The
of supporting his family prev~nted him from giving a
plete expression to all the poetry he felt within. Then
he died young. Nevertheless he has left "a dia~
shower of beautiful verses, of images grandiose and graci
of happy expressions which compose the most exquisite
anthologies." It was with great regret on his O\\tn p
that he could not overcome the dreadful disease that
preying upon him, and that he could never finish
singing. Yet fearless and calm, he sung on to the inevi
ble end.
"Oh, never the most high run of the seas
Of traffic shall hide thee,
Never the hell-covered smoke of the factories
Hide thee.
Never the reek of the time's few politics
Hide thee.
And ever my heart through the night shall with kno
edge abide thee
And ever by day shall my spirit as one that tried th
Labor, at leisure, in art till you beside thee,
My soul shall float friend Sun, The day being done."
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When six inches high it is "flooded," and from
time till harvest the ground must be co tautly cov
with water from two to ten inches. EVt..:y rice field
surrounded by a "levee" about two feet high. When
rice is ripe the levees are cut and the water drained
Harvesting and threshing is done with the same kin
machinery as used for wheat gathering.
One man and four mules ought to do the work required
raise two hundred acres of rice until harvest time.'
the from the cane section must be brought up
help save the grain. I wish I could describe a "crew''
these harvesters. Youngjollymulattoes, most of them ,
a child's interest in all that is novel, and a child's careless
about everything but the present moment. A cook m
usually be brought along and she finds herself the cen
of a group of admirers. No Fifth Avenue belle re'
more regally than our dusky Emily.
'' Heah, dah, you Tom, bring some lamp ile in dis
when you comes from de station.''
"All right, Miss Emily, but, but we don't need n:o 1
ile; dem bright eyes o' your'n would turn de darkness
Egypt into daylight.,, And with a bow, the like of whi
never seen except among our southern , T
gallops away.
On Wednesday night the whole ·crew will very 1i
assemble for prayer meeting in the large kitchen. Pro
bly, moreover, one of the company has spent a term or
at Tuskeegee and Sunday afternoon finds him with
intensely interested audience, reclining in every pos
upon the grass under the live oak trees, discussing e
thing from Moses to Booker Washington.
. Coming back to the financial question, Liveoak P
tation la.st year marketed 80,000 sacks of rice at an ave
price of $2.50 per sack. "It costs $1.00 per sack to
rice," said my host.
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Roanoke, La., the water for irrigation must be gotten
lls. These are about two hundred feet deep and
ut $1,000 each. One well will irrigate approxione hundred acres of ground. Crude oil is used for
t whenever streams can be tt tilized instead of wells,
on is much cheaper.
Japanese rice makes a heavy yield, but the stalks
er weak so that during a wet harvest much of the
lodges. The Honduras varieties have larger growth
er straw.
ulled rice looks like wheat, except that the color is a
hter. Rice is milled by having the brown outer
the grain removed and the kernel polished. The
has very few broken grains.
e rice industry has grown to large proportions by
·des. This accounts for the many Yankee dollars
away in the black soil of Southwest Louisiana and
ged aspect of the country everywhere.

A CRUDE REVERIE
Ah, yes ! tonight, as I sit here
My heart recalls fond days of yore,
When I, a boy of youthful years,
Romped o'er the fields and heathy moor.
Behold the moon, how bright it· beams;
As thru vast space it flies
It personates the mother's love,
Which lives and never, never dies.
That face as sweet as budding rose ;
Those eyes as blue as rolling sea ;
Those chestnut locks now mixe1 with gray;
Ah, mother, those belong to thee.
The heart is cold that never loved ;
The soul is dead that feels no thrill ;
That life is sad and all forlorn,
Which grinds for aye, like nioss-grown mill
When souls peep out thru sparkling eyes,
And light the gloom of weary days,
'Tis then that incensed love beams bright
And breathes .s weet songs and tender lays.
For love will out just as will crime ;
It knows no cell or prison bar,
But comes from Him who sits on high,
And rules the world thru gates ajar.
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And now take courage, never fear,
Be strong, be brave, be stout of heart;
For oh, how true that souls commune
By mystic means, tho far apart.
For love is love with all its woes,
And it is written, "God is love."
Then love is God and we as lovers,
Are simple heirs to joys above.
'Tis thus I mused 'neath starry skies,
While the moon in state swept on and on,
Just as it did long years· ago
On moon-lit nights, now past and gone.
-'10.

Prof.-" Have you ever read Shakespeare? "
ewish.-"No, sir."
f.-" Have you read Tennyson?"
ewish.-"No, sir."
f.-"What have you read?"
ewish.-"I have red hair, sir."
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EDITORIALS
"A good conscience is a continual Christmas."

Christmas cheer today manifests itself far differ
from what it did an half century ago. Then in the V
of Virginia the industrious German farmer observed C
mas as a holiday, but the aristocratic slave holder hi
seldom did, though his slaves were free to have a "glo
time.'' Among other things this meant a dance on
own or neighboring plantation; and. such :fiddling
hilarity! The German usually went to church, or
visiting, or did both; and a special dinner was a pl
feature of the day. If the planter went anywhere, it
most likely hunting and if he had a "big" dinner, it
not such as the sturdy German would have thought
dally savory. Tripe and oysters were held the
d'e licacies among the aristocracy. Present-giving
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eral and extravagant as no~. Santa brought the
German children cookies, variously shaped as men,
and beasts, and in addition dried huckleberries,
and peaches, peeled and dried with the seeds in
~nd known as "hootzels," (a corruption, perhaps, of
uzel.) Besides, they sometimes received an handkeror garment, but never candy, nuts and oranges.
the wealthier German element alone could afford.
of the older folk were simple-an handkerchief, apron,
or like useful present. In contrast to this, among
·stocratic slave holders present-giving was but little
ced at Christmas. They even regarded this "Dutch"
with disfavor and sought other means or times to
s to friends their good fellowship.
The Music Department is waxing so strong and achievwell that a department in the Philo., devoted wholly
Conservatory, is but the natural consequent. Recently
nservatory students effected an orgc.1nization, a penbas been designed, pins will soon be on hand and best
the actual music work is very gratifying. Of the
programme given Saturday evening, December 5,
ent Yount said publicly that he thought it was the
e ever heard rendered by our students. As long as
nservatory thus maintains itself, and we can think of
ng nothing else, we feel sure a department in the
ry will better the magazine and, withal, give the Conry a deserved right to be heard.
e three cash prizes offered by the Men's Glee Club
ege songs ought to set our poets a-scribbling. Everyclimb Parnassus and help grind out a book of songs.
ou can't buy it, sell it, but can give it away and are
kely to lose it. You can't taste it, smell it, hear it,
or feel it, but can feel its influence, see its
and hear its manifestation-sometimes. You
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can create it, suppress it, kill it,-college spirit.
hink a
New Year's resolutions that will apply here "-....d· result
spirit abundantly and effectively evident.
Someone intimates that there isn't enough of
promptu ·debating done in the College. Life's activi
call for minute men, those who can think and speak righ
without studied preparation. If the Literary Societies
to devote eight or ten minutes after the regular debate to
general discussion of the question by any person pres
limiting each one speaking to two minutes, say, and
take a vote of the house concerning the merits of the
bined regular and general discussion, enthusiasm and mu
practical good might follow. At least a trial of this p
gram wi,11 work no lasting harm. ·
The Seniors haven't been demonstrative so far
year (it takes the Sophs to appear spectacular,) yet they
laying plans broad and sure. Without saying much to an
body, one crisp morning not long ago the dignified '09 b
and girls strode into chapel, wearing the daintiest little c
pins ever seen here. Some old Grads. gainsay this,
they are simply prejudiced, that's all, and no one f
about their "compliments." N oughty-nine colors
orange and black, orange representing every attribute
excellence and black symbolizing the past of other clas
now totally eclipsed by the achievements working th
selves out in Senior circles. Some bright day when
rising bell. bids the under-classman arise from dreams
''seniorhood,'' on the way to breakfast he is going to o
his eyes, then his mouth, and then, "Well,--ah,-wo
why our class didn't think of it long ago." The sight
orange and black will make this a day of resolutions
the underlings. And there will be yet other Senior
quests.

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
WHEREAS, God, in His infinite wisdom,
has seen fit to remove from this life the devoted
father of our friend and classmate, C. K.
Holsinger, we, the committee of the class of
1909, offer these resolutions:

First-That we, his class, extend to the
bereaved family our most heartfelt sympathy.
Second-That a copy of these resolutions ..

be sent to the grief-stricken home.

Third-That a copy of these resolutions

be published in The Philomathean Monthly_
.

J.. M.

HENRY,

EDYTH MILLER,

Committee.

ALUMNI
Among the Alumni of the College, perhaps no 0
so well known or so kindly remembered as the late
Geo. B. Holsinger, whose death occurred at Astoria
November 22nd, after an illness of five days.
'
On October 5th he left his home for several mon
work in his chosen field, first teaching at Charleston
Va., then at Astoria, Ill. While teaching at Astoria he'
tracted a cold, which developed into double pneum
running its course in a few days. His only son, C. K.,
to be with his father, arriving there twelve hours after
death. The body being brought to his home in Bri
water, November 25th, the funeral was held the follo
day.
Prof. Holsinger was born in Bedford County,
May 10, 1857. The early years of his life were spent·
farm boy, later being employed in tea«!hing public sch
When a youth he had a great inclination and talent
music, and in 1881 he came to Dayton, Va., to att
Music Normal. The following year he was instructor of
sic in the Virginia Normal School, which has now devel
into the Music Department of Bridgewater College.
in fact is the founder of this school in the College, w
today, perhaps, may not be excelled by any in the s
As director of this school he labored for sixteen years,
signing only to take up the editing of music for the Ch
of the Brethren, which he deemed of great information.
Professor Holsinger was known as a man of a
and authority in music, as attested by his compositio
many music books. His advice, too, was much sough
by those interested in musical culture. He was an ori
thinker, doing much study alone, yet had training
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ble teachers. To have known him was but to love
a he endeared himself to all. From the Alumni has
en a worthy memher.
editor in behalf of the association, expresses
e
'
.
y to the 'dear ones of our beloved Alumnus.
· VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

:t the invitation of ·your Editor I will tell where I am

ething of the work as ·near as I can. As it had
five years since I wa·s here the last time, I am not in
ose touch with the work ~s I was then.
e buildings have increased since then, and are cony increasing, a new dormitory now nearing compleThe college buildings, not counting dormitories and
g places, have grown from three to six and three
nal ones in Chicago. The attendance increases each
now usually between five and six thousand different
s each year, with perhaps three or three and oneousand at one time, and during the summer term
more. There are many who remain here the whole
ou wonder what the place and work is like. We can
almost anything that anyone can desire, from eighth
to specializing in Integral Culculus, Greek, Physics,
similar subject. Yes, we have religious work, too.
University does not teach the Bible, but Rev. Brue~
, Ph.D., pastor of the Christian Church, conducts a
Class each Saturday evening for the benefit of all
men who wish to take it. Y. M. C. A. has a series
Classes each Sunday; the churches afford an exopportunity for people who desire to help. There
churches in town and all the doors are wide open to
for Sunday School work and Young Peoples' So-
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cieties. To write up the work of a single
wo
much more space than is allotted to the whc. , Al
partment, so you must be content with a mere ou
things and work. I may tell you some time of how
I mean, ·what we eat and its cheapness. Many
whether ·we really get anything to eat for one do
forty cents a week.
Weather here is fine, no snow yet to amount
thing; the ground was salted once or twice the other
You people should come North where i\ is warmer.
is vacation time and we begin again on December 1.
Best wishes to all.
JAMES H. MORRIS,
506 Union St., Valparaiso, In
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Laura Emswiler as assistant.
Miss Berlin etna'
teacher of Piano until the spring of 1908, when sher
This ·session Professor Roller is back, filled wi
zeal and enthusiasm for the welfare and growth oft
partment. He is a graduate of the Music Departm
Bridgewater College, was student at the Peabody
vatory of Baltimore, . student at Oberlin Conse
Oberlin, 0., and private student of Mr. D. A. CH
and of Mr. Frederic W. Root, of Chicago. \ Professor
tinctively an organizer, director, a doer. This s
working most gratifying strides in the betterment
largement of Bridgewater Conservatory.
The present Piano teacher is Miss Frances Tho
IOwa. She is a graduate of Tabor Conservatory of
Tabor, Iowa, and last year was student at Oberlin
vatory. Besides teaching Piano she also teaches
and History of Music. Miss Thornell, by her enth
and vigor, has added much to the Department. She
the vim and enterprise, so characteristic of the great
West, her home, into every feature of her work, a
means much to a Southern College.
The present assistant teacher in Piano and
Miss Zula Gochenour, of Maurertown, Va., was as
of music at Brunswick Seminary and is a graduate
Music Department of Bridgewater College. Miss
our is devoted to her work and makes a telling en
in the advancement of Bridgewater, musical.
The Conservatory, since its organization in 19
been steadily growing, until now it ranks as one of.
schools of music in the State. Still there are many
needed to bring it up to the standard that the
hopes it may attain.
At present only the departments of Piano,
Organ, Voice Culture, Theory, and· History are a
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ent of stringed instruments will be added next
909).
Department has ·a larger enrollment this session
before and it is still increasing. The teachers
re now than they can do without working extra
and the management is going to procure another
as soon as possible.
Choral Union has been organized and is studying
ks as "Mendelssohn's 95th Psalm" and -"The Rose
"by Cowin.
have organized also a Men's Glee Club, a Ladies'.
b, and several quartets.

COLLEGE-CLASS-ROOM-CAMPUS
Winter Term opened November 29, a number of
students entering at that time.
Miss Katie Ralston, a former student, called on fn
at the College Sunday, December 6. I Miss Ralston is
a teacher in the Graded Schools of Harrisonburg.
Many of the students went home over Thanksgi
Those who stayed at the College were feasted in the ·
hall, which, in a measure, atoned for their having to
main here.
Misses Lula Judy and Laura Bowman spent T
giving with Miss Martha Harrison. ·
The friends of Miss Effie Mae Click will be der
to learn of her returning health.
The Men's Glee Club gave a concert Saturday
ing, December 5. In the rendering of the well
program, they showei the result of hard work. N
every selection was memorized.
Several of the students visit.ed friends at Timbe
during Thanksgiving vacation; Misses Frankie Show
Carrie Bixler, Sylvia Burns, Messrs. Paul Bowman,
Neff, and Herman Shaver being among the number.
Prof. T. S. Moherman arrived at the beginning of
term and is now installed in the Bible Department of
College. We feel that the department is very
stronger by having Professor Moherman as an additi
the faculty.
Miss F. H. says she doesn't want to write a love
for her narrative essay in rhetoric, if .she can help it.
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Prof. Y. (in beginning Latin)"Decline arx, Mr. W."
}Ir. w.-"Arx, arcis," &c.
Prof. Y.-"Try to get your accent more nearly correct,
Try it again, and don't hit the cis quite so hard."

w.

Young ladies should be careful about smiling and
g to the young men who pass their practice room
. They all look alike in the electric light when they
their overcoat collars turned up.
Just after exams the expression of a good many
ts seemed to say, "Of all sad words of tongue or
the saddest are these, 'I've flunked again.' " But this
statement was proven false by the expression of the
of Mr. H. A. H. and the young Commercial Prof.
they left the Ladies' Dormitory on Friday evening of
e week. They plainly said, "Of all sad words of
e or pen, the saddest are these, 'I'm left again.' ''
Mr. H. A. Shaver recently spent Saturday and Sunday
home of his aunt at Cave Station.

The Men's Glee Club is offering three cash prizes for
e best College songs composed by

students ~

r. L. L. K. (in Chem. )-Aesthetic (acetic) acid
'l'he College Debating Team will be chosen from those
part in the preliminary, December 18.

MAGAZINE REVIEWS
This month has indeed placed another interes ·
of magazines on our table, and in this short space of
we wish to suggest their merits.
\
The December "Musician" should appeal espec·
every musician. Too many of our music students
this literature and, therefore, know very little abou
·h istory and current events of their favorite work.
edition is devoted to Richard Wagner, the great
musician and composer. The different articles on
ma.n's life and works must necessarily be interesting
true lover of music and most assuredly his success
leader is a grand inspiration to an aspiring musician.
(Oliver Ditson Company, BO$ton. $1.50 per y
The "Ladies Home Journal" is an old "stand
Its merit speaks for itself. Aside from the stori
other articles, the fashion department and suggestions fi
children's Yuletide entertainment will attract thew
eye very much. Read "His Birthday" on editorial
It is a unique direction how to prepare for and spend
(Curtis Publishing Co., Phila., Pa. $1.50 per
The "American Boy" is truly a boy's paper.
is not a dry page in it, because it contains only those
dear to a boy's heart. The stories will fill every
bosom with ambitious impulses. Besides, the info
contained from page 51 on is rare and interesting. If
boy were to read this paper thoroly, there is no
why the ideals upheld therein should not point him
noble and useful life.
(The Sprague Publishing Co., Detroit, Mich.
per year.)
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e "Travel" attracts our attention again.

How

it isl From ocean to ocean; from land to land! The
ile the island Crete, the sunny Japanese, our own

and many other points of interest are brought
r'g-ia
0
,

us just as if we had seen them ourselves. The artithe Nile should be very interesting to every student

~-Travel

Magizine, 334 Fourth Ave., New York
$1.50 per year.)

He writeth best who stealeth best
Ideas, both great and small ;
For the great soul who wrote th~m first
From nature stole them all.

-Ex.

young married woman on being told she had a
husband goes to the dictionary for the definition of
and to her surprise finds: ''A small representation
real thing.''
•

EXCHANGES
Quite a number of good magazines have reach
shelf this month. They show finish in their
both typographical and literary.
"The Southern Collegian," a new visitor to us
from the very first admiration for fts neatness and siz~
one, after having read through its interesting pages
few hours, finds that he has a yet greater regard for the
zine because of its merits. Among the interesting
which it contains, the short story, "When Science
Young," is the best. It is well balanced and hol
reader's attention to the very last. Of the essays,'
Spanish Revolution of 1820" shows the best prepa
It is a subject not so threadbare as we often find, a
writer has done some good research work and has arr
his material well. "The ·Comedy in Three Acts,'' is
attractive. The few inspiring poems, with depa
well cared for, go to make up one of the best magazin
have received so far.
"The Wake Forest Student" holds a close second.
have been favored with it for some time and it always
· up its high standard. It contains several fine short s
"The Mysterious Death of Sam Clark" is almost as ca
of raising the hair as some of Poe's black cat stories.
Misplaced Treasure'' has a fine plot and well work
sustains splendid interest, too. The essay on "Cri
is something novel. It shows a close and critical s
them, and also a musical ear on the part of the ob
There are few people who are capable of appreciati
music of a cricket. One writer tells us of the wo
work Luther Burbank has done, another of the ·
work of Browning. A few more stories and several

ATHLETICS
The sighs of the gridiron' brave are now dro
the shouts from the gymnasium floor. Never before
history of Bridgewater's athletics were there 80
basket ball aspirants. Several times Capt. Miller
marked that this year's team wilrbe the fastest that
upheld B. C. 's fame. So many are the candidates
games have to be played each afternoon. The
second teams play from 4:30 to 5:10 and the third and
from 5:10 to 5:50.
Two special games have been played thus far
inter-class games may begin soon, since the first
the regular schedule is some time off.
The first game was played Nov. 21, at 2:30,
two picked teams.
The line-up:
WinnersSipe
Forward
Hooker
Forward
Coffey
Center
Acker
Back
Henry

Back

Referee, Coffman; Umpire, Wampler; Scorer,
man. Goals thrown from field, Sipe, 9; Hooker, 1;
1; Brown, 2; Miller, 2; Wampler, 2. From foul line,
5; Wampler, 11. Score, 27-23.
The first game between the Societies came off
when the Acmes lined up against the Va. Lees and
rians. Quite a crowd witnessed the game and much
was done. The junior societies seemed to have the
but often above the din the sonorous voices of "Bill
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''Oc." Miller were heard. Price and Houchins on
team played fine ball, considering that they were
edition and jumped into the game with very little
When time sounded the score stood 25-24 in
the Va. Lees and Victorians.
line-up:
Va. Lee-Victorian.
Forward
Brown
Forward
Wampler
Center
Acker
Back
Thomas
Back .
Coffey
Umpire, ·Koontz; Time-keeper,
er; Scorer, Wakeman. Goals from field, Brown,
pler, 1; Price, 2; Miller, 1; Hooker, 3. From foul
ampler, 15; Hooker, 11; Miller, 1. Points awarded,

2.

y is it that you are always behind in your studies?
use if I were not behind with them, I could not
them.

Lives of fl unkers all remind us,
We can throw a bluff as far,
And, departing, leave behind us,
Goose eggs with the registrar.

-Ex.

Read This and P ofit by th
Experience o Others.
Have you so arranged your affairs, that should you die 8
you would not leave yourestateincumbered with a mortgageorwi
debts that would take from your family all that you had been wo
accumulate for them for years?
·
r
Do you know that there is a certain dignity, and moral in
and self respect in the personality of the man who provides for
ple~e protection ?f those. w~om .he loves, through the wise inves
an msura:nce pohcy on his hfe?
It costs you nothing to have it all mane clear to you.
Why let your family suffer through your failure to unde
subject which ought to appeal to every man?
Good health alone will make you eligible.
Exceeded by none in the liberality and fairness of policy co
together with splendid annual dividends make it an exceptio
tractive policy.
Satisfied policy holders all through the Valley. To those
plating insurance, it will be to their interest to call on or p.ddress,

GEORGE E. SHUE, Agent,

Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Compan
Room 203 First National Bank Building,
HARRISONBURG, VA.
.
.

D. CLINT DEVIER

RELIABLE JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
General Repair Work Done
. HARRISONB_DRG, VA.

L. H. OTT DRUG CO.;

Druggists and Pharmacists

Dealers in Toilet Articles, Patent Medicines, Rexall
dies, Kodaks and Photo Supplies.
We Solicit Your Patronage.

J. T ·. · HOUCK

Furniture, Carpets, Mattings, Shades,
Trunks, Suit Cases·, ·and Umbrellas
WALKOVER SHOES
FOR MEN.

QUEEN QUALITY
FOR WOMEN.

75 S. Main Street., Harrisonburg, Va.
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MAKE US PROVE
We have said a good many times that we can sell
class merchandise cheaper than any one in the

~

WILL YOU NOT CALL AND MAKE
US PROVE THIS ASSERTION?
\

WE ARE SHOWING the HIGHEST GRADE
THAT IS KNOWN TO THE BUYING
B. Kuppenheimer & Co. 's Clothing, Chicago, UL
Michael Stern & Co.'s Clothing, Rochester, N. Y.
Stetson Hats.
Regal Shoes.
Stetson Shoes.
Nettleton Shoes.
In fact every other high grade goods that goes to make
class store . All we ask is an even chance for your busi
an opportunity to compare goods. Our stock comprises
thing that human beings wear. Make us a call and we
the above assertions.

B. NEY & SONS Ltd.

Opposite Postoffice.

Next door to Kavanaugh

-~~~:a.~~sssa~~~llilili

"CALI FORNI

'tfl~

Via Washington-Sunset Rou

'Tourist Sleeping Cars from Washington, D. C
Angeles and San Francisco without change.
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TO POE'S SPIRIT
Where the light was faintly burning
Came a soul as if returning
From some shadow-land of yore;
Came as if to 'wait the morrow,
Or as if to 'scape the sorrow
That came tapping at the door.
Thus the night wore on, how slowly!
Bringing guests now vain, now holy,
Till the slow approach of day ;
Then, with strange uncertain motion,
As of grief or mute devotion,
Turned that soul and fled away.
Fled as if to 'seape the sorrow,
Or as if to greet the morrow
Dawning on some distant shore;
Or perchance as if still seeking
Where he dreamed of angels speaking
But one name, the name Lenore.
Thus he seemed to stay no longer ;
et his presence grows the stronger,
Like some mystic bard of yore ;
d the light, so faintly burning,
,...,,1.U.LJwed by him, his full heart yearning,
Bums on brighter evermore.
-J.,W.1W.

THE BOYHOOD OF POE
W. R. HOOKER,

'11.

On January 19, the centenary o£~the Dirth of the
genius of American literature-Edgar Allen Poe-will
celebrated. Whether the 19th of January is really
anniversary is questioned by a few biographers, among
Mrs. Susan Archer Weiss; but the majority substantia
Another controversy arises regarding the place of his
Was it Norfolk, Baltimore, or Boston? Al tho a qu
unsettled, either Baltimore or Boston must be given
honor, with Boston having the benefit of the d
Poe's latest champion-a Poe herself-asserts, howevar,
Baltimore is undoubtedly the city that sheltered the·
Poe.
During the ~ign of Henry II of England, Sir
Le Poer went to Ireland as a · marshal to Prince J
Thither the Le Poers traveled from Italy thru No
France, England, and Wales. Some one has charact
the Le Poers as ''improvident, adventurous and reckl
brave.'' During the ·Protectorate Cromwell pursued
with special animosity, ravaging their estates and
co
;
ing their lands. Thru an encounter with Mau'rice of
mond, whom he had called a rimester, Arnold Le Poer
come prominently before the people. Again he disp
a characteristic quality when he interposed to save a
condemned to die. These same qualitie~ of chivalry
criticism burst forth anew in the poet Poe.
Becoming dissatisfied John Poe-the name Le P
De la Poer now having given way to the new s
"Poe, "-left Ireland for America about the middle
18th century. Many interesting stories are told of his
David Poe, Sr., especially of his connection with the
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olution and his friendship with LaFayette. David
v was a fiery youth and when the legal profession
.,repulsive to him he left his uncle's law office in
, Ga ., where he was studying, and went upon the
this time a young actress, Elizabeth Arnold, was
·ng audiences by her execution of light roles, for
her nature and training so well fitted her. Her
bad studied in Europe and was a singer of some repin her day; so her daughter early followed her upon
e. Playing in the traveling troupe was also a
man by the name of Hopkins, who fell in love with
"ed Elizabeth Arnold. He lived only a few months
marriage. David Poe, who had known Mrs. HopMiss Arnold, was engaged to play in the comm which she was then playing and soon fell a
to her charms, marrying her in January, 1806. This
tly displeased Poe's parents, who immediately dis-

him.

e young couple continued their theatrical work until
of their lives-and a hard life it was for each of
Their engagements constantly demanded hurried
, many often of considerable length. Actors then
t well payed and the strain mentally and physically
greatest and often resulted in utter physical colIt was after a long series of engagements of this
t Mrs. Poe approached the birth of her second child .
. Goudiss, ' "Great nervous excitement, a brain
with poverty, no time to give to the maternal
of the coming child, whose germinal status was
d produce nothing but the psycopath." And
, the critic, romancer, poet, undoubtedly was.
ry 19, 1809, the child Edgar Poe-' 'destined for
d misery"-was born. Mrs. Poe reappeared on
of February and continued on the stage until the

4
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close of the season. Then the family left Boston
out regret, never to return. Following the dicta~en
profession they journeyed southward again. Aft~
ing some time in New York, they rejoined friends
mond, Va. . There·is no record that Mr. Poe appe
the stage any longer and it is probable that he was ·
with consumption.
, .,.,. .
Mrs. Poe continued to perform until October
when she was given a benefit night in Richmond.
the death angel summoned her to follow her hush
her three children were left to the kindness of the ru
people.
Two young matrons, Mrs ~ Allen and her frie
McKenzie, adopted Edgar and Rosalie, while Will'
eldest child, went to relatives in Baltimore. It is
Mrs. Allen found Mrs. Tubbs, formerly Mrs. Arno
ing Edgar "gin tea," and when asked why she was
replied, ''To make him strong.'' Can it be that
for alcoholic liquors was first implanted here-t
which was to cause Poe so much unhappiness and to
much misunderstood ?
After much persuasion on his wife's part Mr
consented to adopt young Poe and gave him the full
of Edgar Allen Poe at the christening service. Mrs
says, "Little Edgar, bright, gay, and beautiful, soon
the pet and pride of the household. Even Mr. All
fond of him and his wife delighted in taking him a
showing him off among her acquaintances. In his
little trousers of yellow nankin or silk pongee, wi
ringlets :flowing over an immense "tucker," red s'
ings and peaked purple velvet cap, with its hea
tassel falling gracefully on one shoulder, he was the
tion of all beholders. His disposition was affable
ternper sweet; tho h::-.ving hitherto been allowed to
own way, he was self-willed and sometimes difficult
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at this period that young Poe began to manwas
.
derful precocity, and often entertamed guests
0
~ by pledging the.ir healt~ and declaiming, in
s especially proficient. His summers he spent
;~phur Springs, Va., then the popular southern
re:;ort. Here, as ev.ery pla~e that k~ew th,: boy
nt memories of him continued to linger m the
the residents.
une, 1815, possibly .the 17th, Mr. Allen with his
Richmond for England, where business demanded
seems that he intended to remain sometime, as he
of his personal property in Richmond. On arrivgland Poe was placed in the Manor. House School
Newington, a suburb of London. Rev. Dr. Branscleverly described in Poe's '.'Wm. Wilson," was
Master of this school. Poe describes the place
a large lawn, hjgh walls, but no trees or benches.
· es a week the students were taken outside the
t always accompanied by the Master. There Poe
his love for the ancient, being surrounded, as he
influences decidedly classic. Many other interesting
the place, Poe pictures but it is enough to say that
stamped in his mind were memories of the place
fo, and often in after life he commented on the
of time spent there . These five years, between
of seven and twelve, in which many of his heredencies might have been overcome and in which
bits were larg~ly formed, had to . be spent in a
'thout a symp3.thetic, understanding friend to
'rect the unfolding of his innate powers; and conhe grew up instead of being trained. How difght have been his after life had matters been reAllens returned to America in August, 1820, and
placed immediately in Professor Clarke's school.

6
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Here his brilliancy again manifested itself, for alth
0
diligent student, he was always at the head of 'his
He was prominent in athletics and debating, but
the popular leader one might suppose; some of his
cratic mates were prejudiced against him on account
birth. In 1823 the school went into the hands of p 11
Burke, Poe still continuing to attend. At all these
Poe manifested a kind and loving disposition ,
erroneous ideas we usually have of him are traceable
calumniating Griswold.
The interesting story of ~oe's visit to the home
friend, Robert Stannard, reveals the true Poe. One
noon after school he accompanied young Stannard
On entering the house Mrs. Stannard took Poe's h
her own, spoke some kind words to him and strok
hair. So moved was Poe that he could not speak and
afterwards was devoted to Mrs. Stannard. She bee
only confidante and the only ideal love of his youth.
her death Poe is said to have visited her grave n·
Tho this seems to suit his brooding nature, it is
probable that the strictness of his Scotch home would
mit any such midnight manoeuvres. It is also known
Poe was very much afraid of ghosts and would not v
near a graveyard alone .
After attending the private schools until 1825,
began to take private lessons in languages, prepa ·
enter the University of Virginia; which he did in
taking work in the Schools of Ancient and Modem
guages. On his final examinations Poe won hon
French and Latin, the highest honors then to be
Virginia.
Such is the history of Edgar Allen Poe until his
teenth year. As a boy of unquestioned genius, left
sympathizing parents when a mere child, he was un
edly well cared for, but grossly misunderstood and
sistenly trained. Had more kindly genii presided o
early years and his remarkable talent been fostered
how much greater might have been the achievemen
influence of this consummate genius, this greatest star
southern literary firmament! ·
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THE UNIVERSITY DAYS OF POE
F.

J·

WRIGHT,

'08.

the purpose of this brief sketch to justly and truly
the life of Poe at the University of Virginia. In
we find nothing remarkable in his record as a stuthing that would have clearly distinguished him
fellows. But since his works have sent his name
wide, it may be that a few incidents of his every-day
e will have an interest.
r A. Poe's entire stay in Charlottesville extended
Valentine's Day until Christmas of the year 1826;
work as a student lasted just ten months and one
must be rem_e mbered that classes continued thru
summer months, in the year that Poe was a stu"thout intermission.
second session of the University opened Februfirst, 1826, and thirty-four students enrolled the
. Students continued to arrive until the fourteenth
e month, at which time there were one .hundred
-six names on the matriculation book. The last
r on this day was Edgar A. Poe, of Richmond.
stated by Mr. Tucker, a close friend of his, Poe
during the earlier part of the session somewhere on
with Miles George, of Richmond. There is
by which we can now establish the location of this
But before many months there arose a disagreement
these two roommates. The difficulty was settled
· istic contest in a nearby field, after which they
ds in amicable agreement. As a result, however,
to a room on the West Range, leaving George
ion of the room previously occupied .by both.

8
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Some dispute has arisen as to the room occu
Poe on West Range, some claiming the distinction
17. Notwithstanding, .i t has been generally accepted
University for a number of years that No. 13 is the
in whic~ he really lived. The positive statement
Tucker is good evidence in favor ·of No. 13.
Maury, who at that time was in charge of his father'
sters, affirms that he knows the old woodpile to ha
directly behind the block on West Range contain·
numbers 5 to 15 (odd numbers), a~d that Poe's ro
somewhere in this block, which was then called "
Row.''
·Altho a mere youth, our future prose artist dist'
ed himself in athletics. His greatest feat was s ·
on a hot June day, a distance of six miles in the
river against a strong tide. This exploit in 1825
him agreater hero, in fact, than Leander, for the He
is only two and one-half miles in average width.
said that Poe was the best young boxer in Richmond.
sides, he was well-known for his fleetness and long
jumping. So we see that he must have command
siderable respect as an amateur athlete.
Possibly in this connection something might
of his physical appearance at this age. He is descri
''rather short of stature, thick and somewhat co
set, but very active, being; quite an expert in athle
gymnastic arts.'' This reads well, but the next sta;
we fear will not especially·delight the imaginative
"He was bow-legged and walked rapidly, with a
jerkiness in his hurried movements.''
Having located the poet.on West Range and ha
scribed him physically, we will proceed to ex
work as a student. He was listed in the classes
fessors Long and Blretterman of the Schools of An
Modern Languages, respectively. In an announc
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rses were outlined thus~ "In the school of
:Uages are to be taught the higher grade of
Greek languages, the Hebrew, rhetoric, bellestient history and antient geography. In the
Modern Languages are to be taught French,
Italian, German, and the En?lish Language in
axon form; also modern history and modern
,, Poe is mentioned in connection with the
·Latin, Spanish, Italian, and French, and was
"tolerably regular in his attendance of the last .
According to the schedule of lectures, Poe's hours
7:30 to 9:30 every morning in the week. How
d the long hours after class each day?
is good evidence that he spent considerable
library. As recounted by his friend and fellow
r. Tucker, they read together Hume and Lingepoets from Chaucer to Scott, of whom they were
00

library for the first part of the session was in Pal, West Lawn-an old remnant of Central College.
e books were moved into the Rotunda is not
known, but in October, 1826, the Rector makes
ent: "The library room in the Rotunda has
ly completed and the books put into it.'' With, then, Poe frequently visited the circular room in
a which contained the books. Not only did he
brary as a reading room, but it was said by Mr.
er, the librarian, that he borrowed five books
session; their titles, moreover, are recorded.
the class-room and library could not fully satisfy
· g nature .of the future story writer. To gratify
for solitude he would wander around in the
ountains, which are within easy reach of the .UniHe doubtless got the themes for some of his later
these long walks, but this, of course, cannot be

10
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verified. It is probable that on these strolls he th
the tales which he was accustomed to narrate to
of his companions, gathered around the glimmering
on the grate.
It is most probable that Edgar Poe was eng:
writing a great deal during his year at the Uni
His first volume of poems was published before A
1827, and likely went to press earlier than May of the
year-the month in which he attached himself to the
Army. Between December, 1826, aiid May, 1827, we
he could not have written much on account of his w
Richmond and his visits to Baltimore and Boston, and
thot he was not sufficiently mature to write these
before entering the University. Considering thes.e
seems that at least some, if not the majority of the
were composed here. This is all the more reason w
University claims him as her poet, tho he never even
her a passing tribute.
· In this same year was instituted a debating
named in honor of Jefferson. Edgar Poe became
interested in the new organization.
The public final examinations began on Monday
4, and continued until Dec. 13 or 14. The examina
Modern Languages came on Hie fifth, and it is pr
that those in Ancient Languages came on the day pre
If this assumption be correct, then Poe stood all
examinations ·in the presence of Madison (as Recto
Monroe, Joseph Cabell, and General John H. Cocke.
distinguished men were present at the examinations
the first week.
In the Faculty minutes of 1826 is to be found
Long's list of those who_, excelled in Senior Latin.
Poe's name appears as fourth among nineteen names.
is the first time that his name appears in the Facult
utes. The names of those that excelled in Senior
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by Prof. Blaetterman. The e_ight names .are i~
order, making Poe's come sixth. Certainly 1t
honor to have excelled in both Latin and French.
sure there was a great deal of drinking and
at the University during its first few sessions.
'ling custom of drinking and card-playing in the
transplanted into the young school. Then, as now,
to be found all grades of students. There was
"hard'' students, among whom were Harrison
'ler of Rockingham. Too, there was a class of
gamblers who played for smaller or larger stakes;
en these limits were other gradations of students.
t Poe played for money is true. He contracted a
debt of about $2,000, it seems. When his foster
rned of this immense debt he was shocked and at
d to recognize it, but finally paid the amount.
reason, Poe was not allowed to return to
Mr. Wertenbaker, librarian and classmate, testie certainly was not habitually intemperate, but he
'onally have entered into a frolic. I often saw
Lecture Room and in the Library, but never in
test degree under the influence of intoxicating
very fact that the space for remarks opposite his
the matriculation book is blank is good evidence
never severely disciplined. Of the one hundred
ty-seven (177) students of the session, three were
three dismissed, three suspended and six withshown by comments in this column. None of
against Poe. In the long list of students summoned
before the Albemarle grand jury, Poe's name is
ed.
t in the official report of those who excelled in
s, Poe's name is before the faculty only once
e entire session, and in that case he is named

12
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merely as a witness. As it happened several of
named as having information on the subject were
ignorant with regard to the matter. Poe was among
for the Faculty minutes plainly state: "Edgar Poe
heard until now of any hotel-keepers playing
drinking with students.'' This candid statement is
true, for Poe's group of gaming friends was ::loubtl
and select.
There is no attempt made here to conceal Poe's
facts must be accepted. He, it i~ tfue, drank and
but that he was the inveterate drunkard and gamb
some have pictured him is impossible to establish.
following statement was made by one who has coll
available information about his career: "Edgar All
was not expelled, nor dismissed, nor suspended,
quired to withdraw, nor forbidden to return, nor disci
in any wise whatsoever, at the University of Virginia.
Poe could not have been an idler. His occu
during this year were many and various. As a stud
was successful-having won honors in two classes.
distinguished in athletics here as well as elsewhere.
took long strolls in the solitary, but scenic Ragged
tains. He read many books, took an interest in the
ing society, ~omposed rhymes and verses, and d
his room with drawings and crayon sketches which he
self produced. Thus passed this year for the Uni
most illustrious son,-one whom this, and other con:
will soon unite in honoring as the prophet of beauty
wizardry will continue to raise up new apologi
increased multitudes of admirers.

POE, AS A POET
SYLVIA GRAY BURNS.

pain, grief, poverty, misunderstanding and mistation, Edgar Allen Poe, the greatest genius and the
·c figure in American literature, has at last come
his oWn. Three American cities now clamor for
r of being the place of his birth, and as the years go
eincreases. It is not his native country alone that
e to recogniz~ the greatness of his genius and the
of his song; for he is now the sole writer born within
States whose works are read eagerly in England
ce, in Germany, in Italy and in Spain, in nations
glory of Franklin and the fame of Cooper are now
~ay. England's poet-critic, Gosse, declares: "Poe
ed himself to be the Piper of Hamlin to all later
poets." Even Tennyson, that sweet song-bird of
, shows traces of Poe's influence in his verse-music.
as he was of a romantic marriage, all the fire of
er's artistic nature was transmitted to the offspring,
early in life proved that his forte was singing.
he wrote poetry, not mere mechanical verse. His
ms show that reason was one of the rules by which
ed; smooth versification another.
possessed two traits of genius, which stood preamong all the rest. He had a wonderfully analyt, and a fecundity of imagination seldom seen,
men of genius. He also had the peculiar faculty of
g the reader in shadows of mystery and clouds of
, at the same time ·giving minuteness of detail
:ves nothing unnoticed. These faculties are distraits of the .true literary artist.

a
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The number of Poe's poetic productions is lillli
has given us only forty poems. There is no doubt
we have all that he has .~ritten. We have it, too
most finished form his diligence and genius could
biographer says of him: "No American author 8 •
thorne ever ~rote and rewrote with such sane and
care.''
Poe's range was narrow. His themes were few.
love, and death were the three which fascinated
He defines the poetry of words ts a rhythmic
beauty. To him beauty was the atmosphere and
sence of the poem, and whatever else it contain
fervors of passions or the lessons of truth, must
subjection to that beauty. He did not believe
object of every poem is truth, and that every po
teach a moral, but that "a poem built in beauty ·
excuse for being.'' This lofty conception of
with him from his youth. Over his whole earthly
"an eternal vision of pure beauty."
His chaste and finished poem "To Helen" bel
poet's earliest years. In this, beauty and love
in all, but not of the common sort; both are made to.
an unearthly and half-spiritual guise. Again, he
"a love that was more than love" in "Annabel L~
than the poor, faulty, fickle love of earthly space
This last named is written in memory of his beau
wife and was almost his own death-song.
beautiful poems have become immortal, but the
stand out preeminently are "The Raven" and"
The heaviest ear can at once perceive the rhythm
of "The Bells." It is almost marvelous for the
euphony which voluminously wells" from ev
"The Raven" has been called "the most pop
poem in the world." It is recited by the scho
been translated into other languag~s and was
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for another great poem, ''The Blessed DamoRossetti. The two poems form a beautiful con-

baS been accused of plagiarism, but how can it be
anyone who reads after him, and notes the diswith which his productions stand out among
eir melancholy imagination and their romantic
· metrical originality, their assonace and allitereir weird, musical, mystical power is unrivalled
g in 1i terature.
yson said in speaking of an epitaph for Poe:
so strange and fine a genius and so sad a life be
and compressed into one line? Would it not be
say of him simply, 'Requiescat in pace'?'' Another
cription taken from ''The Raven'' was suggested
and would have been in perfect keeping with the
life of the poet, for he certainly seems to have
from some unhappy master, whom unmerciful
aster
fast and followed faster, till his songs one burden
ore-

dirges of his Hope that melancholy burden bore
Of 'never-never more.' ''

POE AND THE SHORT STORY
F.

J·

WAMPLER.

Out of the number of literary men the New World
fostered, there is not one who re~eives the recognition a
that is given Edgar Allen Poe. Tepnyson, in spe
to an American, said that all the writers America had
duced were nothing as compared with Poe. The
think him the only genuine story-teller hailing from
shores. On the other hand, many of his countrymen
criticised him most harshly, especially was this true
within the last few years. Recently we have come to see
with clearer vision, and much of the prejudice has
away. The world, it is tr.ue, is very little agreed upon
at the present day, yet he has many more admirers than
merly.
Poe was a critic, poet and rumancer, but in the
field he was the greatest; and we believe that he felt he
do best with the short story. Many of his friends
him to spend more time on critique, but it was the atte
he had already paid this class of work that had kept
from writing more poetry and stories.
This
advice likely cost us many beautiful verses and t
tales, particularly the latter, because there his ima ·
was unrestricted by form and s·e t expression.
His stories naturally divide themselves into two
sions, analytical and imaginative. The former class is
illustrated by t.he "The Gold Bug." Here Poe's
It is true that the
ical power is splendidly defined.
is one of his own constructions, but we must rememb
it requires as keen a mind to construct a successful
it does to read it after it has been written. To read
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ms was Poe's delight, an1 never did one come

grb'a notice that he failed to read. "The Murder in
lS
.
Morgue" gives us some 1'd ea of t h e penetratmg

uee observing powers of his mind; with this tale Poe
: the father of the modern detective story.
The second class are quite numerous, but only a few
be mentioned. Of all ~hese, "Ligeia" is best. To
from Woodberry:
'In 'Al Aaraaf' he had framed out of the breath of the
wind and the idea of the harmony of universal nature
creature,'Ligeia, Ligeia, my beautiful one!'
by a finer touch he incarnated the motions of the
and the musical voices of nature in the form of a
: but the Lady Ligeia has still no human quality;
irations, her thoughts and capabilities, are those of
t; the very beam and glitter and silence of her ineffas belong to the visionary world. She is, in f~ct, the
n of Poe's dream, the Eidolon he served, the airdivinity in which he believed; for he had the trne
-making faculty, the · power to make his senses aver
his imagination perceived. In revealing through
· 'the awful might of the soul in the victory of its will
death and in the eternity of its love, Poe worked in
element of his reverie, in the liberty of a world
would have .it. Upon this story he lavished all his
, inventive, and literary skill, and at last perfected an
itely conceived work, and made it, within its own
as faultless as humanity can fashion.''
'The Fall of the House of Usher'' is almost as perfect.
11ever get beyond that mystical surrounding. Every
in every sentence builds towards, and helps to produce,
pty and horrible effect.
is characters were created to carr y forth his purpose,
en though they speak and have human .torms, they
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never step down from the regions of the ideal, nev
to life. They are not without the range of dreamser
imagination, but the probability is all against them.
are knit right into the story in full harmony, and
produce that vague and awful effect which Poe m
leave upon his readers.
Poe has been accused of plagiarism, but rather tt
Certainly he would in some way be similar to his p
sors. Rather than copying from sbmeone else, h
he was too much unlike any of them to be apprecia
consequently was falsely charged with literary the
wrote outside the time in which he lived. Just w
was at his best, the New England writers were s
their time on the slavery issues, but Poe never tn
slavery. He wasn't interested in current questio
had a subject and to this he adhered; all others w
aside.
The life and habits of the man are depicted in h"
Death-cold, gloomy, dismal ueath, was his favorite
in fact his only theme, and all his short stories are p
from it. Warmth, cheer and love are absent from
for, excepting his cousin-wife and himself, he loved
Morbidness was deeply grounded in him; take a
and his genius is gone. It was Poe himself. E
he wrote that amounted to anything betrays that part
His greatest literary failure resulted from his attem
humorous. His nature made humor impossible.
He wrote stories for the sake of beauty. '
was its own excuse for existence.'' To him the st
place to sermonize, to teach morals or to teach
To make it beautiful, to produce an effect of
ideal and unlike the rest of the world was his
this he did successfully. One cannot read Poo
being impressed with the greatness and morbidn
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one of our writers used words more fittingly; he
pster artist. If a word did not beautify and intenect he was trying to produce, it would not go
stories. And although one does turn away from
unsatisfied with what he has received and diswith the horrible impression. still it must be adt there is an underflowing quality of beauty, of
c arrangement, and of unity, that is and always
ctive.
0

POE'S PRINCIPLES OF LITERARY CRITI
H. A. SHAVER.

Pods in the latter half of the nineteenth centu
critics as well as creators. In earlier days they w
tent to · sing, but in these more complex times they
to discuss the nature of their art, tlr-e achievements
contemporaries, and many questions affecting Ii
and life. The critical function is as legitimate
creative, and, in a sense, it is as meritorious. Somecism, too, is creative literature in the best sense.
obvious reason why poets have often become critics
found in the development of periodical literature.
here that Poe did his work in lite....-ary criticism. H
the first literary critiC of any note in America, being
runner of that New England group soon to
Though Poe has been recognized as a genius, and
his name shall ever live for his stories and poems.
must be kept in mind that . throughout his lifetime
far more distinguished in America as a critic than as
a romancer or as a poet.
His criticism was based on the violent ass
"that as a literary people ·we are one vast peram
humbug." And in most cases literary prominen
achieved by arrogance, conceit, and bare-faced pla
These fraudulent reputations he undertook to ex
ruin. He reviewed at greater or less length, and wi
ing degrees of care, the works of numerous authors,
home and abroad, contemporary and classic. M
sixty American authors are discussed by him in
papers; besides, he gives a concise treatment of
hundred in three papers entitled, "Autography
critical work, dealing more especially with the tee
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ition and minor authors, was of passing more
lasting importance. He had not, as Lowell had, the
f view and the solid basis of scholarship, which
0
ortant elements in any enduring work of criti~p Poe was endowed with remarkable power of
analysis, of logical a~d consecut~ve t.hought, and. his
ti" and "Marginalia" are still piquant readmg,
've of criticism.
·
' s reviews of new books were published in the .
es with which he was c~nnected; and he soon beell-known and feared. He taught American authors
st lesson in independent criticism, demonstrating
ction of taste and literary principles. His criticisms
acute, fearless, often severe, and sometimes unjust,
to personal · animosities . Lowell said: ''He seems
to mistake his vial of prussic acid for his inkstand."
d was needed to counteract the saccharine quality
criticism of the period.
admitted that there were a few who rose above
"idiocy." "Mr. Bryant is not all a fool. Mr.
is not quite an ass. Mr. Longfellow will steal, but
he can't help it (for we have heard of such things),
en it must not be denied, nil tetigit quod non ornavit. ' '
most important judgments have all been confirmed
equent fame. He was one of the first to proclaim
e genius of Lowell, Hawthorne, Mrs. Browning,
and Tennyson. Though he foolishly accused
llow of plagiarism, yet he rated him as the greatest
n poet. In "The Evening Minor" Poe says, "Mrs.
g is worth a dozen of Tennyson and six of Motherual perhaps in original genius to Keats and Shelley."
11ch of Poe's method and achievement deserves sincere
He cleared the unwholesome atmosphere w:hich
g our literature; he exposed many impostors who
to be men of letters; and if we except his pseudo-
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critical praise ·of the verse of his sympathizing
friends, and the angry screams at his men-enem ·
general average of his Griticism is both intellig 1
wholesome. He sh?'Yed American a~thors that the
ed among them a critic who could wnte without fear
all the m~diocre writers passed at once out of fa
Poe's criticisms undoubtedly hastened their depa
a whole, Poe seems to later critics more often rig
wrong, and sometimes his analyses and prophesies
prisingly accurate.
I
The three papers entitled, "The Poetic p ·
''The Philosophy of Composition,'' and ''The Ratio
Verse" belong to a broader and deeper kind of
Upon their revision Poe bestowed much care
theories are not always tenable. In the first, he
.poetry as "the rhythmic creation of beauty"
beauty the sole excuse for its being. Here, m~re
sets forth the theory that there can be no such t
long poem. The "Iliad'' and "Paradise Lost" are
a series of minor poems. The assumption that the
poetry except lyrical or emotional has not found
supporters. In "The Philosophy of Compositi
gives an explanation of the mechanical devices a
to which "The Raven" was constructed. The exp
however, has been thought by some untrustworthy.
Rationale of Verse," coming from so great an a
valuable in that it gives us the first elaborate
attempt to expound rhythmical science.
Although Poe is not remembered today as a
literary critic, American literature, nevertheless, is
indebted to him for his contributions in the field of
and his influence upon succeeding poets and criti
caused much of our common-place literature and
second-rate authors soon to be forgotten, and called
attention and praise to the best of our literature.
laid bare the evils of plagiarism in which some
authors were indulging. All of this, indeed, was .&
factor in shaping the character of the abundant
which was to follow, giving it high standar~s an~
ing impulses towards achieving the best things in
ways.

Door to Poe' s roqm, number thirteen, and tablet marking same,
West Range, University of Virginia.

J·

MAURICE HENRY.

er that one may appreciate the worth of any nature he must know something about the begindevelopment of that literature. One fact of our
ture has often escaped attention-the fact that it
digenous birth and childhood. In its begin.n ing,
itive, but a record of a people whose infancy had
ed, and who were given over to exacting and
work. We are today a young ·nation, but an old
d our literary work, as distinguished from Greek,
English works, is the product of a mature race.
conditions under which books are written have
do with their vigor, quality, form and theme; but
ce of the books of power is born of the expethe race. In American literature we have a new,
d and an old race. Educated in the Old World,
writers adapted trained minds to· virgin, American
race had its youth, its dreams, and its visions; but
was lived on another continent; and so far as the
experience in our literature is concerned we have
na mature people, hard at work.
beginnings of our literary art are to be found,
not in epic, ballad, song and story, but in records
tion, and chronicles of colonial history. The real
goes back to Captain John Smith's "True Relation
rrences and Accidents of Note as Hath Happen"nia;" to William Bradford's "History of PlymCotton Mather's "Magnolia;" to Mrs. Bradhmed history of "Four Monarchies." There are
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touches of vigq_r and beauty in Jonathan Edward8
best; there is a spiritual charm in John
0
01
"Journal." The directness and simplicity of
literature is found. in Franklin's "Autobiography.
Freeman and Hopkmson there are strains which in a
opportune time might have been turned to raptu
melody. But in all this early expression of the
race in the New World there is a clear, definite pu
subordination of art to the religious ~r political end
called it forth:
True art of any kind involves forgetfulness of i
ate ends; it involves complete surrender to an ·
impulse to give form to the beautiful idea, or ima
truth~ because it is beautiful. There is no trace in the
writing on this continent of the imagination of Shakes
or the artistic beauty of Milton. The writing was s
and weighty, tho often touching the heights of eloque
noble argument for the inviolability of those rights
have ever been deemed the heritage of the Anglorace.
To say that the literature of this country up
middle of the 19th century is the product of an old
not to charge it with lack of keen insight and vigor;
really explain some of its characteristics. We have
a long time to understand and appreciate some of
geniuses and to see the real backgrou~d for our lite
In Chas. Brockden Brown a new note is sound
note of mystery and tragedy.
In him there is none of the buoyancy of youth;
the deep sense of power, the lively play of a new·
nation, the real passion for true expression for its own
which are the certain and foretelling signs of a great
ture. There is, in Brown's writing, that elusion, ·
cable, mysterious element which is present in all a
which, when it dominates the artist, strikes that fas ·

w
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note so characteristic of the mysterious genius,
ten Poe.
as in all products of the creative force there is a
bich we cannot dispel or fully understand. In all
if we were able to completely analyze genius
in' a great degree destroy the power of the mysement in literature. The form and beauty which
Poe's work such a mystery, has not been fully
es Brockden Brown did not master his material
ize it, and his work falls short of that harmony of
form which is characteristic of true beauty. The
"ch the descerning prophet sees in Brown's somces was fulfilled in Hawthorne and Poe. "It is
e," says Mabie, "that the student of the Puritan
ht have foreseen the coming of Hawthorne; for
Romancer, who was to search the Puritan conwith a lighted candle, was rooted and grounded
':'! in the world behind him.''
first and most obvious distinction of Poe is that
work baffles every attempt to clearly relate it
y to antecedant conditions, that it detaches itself
and place in which it made its appearance, and
ddenly and mysteriously from a soil which had
re produced its parallel.
and scholars have searched the American race
· torical setting and background that would sugproduction of "The City of the Sea," "Israfel"
es "To Helen." These are the first products
eat power as a genius of beauty, form and
true that works of genuine literary quality had
ced up to Poe's time. Irving had brought out
ess and delight of life for its own sake in his
k; » Cooper had unfolded the romantic element
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in our history in "The Spy;" Bryant had communed
Nature in "Thanatopsis," yet there was needed an
of genius to break up the depths of the innate impe
the soul and set free the torpid imagination. Hithe
imagination of our writers had been in a measure su
ed. In Poe, however, an unrestrained imagination
speak, by virtue of its own inward impulse, of the
teries of the soul.
It may justly be said of Poe tha\ he stands alone
his contemporaries. Tho his imagination was sti
the movement of the time, yet his work was not, in
or sympathy, representative of the unseen forces be
He becomes, therefore, a genius, some day to be
fully appreciated and understood. He was truly the
of his age, the new, skilled craftsman who cared for
not for what he could say thru it, but what it had
thru him.
In a close study of our early literary history in
of later development, the coming of many gifted
Irving, Bryant, Holmes, Longfellow and Whittier
have been predicted, because their works sugg
interpret the life of the race which they represent;
alone, among men of his renown, could not have b
dieted or foreseen. This fact at once suggests mark
tations of his work, but it also manifests the
individuality of his power and the originality of his
In contrast with his contemporaries, they are
ble, Poe is inexplicable. He remains, then, the most
defined personality of our literature. His verse and
native prose stand out in bold relief against a ba
which neither suggest nor interpret them. It
affirmed by an eminent critic that his verse and prose
place by themselves in the literature of the world.
a great literature must be waited ft;r, not only in
tion, but also in the appreciation of it, so it may
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discover the real worth of Poe as a master and
mystery, form and b~auty.
.
Poe began his bnef and pathetic career, the
Virginia and the South had found expression
moulding national institutions and shaping
rs. But this new genius of the South seemed
place and pass abruptly from affairs of state and
the realm of pure imagination in ''Israfel'' and
To Helen.'' In these first works there is a comg aside from the earlier interest and occupations
le and a sudden flight into the world of ideality.
of the new world of work and strife magical doors
wide into the fairyland of pure song; out of the
with heroic labor and courage a fountain suddenly
unexpected springs." "In the disclosure of the
in our literary development, in the possession of
·c element in art, Poe stands alone in our literated to his environment and detached from his
most distinctive and individual artist who has yet
in this country."
not yet received a just reward for his labor.
ed him in life, becasue his worth to the world was
by the erratic life he lived. He was misunderslandered at death, because his works were not
and appreciated. But today his literary work
place in our literature, not by reason of its mass,
ethical or spiritual significance, but by reason of
and beautiful individuality, by reason of its form
, and withal, by reason of the purity of its art.
ous element which pervades Poe's works fastens
us, the form attracts us and the beauty wins us.
Hawthorne he shares the primary among all
"ched our literature with prose or verse; but,
great contemporary, he has had to wait a long
uate and just recognition. His time of waiting
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is not yet over; for · while the ethical insight of Ha
finds quick response, where his artistic power alone
fail to move, Poe must be content with the su:ffra
those who knew that the art which he practised with
magical effect is in itself a kind of righteousness.,,
Edward Markham recently said that, "No one can
Poe without feeling th.a t he had in him manv ele
which go to form the religious or spiritual fact."' Re
on one side is Righteousness; on the\ other it is b
These are the two pillars of one arch, Poe approaches
thru beauty. The hunger of this ill-started genius
hunger for a 'wilder beauty than earth supplies.' Poe 0
us at times the cup of horror; but in all his pages th
nowhere an indelicate allusion, an impure word. And
is everywhere a yearning for supernal loveliness, a
beauty as of antique sculpture in a moonlight g
Rightly understood, there is a vivid sermon in his 'Ha
Palace,' that lyric of a life goJie wrong; and a prof
homily in his 'Ulalume;' that fantasia of temptation
remorse.''
Now, in justice to the new-born wizard, the most
figure in our literary history, we must inscribe his
upon the scroll of immortal Peers as one of the world's
est geniuses of mystery, form and beauty. To those
understand that character is never perfect until it is
nious and truth never completely revealed until it is bea
Poe's significance to the world is not obscured, nor his
dimmed by the faults and misfortunes of his life.
many obvious lessons of that sad and pathetic career
been learn~d and recited. It is time now to seek the d
things for which this uniquely endowed spirit stood,
the truth of his art, the sweep of his genius, and the ·
cance of his relation to American letters and the 1i
of all nations.
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EDITORIALS
TO EDGAR ALLEN POE
teen hundred and nine is par excellence the centenary
persons illustrious in universal history. At least a
th.ors, one scientist, two musicians and four statesjustly renowned, were born in 1809. Among
gar Allen Poe, with name besmirched, character
and his art unappreciated for decades, takes a
This prophet of beauty,-born, perhaps, in Boston,
orphan in Richmond, adopted by the Allens, misby them, wrongly fostered, educated in Engond, and the University of Virginia,-led from
s an erratic career. From the University to a
ting-room, away to Boston, into .the U.S. Army,
at West Point, settled in Baltimore, now in Richmarried to his thirteen-year-old cousin, in New
, back to Philadelphia, again.in New York City, in
of Fordham, from city to city lecturing, always
Y disappointment, hunger, mental and physical
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misery,-this outlines what Poe himself calls
genial, unsatisfactory and ungrateful life."
With sordidly constituted aesthetic ideals and wi
judices sprung from the treacherous, defamatory G ·
we have denied Poe a place in the Hall of Fame and
the Old World first to champion his deserved positi
American and international letters; and, withal, ha
lowed aliens to indicate his rightful place in the h
his own people. Happily, we now fe'el a quickened·
in him, have a less prejudiced view of him and are
able to grant him the recognition which is justly his.
literati and school children of this and foreign co
have joined this month to observe fittingly his cen
What we present in this Philomathean is but a hum
fort, done during very busy hours, yet it goes forth.
the great wish that 1t will add at least one slight
towards a right estimate of this apparently eccen
whom the Southland can no longer claim as hers, but
''recognized everywhere as the fellow-countryman of
As a change, our three Literary Societies mi
profit give an occasional special program, commem
the hundredth anniversary of one of the many famous
characters, born in eighteen hundred and nine. Of
Chopin, Mendelssohn, Tennyson, Gladstone, Linco
Browning, or Holmes will offer a subject, worthy
sideration of any literary organization. A bio
sketch, characterizations of the person's bent, gifts,
ality and various achievements, readings or music
or her productions,-these are but a few suggesti
might determine the nature of an evening's spe ·
for _the society.
In March, ·t he Royal Sophs, the most "doing'
ancient and modern times, will have charge of th
Meanwhile, they expect to serve to themselves
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collation, such as will stimulate them for the giant
prolific authorship.
wall more often expresses hoped-for calamity than harm actually

er you, friend kicker, have g~aciously counted the
of the Philomathean thus far this year and compared
'th the number of pages thru a like period of previrs have exactly adjudged their future number and
er: haue paid your subscription and yet have a little surergy, send us a few dollars by express prepaid, and
1 adjust the Monthly to your tastes and feel happy in
rving you so well and relieving you at the same
f your obligation to use your boot toe.
or the April Philomathean, we desire many concise sen' one or two from every alumnus, upon this topic,
Loyal Alumnus.'' These we want at once, want
of them. Whether you are a graduate or merely an
dent, respond and see what disposition will be made
r idea of the loyal alumnus in his relation to other
· and Alma Mater. The April Monthly will prove a
venture, if you do your part. Act and see!
Hoodlums! all dead and forgotten? Wardo may be
hard-used, rickety, uncomfortable, yet, fellows, this is
me; a.n d what would you think of the boy or man who
come into your home and bespread its floors with
rs from an old, cast-off pillow? You would call him
mptible, would mark him, ostracize him forthwith.
not hard to guess who threw the feathers upon our
o floors. If we are men, fellows, we are going to
upon W ardo, inviolate, respected, and are going to
selves of those who are less than men. With hopes
the miscreant will see the wisdom of amusements other
playing vandal, can~t we increase our pride in our home
kindly ask the offender to do likewise?

CONSERVATORY
ORATORIO.

(Written in class, as a requirement.)

The Oratorio originated from the ancient Greek:
It is a musical drama,, sung throughout by solo voi
choruses, accompanied by a full orches\ra, without, in
times, however, scenes, costumes or acting.
When Christianity was first introduced into Gr
Rome, the people still clung to the Pagan plays
Fathers of the Church saw that it was a hinderance
new faith, so they set to writing plays from the Bi
made them as attractive, or more so,. than the Pagan
So we see that they were introduced to teach religi
moral truth and to make the Sacred Story more vivid
ignorant and superstitious people.
But the plays came into abuse in the 14th cent
many of the Church authorities forbad their use. Btt
were others who saw their value and so:tght to reform
The first reformer of the Oratorio was St. Phili
~ounder of the congregation of the Fathers of the
of Rome. He, in order to induce the youth of R
attend church services, .strove to make them
attractive by having psalms, hymns and prayers
by one, two, or more voices and introduced religious
as a· part of the service after the sermon. He
words and music of these plays written by the be
and musicians of the times, and their beauty and pu
attract the best of the Roman youth, and his Ora
place of worship, was always crowded.
So we see that the Oratorio originated in Rome.
thence it was carried to Germany, where it was
with more enthusiasm, doubtless owing to the Ref
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nature of the people.
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Here the Oratorio

nith.
the best and most popular Oratorios are the
"Israel in Egypt'' and ''Saul,'' by Handel;
Words of Christ," by Schutz; "The Creation"
ons," by Haydn; "Elijah" and "St. Paul,"
hn, and "The Redemption," by Gounod.

J.E. R.

ervatory is still growing.

Since the last

Philo. the management of the College has se~

aude Showalter as another instructor in the
She graduated at Bridgewater, 1905. The
e entered Goshen College, Goshen, Indiana, as
Organ, Voice and Piano. There she also took
k under very competent professors. Miss
an accomplised organist and pianist, but her ·
tralto voice especially pleases the music lover.

·es' Glee Club is preparing to give a recital
the ear1y spring.
ar and special music of the Flory-Roller
in progress in the Chapel is unusually pleasing

COLLEGE-CLASS-ROOM-CAMPus
. The year 1908 has passed into history. The
new page of 1909 is turned for us. Will we keep
than we did the old? Let us try.
t
Students and teachers have returned from the
mas vacation with glowing reports of good times
with renewed energy for the~r wor~ here at colle~
The State of Ohio should feel honored that 80
B. C. 's faculty went there for Christmas. Tb
were Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Flory, Prof. T. S. Mobe
Miss Frances Ellen Thornell.
The Primary Department deserves to be men ·
the program given in the Chapel on the evening of
The exercises were well attended and seemed to be
by the audience.
The Choral Union gave a Christmas Canta
Nativity," Dec. 17~ This was the first venture
organization was formed and proved a successful
The debate, preliminary to the approaching
with Juniata, was held Dec. 18. Those entering
B. Miller, 0. S. Miller, W. L. Houchins and
Anthony, affirmative, H. A. Shaver, P. H. Bo
T. Sanger and J. M. Henry, negative.
From this number the college team was to be
The question as stated was: "Resolved, That the
Government should establish and maintain a dom
eels post.'' The argument was good, each
acquitting himself in a way to reflect credit, both
self and the institution. The judges, Dr. Flory
fessors Hoover and Hershey, appointed as the te
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''Do you want that in both active and Passi
asked Mr. A. innocently.
A certain young gentleman (G. A. E.), b
upon the other day to tell the purpose of the
tern, began as follows:
"Well it's to carry"- (There he stuck, and
laws of the association of ideas began musing upon
gestion contained in the last word h~ had spoken.
remembering that it was ''up to him', to answer
tion, he collected himself with a mighty effort and
''-to carry-eh-each nervous excitation between
parts of the nervous system."
Ask Mr. E. E. N. about the flying-rings in
nasium. He nose all about them.
The young primary teacher just had to blush
day. Mr. H. told her if the weather continued
could soon use her skates. ''But I have no s
objected.
''Well that fellow brought me a pair to s
said they belonged to his best girl,'' was the ans
It was not necessary to tell her that "that fe
''her man."
A young man and young lady (both B. C.
stood at the parlor window one night during the
watching for shooting stars. They watched for a
and raised the curtain higher. Still they watch
and in order to see more of the sky stepped out
porch. And yet the fates failed to smile upon th
stars fell. With a sigh Mr. H. turned to
maiden and said, "If I tell you I saw one, will
it?" "Yes, I'm only waiting," she murmured,
forgot the stars.
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sie was translated "she, being unarmed" by
last week. Another translation by Wilther interesting to the more experienced
He translated "lch kuszte sie" correctly,
very emphatically, "Dr. Flory, I don't
N., on account of bis many trials, tried to
the gym last Saturday.
Shaver is noted for his ability to carry on
specially with children. While reChristmas vac:1tion, he met a small boy on
whom be bad quite a jolly time. At
journey, Herman handed the little fellow his
'Won't you write to me sometime?"
I'll tell Aunt Kate to write to you,'' replied
, generous! y.
t Kate'' occupied a seat just behind them
interested listener. Herman, beholding
of the beautiful maiden (?), stammered:
e,-I-I get off-at this station."

EXCHANGES
Many of our December exchanges came out in
covers, as is very appropriate, each dressed in his
best. This was only a little thing, but it added much.
attractiveness ?f the magazines, and suggested
glance the crowning time of the year, and the na
articles contained. Two especially\ attractive c
numbers received were "The Emory and Henry E
''The Wake-Forest Student.''
The 4 'McMaster University Monthly'' has been
our many welcome visitors for some time. It is
one rec~ive9- from our Northern British kinsmen,
much appreciated. Its cover is neat and artistic,
gives it a pleasing introduction at first sight
''Romance of Mathematics'' is a very interesting
and reads very pleasantly, giving the reader, too,
very interesting facts in regard to the origin and d
ment of this practical science which seems so cold
to some students. This number contains several
poems and short stories, and the departments a
handled. They give to friends and alumni much
news.
''An Echo of the Confederacy,'' in ''Mississippi
Magazine'' is a good story. The plot is well form
holds the reader's attention to the end. It portra
true spirit of our aristocratic Southern homes. This
zine contains a good essay, "The Cradle of
Statesmanship." "The Bessie Tift Journal" is t
readable, considering variety and interest, of any
December numbers reviewed thus far. Its poems ar
ing, beautiful and have good rhythm. The e
contain some good thoughts and the various dep
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"With the Alumni" deserves
tion.
Erskinian'' for December is quite good. The
to
, often mentioned in the exchanges, applies
.
your articles in the literary department at the
page, rather than just anywhere on the page.
· cance of America's Twentieth Century
a thought that should strike to the heart of
American citizen. The writer calls attention to
of the greater part of our lawlessness, and gives
upon American ideals.
Essay on Robert Louis Stevenson" in the "Cen" gives much good information about this
romance. Stevenson was a man with a message,
the qgreat task of happiness." In his work
duality. There is the incident of fine romance,
are the ethics. The story, "Love in a Football
quite interesting.
owledge our usual exchanges.

ALUMNI
BRIDGEWATER-THEN AND NOW
A COLLEGE STREET ALUMNA.

''Twenty-five years, and through varying weather,
Under the sun, or the storm cloud's grey"but most of it grey, is apt to make~ difference in
The boys and girls of twenty-five years ago are
and women of today. The men who were then in the
of life are our old folks now. The children of t
have grown beyond our remembrance.
The young people, men and maidens, as they
how interesting it is to trace their parentage! Th
strangers, but by appearance or manner often show
their relationship to old friends.
Do you know that there is, apparently, far more
ty in our young people of today than there was in th
twenty-five years ago? Why, girls used to romp
races. These sweet, demure damr-els who pass my
today, would they do so? Really I believe the bo
also more earnest, more wise. They don't get into so
"scrapes." The crops of wild oats have grown sm
Can it be that one factor in this change is the
side of school life? Five minutes conversation be
boy and girl used to mean punishment; a walk t
meant a faculty meeting. Today our faculty is wiser
We naturally expect growth and change in m
institutions; but if you want to fully realize that
"going toward the setting of the sun," look how the
have grown. Twenty-five years ago they weren't
The years bring changes that are those of sadn
How many we once loved now lie beneath the sod!
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ted left a lifetime of good works behind, others
r in their youthful days. · The living friends of
are scattered; some as far as the "Peaceful"
the home of their school days.
are some things that never die that seem to be
the very air of this dear country. Loving kindpathy in trouble, help in the time of need-these
graces grow stronger with the growth of years.
e and strangers take the place of old friends,
r generation replaces the old, but the true heart
ty hand-clasp are as evident now as of yore.

ATHLETICS
afternoon of December 12 our old friends from
, Va. (Augusta Military Academy) visited us
Basket Ball team. As th~s was th.e first contest
for their team and ours they were equally anx' but the fates smiled on old B. C., as the
cates. The dribbling done by Gardner was the
seen on our floor and was decidedly the feature

B. C.
Brown.
• • · · · · · · · · · · · R · F orward · · · · · · · · · { Hooker.
· ........... L. Forward .... -..... Wampler.
• · .......... Center. . . . . . . . . . . . . Miller.
· · · · ........ L. Guard........... Acker.
• · · · · ....... R. Guard.. . . . . . . . . Thomas.
Position.

ry: Referee, Capt. Roller; Umpire, Coffman;
, Henry; Scorer, Thomas; Goals from field,
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Clarkson,
4; Gardner, 2; Brown, 2; Hooker, 1·,
.
Miller, 5; Goals from foul line, Wampler, 4.
28-A. M. A. 12.
January 9, a return game was played at
Our team was at a considerable disadvantage
the slippery floor, but after the roughest and
ever played by a B. C. Basket Ball team a sco
was hung up favoring B. C.
· The line-up:
\
A. M. A.
Position.
Churchman ..·....... . R. Forward .......... .
Collingwood ......... L. Forward .......... .
Clarkson ............ Center ............... .
Dewilt .............. L. Guard ............. .
Hancock ............ R. Guard ............. .
Summary: Referee, Coffman; U inpire, Ca
Timekeeper, Brown; Scorer, Henry; Goals from
lingwood, 1; Clarkson, 3; Dewilt, 1; Hancock, 1;
Wampler, 3; Miller, 1; Acker, 1. Goals fro
Clarkson, 1; Hooker, 1. Score B. C. 17-A. M

MAGAZINE REVIEWS
e" is a newcomer in our midst-a most
too. Read Mr. Harry Dicken's noble effort,
on the Run." He says, "The mightiest
joined the prohibition ranks was the retail
ltimself. . . . . He has used practical
He persisted in selling his whiskey
d girls, in keeping his saloon open on Sun·ned a gambling hell in connection with his
e continues, :flooding our minds with new
· g our lives with fresh courage to win a
over Satan's foulest ally.
opolitan" is exceedingly fine this month.
ection with our work this month-the Poe
tains an article by Elizabeth Ellicott Poe
n of "Poe, The Wierd Genius." Lady Poe
e of the genius of her weird kinsman. She
pathetically his mutable and pendulous life
of his funeral, she says: "The following
death) a little funeral train went thru the city
Few turned to gaze, yet it was the Monut gifted son going to a long rest. Not a
him, except, perhaps, those bells of fancy
immortalized. What more is there to be
has rung down the .curtain and closed the
His monument stands in Westminster
This is well. He sleeps better with those
in the city of his birth." Well sung,
of the Poe family.

Read This and Profit by th
- Experience of Others.
Have you so arranged your affairs, that should you di
you would not leave yourestateincumbered with a mortgageo~!t
debts that would take froiu your family all that you had been
accumulate for them for years?
Wot
Do you know that there is a certain dignity and moral .
and self respect in the personality of the man who provides for
plete protection of those whom he loves, through the wise inve
8
an insurance policy on his life?
It costs you nothi~g to have it all made clear to you.
Why let your family suffer through your failure to und
subject which ought to appeal to every man?
Good health alone will make you eligible.
Exceeded by none in the liberality .and fairness of policy
toge~her w~th splendid annual dividends make it an exceptio
tractive pohcy.
Satisfied policy holders all through the Valley. To those
plating insuranc~, it will be to their interest to call on or address,

GEORGE E •. SHUE, Agent,

Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance ·Com
Room 203 First National Bank Building,
IJARRISONBURG, VA.

D. CLINT DEVIER

RELIABLE JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
General Repair Work Done
HARRISONBURG,

L. H. OTT DRUG CO.,

'l A.

Harrisonburg, V

Druggists and Pharmacists

Dealers in Toilet Articles, Patent Medicines, Rexall
dies, Kodaks and Photo Supplies.
We Solicit Yo.ur Patronage.

].

T. HOUCK

Furniture, Carpets, Mattings, Shades,
Trunks, Suit Cases, and Umbrellas
WALKOVER SHOES
FOR MEN.

QUEEN QUALITY
FOR WOMEN.

75 S. Main Street., Harrisonburg, Va.
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MAKE US PROVE

We have said a good many times that we c:an sell
merchandise cheaper than any one in the

S class

WILL YOU NOT CALL AND MAK!
US PROVE THIS ASSERTION?

WE ARE SHOWING the HIGHEST GRADE
'THA'T IS KNOWN TO THE BUYJN
B. Kuppenheimer & Co. 's Clothing~ Chicago
Michael Stern & Co.'s Clothi~, Rochester,
Stetson Hats.
Regal Shoes.
Stetson Shoes.
Nettleton Shoes.
In fact every other h~gh grade goods that goes to m
class store. All we ask 1s an even chance for your b
an opportunity to compare goods. Our stock com
fJ thing that human beings wear. Make us a call and we
~ the above assertions.

N.

B. NEY &. SONS Ltd.

Opposite Postoffice.

Next door to Kavana
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THE DEITY OF JESUS CHRIST
PROFESSOR W. I. T. HOOVER .

"cle is written at the request of the editor. It
e in brief a partial outline of the series of
the above subject by the author at the Bible
January. The method was an inductive study
pel by St. John. Numerous scripture refergiven and read by persons in the audience.
usage identifies "divinity" and "deity;" it
synonymously, but a more careful discriminabe insisted upon. Divinity refers to the quality
of being divine as distinguished from deity,
refers to the God as a being with personality,
equalities. As divine, Jesus was the greatest
nius ever known; as deity, he was God or
the trinitarian doctrine he was one of the
Godhead. A strictly logical definition of the
possible. "It takes a person to reveal personIdeal Person to reveal human personality
itself." This Ideal Person John cle.a rly
writings.
ohn wrote the Gospel he had a definite idea in
e in view and to fail to find this is to miss
ter the book one must take the author's
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own key to it, which evidently is, "Many other signs
fore did Jesus in the presence of the disciples, which
written in this book; but these are written, that ye
believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and
believing ye may have life in his name." While
effectively answers the criticisms against Christianity
the false teachings of the gnostics who were just
beginning to rise, yet this was not hisyurpose. He s
to prove the Deity of Jesus and by so doing effe
answers all opposition for all time.
The style of argument employed plainly holds out
idea. The book opens thus: "In the beginning was
Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word
God. And the Word became flesh, and :].welt :tmong
full of grace and truth."
The object is further held out in the style of com
tion by the use of a littl.e word 193 times, trans
''therefore,'' ''then'' and ''so.'' This plainly indicates
cumulative force of the argument. It is also sign·
that in the reports of ] esus' own discourses (cha
XIV-XVII) this particle appears only twice. Hence
is a marked difference in ] esus' and John's style.
There is another little particle translated "in
that" that occurs 141 times. This shows plainly Jo
writing with reference to his purpose.
There are three score or more events which are
nesses to his Deity. One of the strongest witnesses is
intense personality of Jesus' conversations wherein he
the personal pronouns "I" 414 times; and ''me" 284 ·
besides using "verily, verily" 20 times. These p
show Jesus intended his hearers to believe that he is
source of authority and that not a mere man was sp
but the God of heaven was teaching them.
Evidently the Gospel is . the product of ] ohn's
conviction. He was an apostle of ] esus' claims for
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d gives names, dates, places, circumstances
which his teachings concerning the Deity of
could be thorol y tested and proven true.
·vine pre-existence of Jesus Christ is plainly
t by St. John. More than thirty times John
claims he was sent from God. ''And now,
fy thou me with thine own self with the glory
with thee before the world was." This is veryr
ge and unmistakable in its meaning. ''No
seen God at any time; the only begotten Son,.
e bosom of the Father, he hath declared him."
"d Jesus blasphemed and crucified hitn because
self equal with God; so they must have underin his claims.
octrine of the Fatherhood of God is a strong wit.;
Deity of Jesus Christ. John uses ''Father'' 141
always in Jesus' conversations; hence it must be
to the interpretation of John's writings. It
et to birth but to ''personality and relationship
"The only begotten Son, who is in the bosom of
" expresses divine unity as strong as possible.
his incarnation that made him the son, but his
t fitted him to become incarnate." "The words
son expressed to the Jew the highest, and
d dearest relationship conceivable."
teaching concerning Jesus Christ as the Son of
strong witness to his Deity. He quotes conony which anyone could test for himself.
gotten in the sense that he came forth from the
divine mission to earth and took upon himself
that through the virgin birth he might incar.:.
ther, and manifest him to man as the Christ
God." And because he was the Son of God '
'
of ?od came with him. "Pilate called Jesus,
to him, Art thou the king of the Jews? Jesus
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answered, my kingdom is not of this world; if my
were of this world then would my servants figh
should not be delivered to the Jews; but now is
dom not from hence.''
Jesus preferred to call himself the Son of man
it aroused less opposition to him, yet it is a strong
to his Deity. The name or title occurs 70 tim
Synoptics while John uses it only 10 times and
when he quotes Jesus. The followjng quotations
above to be true. "Ye shall see the heaven 0
the angels of God ascending and descending upon t
man. And no one hath ascended into heaven, bu
descended out of heaven, even the Son of man ,
heaven. What then if ye should behold the So
ascending where he was before? Father, glorify
with thine own self with the glory which I had
before the world was."
"Life" is another key word ot John's and b
witness to his Deity. There are three different
the Greek New Testament translated ''life." P.ruc.
that kini of life that man has or is when there is a
body and spirit, such as, "For what doth it pro
to gain the whole world and forfeit his life?"
pneuma or that self-conscious life that thinks,
wills; the life of the personal spirit. Zoa is the
and means "an abiding state of well-being."
used 55 times, ''meaning the life which the S
possesses as the Life of the world, and which he
those who believe on him.'' To qualify this wo
John uses aeonial (eternal) 17 times and only in
nection.
Space forbids further discussion, but if J
Deity, who is he?

SION OF THE BIBLE INSTITUTE
A. B. MILLER,

'11.

years ago Bridgewater College held her first
te. Since then it has been an annual feature.
the aim of those having it in charge to give
in the Bible and to discuss live topics bearing
ork, so that ministers and Christian workers
r qualified to meet the problems of the age.
t purpose for which the Bible Institute exists
· g of the supporters of the College into closer
the work of the Institution itself.
ble Institute of the present session opened
, and, as has been the custom, continu'e d two
· g January U. The evangelistic services,
held in connection with · the Institute, began
d closed January 27. Usually, instructors are
different parts of the Brotherhood to assist
rk, but this year, excepting the opening and
, the entire program, evangelistic included, was
connected with. the College. In some respects
d out as the most successful Bible Institute the
held up to this time. Impressions of it are
varied. I shall try to give a few that appear

me.

that this year, as in former years, there was
onage from the town and surrounding comeir interest manifested itself at the opening
ed. unabated to the end. On the other hand
not as large a representation from churches
as we would like to see. One naturally draws
on, that those who know best the work done
Institute are its most loyal supporters. How-
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ever, there are many who would have been p
accommodations been afforded them.
r
Especially striking to me is the fact that
churches are not represented at all by their Sun
workers and ministers, and a number of Eld
absent. The College belongs to the District, is
care of the District and largely supervised by the
of the District, and every congregation should
benefits. The help, training ang. inspiration
workers and ministers receive d11ring these two
too well known to be discussed. It also affords
an excellent opportunity to see the institution in
A day given over to the Alumni was a new
the program. The practicability of this w
beyond question. The annual Alumni meeting,
ing Commencement week, is always well atten
number of older friends of the College are pre
Bible Institute who are not at Commencement.
concep~ion of the work of the College, of its
ideals, formed in every local church within th
will revolutionize its present methods of suppo~
No phase of the work of the past Institute
impressive than the evangelistic side. A deep
prevailed from beginning to end. The word of
-hearts prepared and full of anxiety for th"
Denominational lines were forgotten and Ch ·
and women of different churches worked side
the salvation of souls. The results of an ea
personal effort reached a climax on Monday
ary 25, when twenty-five accepted Christ, man
were young men from the student body. N
history of the institution, nor during the life
men present, was such a scene witnesseq.
Ghost came into the meeting and set men an
fire. The unplanned, unpremeditated, spQll
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ch of which was done by students after
· t that night, or by those who had stood
before, has been burnt indelibly upon the
nt. The record will live forever ,-ninety
including every boarding student on the
~entlemen, out of Christ at the beginning
I speak of some impressions regarding
"din making our Annual Bible Institute a
ccess. They are as follows : a training
~ School workers, meeting at least one
· g the entire time, accommodations for
·al effort. on the part of churches to send
an urgent invitation to the Elders of the
infortable chapel in which to worship our

MY HOME
far away from thee I'm roaming,
ld thee precious still.
or storm for thee I'm longing;
:ve, I love thee still.
th I heard one sweetly singing
se hymns of long ago;
I felt the touch of fingers,ones that I love so.
us spot, of thee I'm thinking,
swift the days go by,
abides my mother dear;
her my love doth fly!
B. F.

SINK.

RELIGION AND RELIGIONS
PROFESSOR T. S.

MOHERMAN.

The most trustworthy authorities upon this s
beginning to look upon re1igion as a universal ph
of mankind. It cannot be derived from outward
any more than thinking and lovi:qg. There are
destitute of religion, but they are not to be co
rational. Normal and rational human beings
found to be religious. Atheism is an attempt not
Religion indicates what is highest in man. I
above the mere exercise of the senses and rela
some healthful way to the universe whose cen
Hegel says, "All people know that the religious
ness is that wherein they possess the truth; and
they have ever regarded as their true dignity and
of their life.''
The religions of the world are systematized
tematized. The latter include those crude notions
tribes by which they attempt to explain existenco
fying as these religions often are, they yet express
after God. As Vinet puts it, ''They are painful
soul, torn from its center, and separated from i
These incoherent religions, though interesting to
quarian, have vanished as lesser lights before
luminaries of religious propaganda. They t
their misshapen idols for others associated
forms of living. This fact explains the success of
Islamim, Buddhism, and Confucianism, over
na1 tribes of the Orient. It is quite a different
one systematized religion meets another.
Every systematized religion has given b'
zation. Some of them, hoary with age, stand
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·ty. They are pr~fess~d by great and comof industrious and mtelhgent men and women.
show us great lists of venerated names, an
would be as unpardonable as insults to the
phets. These religions have proven their fits needs to such an extent, that it will be canter triumph for Christianity in overcoming
her triumphs over the Greeks and Romans.
derstand that there is no heathen religion but
"be good," "avoid evil." Add "for God's
e have very near the whole of the law and the
e dare not judge a religion only by its exut we must study it as much as possible in the
author, the underlying and initial impulses
t birth. In the early days of Britain, it was
relegate to the limbs of myths and superstible notions of other religions. But we find
derstanding of the Christian religion, that it
in us an unwavering confidence in God and
will, and a recognition of truth wherever it
, even if it be in a heathen religion. We dare
risaical attitude toward other religions, but
a thorough and impartial examination and
of all. What truth they possess we must
cred treasure, and wherein they possess errors
est the truths of Christianity as the only solection of the Jews for the sake of the world
rted into an election for their own sakes.
hope became degraded in the same way.
struggle in the second century B. C. gave
se in this direction, whereas, on the other
·st set forth a universal election; telling the
Jehovah had brought other nations to their
such way that they were led out of Egypt;
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that he had led the Philistines from Caphtor, and the
ians from Kir, and that Israel should be judged for
sins by the same laws that other nations would be j
by, saving the fact that her punishment would be
because of sinning against greater light. Jesus had
larger measure the spirit of Malachi, who assert
equality in God's sight of all worship based on eternal
ciple. And in order to shame the polluted offerings
Jews, reminded them that acceptai)le offerings were
made by races outside the pale of Judaism. "Fr
rising of the sun to the going down of the same my
great among the gentiles saith the Lord.'' The A
soon learned their relation to other races and religions
their Master's point of view. When Peter heard the
sion of Cornelius the light flashed into his soul and·
nated much that had been dark to him. H~ said, "Of
I perceive that God is no respector of persons, but in
nation he that feareth God is accepted of him." The
truth caused Paul to go to the gentiles. He became
to the Jews, and a Greek to the Greeks. He sa
Christianity had broken down the middle wall of p
between the nations, and erected in its stead a
temple. When others would have made it a sect, he
spirit of the Master made it the religion of humanity
This, too, is the spirit in which missionary work
be conducted. Something more than mere making
1ytes is needed. The Pharisees had great zeal of t
they would compass land and sea to make one p
and when they had him he was many fold worse
devil. The reverse must be our method of
The man of another religion must be made free
He must stand with us on a common platform of
hood. He must take the trouble to find out what
done. He must learn our language, understand o
9ing our best songs, study our highest literature,
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philosophy, sympathize with our ideals, and apthe deepest elements in our lives. If he is greater
, if he has ne"\y truth to impart, or new power to
we will gladly aacept him as leader. Societies as
individuals must be influenced from within. Atm without make them more impervious. Proselyests internal development. Prophetism gains ins who become cehters of force which cannot be
ed.
ristendom is God's prophet to the nations. It
out with a loving hand to all other religions, accepts
th they possess, and bids them follow into the fuller
of divine grace. We shall never gain the non-christions until we treat their religions with justice, and
courtesy, respect and love take the place of contempt
is all too prevalent. Then may we see the nations
after the water brooks, and the spirit of God, as a
nger of peace, causing all peoples to cease the error of
and leading them triumphant into the Holy of

FELIX MENDELSSOHN-BARTHOLDY
VIOLA B. SNIVELY.

Felix Mendelssohn, one of the world's great
was born in Hamburg, Germany, February 3, 1809
father was a rich merchant. Altho not a musician
yet he appreciated and emphasized thfYWorth of sci
art, and felt it a duty to provide the best instructors
children.
His mother was a highly educated
Chorley speaks of her, "There have lived few wom
honorably distinguished than she was by acquire
that perfect propriety which Horace Walpole
called the 'grace of declining life'; by a cordial hos
the sincerity of which there was no mistaking; by
humor in conversation, a knowledge of men and bo
a lively interest in the younger generation, which,
age, is found only in the best and brightest of
species.''
Mendelssohn's family was Jewish, but it had
induced to renounce its ancestral religic!l for the C
belief; and, in order to distinguish itself from th
Mendelssohns, it took the additional name of Ba
The whole family was very much devoted to one
Mendelssohn's very closest friend was his sister
From their earliest childhood they were so closely
that their affection became historical. She, as
Felix, was a remarkable genius and might have
equally as famous as her brother, had she not been
from professional work by her parents. Her d
probably the primary cause of his death.
The mother began the musical education of the
when they were quite young, by giving them fi
lessons on the piano. Except on Sunday, they were
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five o'clock each morning, in order to study. On
they grew older, music .parties were held in
as rooms, Felix himself sometimes conducting the
estra which rendered some of his own compoWhen he was nine years old he made his first pub~
ranee.
That year he also began composing.
Felix became seven and Fanny eleven years old
took them to Paris, where they studied piano,
position and landscape under the best instructalso entered a singing class which met once a
1826
he entered the University of Berlin. It
11
wn whether he completed the University course
Later he did a great deal of travelling thru Engd and France. In England he was received
est honors.
noted for his remarkable memory. La:iy Walthat she was once requested by the King of Saxony
a theme for Mendelssohn to extemporize upon.
chose one that Mendelssohn had not. heard- for
s; nevertheless he introduced every important
improvisation. He knew the classics by heart
bring forth things new and old from the treasmemory.
3 he conducted a Lower Rhine Musical Festival
orf. In 1842 he helped with the organization of
·g Conservatory, an institution which has ever
· ed one of the world's leading schools of music.
e that altho he was wealthy and had every com' it did not keep him from being industrious, as
e under like circumstances. He worked for
t and with a determination to win, not only in
studies, but in every other part of his education.
married in 1837 to Miss Cecile J eanrenaud.
very much devoted to one another. On one
endelssohn remarked that in the midst of his

14
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labors his greatest happiness was found in his
children.
There is no one in the history of musicians
noble character, unselfish devotion to his family '
sonal purity surpasses that of Felix Mendelssohn-Ba
One of the pleasant incidents of his life was his fri
with Jenny Lind. He found his ideal artist in
wrote his greatest work, "The Elijah,'' for her.
anticipating a trip to Vienna to hear 11er sing- when
taken suddenly ill and died-November 4, 1847.
Mendelssohn's greatest works are undoubtedly
torios, the "St. Paul" and the "Elijah.'' He c
an overture, "The Mid Summer Night's Dream"
Violin Concerto,'' which critics regard as the finest
tions of their kind in all history. He also wro
chamber music and folk songs. There is no vol
music more popular than his ''Songs Without
Another important work that he did was to revive
in Bach, after a century of neglect. He also revised
"St. Matthew's Passion.'' This alone would have gi
a name in history. He also stood out conspici
organist and composer of organ music. He <level
fact, a decided fondness for the organ, and played a
Why is it, then, that Mendelssohn has lost so
his greatness in the eyes of the people today?
time he was regarded as the most popular and be
all composers; but it is now universally admitted
as he was, there are other Masters still greater.
music shows grace and delicacy rather than power
sion. He has not the ·passionate loftiness of B
nor the sympathetic tenderness of Shubert. He
the master of symmetry and grace. Some explain
dence of his greatness as due to the fact that he
hardships and poverty that most other great com
to endure and that his happy life influenced

THE
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surroundings wielded a great influence on his
t his genius was inherited. Had he passed
, compelled to endure what some others have
would still perhaps have been the same cheerture that he was. That his genius is natural
the fact that his style is peculiar to himself and
difficult for others to imitate even his minor
impossible for them to imitate his greater ones.
ohn deserves more consideration than he
the present day. The tendency to neglect him
ence of progress. Some of his works have
e than half a century and deserve to endure
longer. Mindful of the words of Goethe,
knows and prizes simple beauty, adorne plaudits of the throng," can we but approprier him a masterful master, worthy of the
y, of greater appreciation and larger influence
JUStly his?

days, school days,
broken rule daysd flames and dates and such
to the tune of ''I love you so 'much,''
my Senior star so bright,
Freshman satellite.
were days of long ago>
were a couple of kids.-Ex.

DO YOU LOVE ME, LITrLE SWEET
Do you love me, little sweetheart?
I would like so much to know ,·
I would read your dearest secrets
As your roses come and go.
Let me look once more, my darling,
In those eyes of deepest,...blue,
For altho all else deceive me,
Still I know your eyes are true.
In my sleep I oft am dreaming
Of the girl so dear to me.
Soft and sweet I hear her whisper,
While her face I clearly see,
And it seems that she is saying:
"I have always loved but you."
Do you love me, little sweetheart?
Can it be my dreams are true?
THE ANSWER.
Yes, your little sweetheart lcves you,
Loves you more than you can know.
Can't you read her secret clearly
As her roses come and go?
Don't her earnest blue eyes tell you,
Sparkling like the morning dew,
That she loves you and you only,
That to you her heart is true?
She, too, often in her dreaming
Hears your voice so soft and low
Whisper as you bend above her,
Sees your true, brown eyes aglow
With the love-light and the story,
Ever old, yet ever new.
Yes, your little sweetheart loves you,
Yes, dear heart, your dreams are

CLEANING UP A CITY
R. C. S.

ht think from the subject that it is the sweeping
the cleaning of vacant lots, the tearing away
~igns and sign boards, the erecting of buildings
to the harmony of design with other buildings,
out of parks, that this article will treat of. It is
of these. It is just a page in the world-old
t and monopoly. This page deals with an
e liquor traffic, one of the worst forms of graft:
to civic rights and advancement.
e settlement of the little village of Roanoke,
"rty or forty years ago, whiskey had been sold.
of saloons increased as the population increased.
ear homes were wrecked, wives deserted, and
unprotected and uncared for. Mothers and
saddened and heart-broken by the loss of son
who had been ruined by drink and its degraddings.
yin social circles was its influence felt, but also
life. When the town was incorporated as a city
ers and users controlled the politics. When
would not answer, unfair means were employed
to get the votes. Many votes were bought outwho had promised to vote with the ruling side
disfranchised because of non-payment of their
ese taxes paid for them and thus were enabled
ballots.
levied on the fifty-three licensed saloons and
'es yearly amounted to about thirty-six thouswhile annually, over the counters of these places,
1f million and six hundred thousand dollars
The population of the city was only forty
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thousan:i, making an average profit per head of
cents on the sale of licensed liquors.
a
Things went on in this way for sometime.
good people of the city were forced to see the a
tion of affairs and efforts were made to remedy
vestigations were made and many unsavory t ·
light. As a result, after a third petition had been
the request to hold a Local Option election
The election was held. The isstie- was lost and
dealers were jubilant.
But the people were not beaten, even though
defeated. A year or so later, another petitio
same request embodied, was granted, and the ci
to the realization that the greatest fight of the da
and on to the death.
The clear-thinking, far-seeing voters had
perfected an Anti-Saloon League, with a cen
head, and sub-heads or committees in each of the
These committees appointed canvassers to asce
man's position on the question, to find out if he
and, if he was on the '' Wet '' side, to try and
'' Dry.'' In this way every ward was thoroughly
and, approximately, the result of the election
foretold .
This step was unexpected to the liquor
they were not prepared for it. Their victory ha
an easy one they thought the people would not
the defeat, but here the people were, not only
organized, but active and aggressive. The "W
ized at once, got their machinery in motion,
quick work. As one of their preliminary m
hired the opera house, the town hall, and eveey
in the city for all unused nights until after the
The " Drys," when they wanted a hall
mass meetings in, were unable to get one.
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y checkmated them.

But the people rose toChurch doors were flung wide open, and
e mass meeting, many were held. A skating
ot seating between three and fonr thousand,
with seats, and great, central mass meetings
papers took up the question. One day the
d use "printer's ink" and you would imagine
the only side. The next clay the "Drys"
an answer and their position would seem unasers from Local Option campaigns elsewhere
talked,-logically, forcefully, dramatically.
was idle. With the "Wets" were the mayor
officials; with the "Drys" were the preachers,
d the children.
of the saloon men disgustedly put it the night
election, when a thousand men paraded the
by two, cheered by hundreds of men, women
on the sidewalks, ''All the half-witted preachers
and the crazy women from the asylum had come
But the ' 'half-witted preachers' ' and the
" did their part nobly.
tement was high the night before the election.
re, the "Wets" hired every available card buggy in the city for election day, leaving
depend on private conveyances to bringtheir
polls. The "Wets" were sure they would
t'[)rys'' were as confident they would be the
(December 30, 1908) dawned. The sun did
ouds covered the sky and about ten o'clock
to fall and continued until night. The
of the weather, lined up at the polls and
Y their turn to cast a ballot for or against
Before he was permitted to vote every
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man had to show that he had properly registered
paid his poll tax for the three years previous. Man
disfranchised because of their inability to show these
At one of the polls a man stepped into line.
while another man-a known "Wet"-came up.
man beckoned to him, slipped out of his place and
man slipped in. This is what is known as "blo
polls.'' Time and again this man stepped into ·
then stepped out to let a ''Wet'' ta],re his place.
tention of the police was called to the matter, but
was done. As a last resort, the mayor was 'pho
told that if he didn't issue orders to stop this "Bl
drastic measures would be taken. The mayor r
to the call of necessity and a riot was averted.
other wards this "blocking" game was tried, but
stopped.
Fairness alone was allowed. Men s
hours in line to cast their vote for the good or for
The :iay wore away. At sunset the polls were
and the counting of the ballots begun. All over
anxious hearts were awaiting the result.
Northeast ward was the first heard from.
eighty-two "Wet." Northwest was next, gone "W
ten. The liquor men were happy. They felt confi
other wards were theirs. Southeast came in with a
ten majority for the "Wets." The liquor dealers
officials smiled more broadly and patted their pocke
complacently. Men and women were praying;
not given up hope yet for the "Drys." Southw
came in last in a majority of one hundred and nin
for the "Drys."
The victory was won. With tears strea ·
trembling, and hearts full of joy and praise, pra
thanksgiving rose all over the city. Once again
had triumphed, as, by God's help, right will always
No more would the saloons draw in the noble Y
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No more would men
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the city and debauch and
and women have to pass
oon and be subjected to the vile talk and gaze of
lounger. The first great step in the cleaning up
bad been taken and, as the chiming bells ushered
Year, many thought of Tennyson's beautiful
"Ring out the old, ring in the new,
The larger heart, the kindlier hand;
Ring out the darkness of the land,
Ring out the false, ring in the true.''

MY ABSOLUTE.
is no near when I am far from thee;
e is no far when I am near to thee;
y sweet presence is infinity
n petty space must flee.
e is no early when I am late to thee·
e is no late till I must go from thee;'
y dear presence is eternity
ce count of time must flee.

t no true love like my love for thee;

no new love save more love from thee·
'
- Ex.
timeless sky and spaceless sea.

Y. full love is all sufficiency,
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EDITORIALS

we intend this

to reflect, in
character of the recent, very interesting Bible
The scope of this work is yearly enlarging, si
quickened interest in the Holy Scriptures and th
to attract the carefulest study. How to extend the
of the Institute deserves diligent consideration.
PHILOMATHEAN

Alumni, don't forget your definitions of
Alumnus," as indicated in January. This is but
matter, if you want to attend to it-at once, and
than March 25.
The regular department of the Conservatory gi
this issue to an appreciation of the renowned Ge
poser, Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, whose hund
niversary is now being commemorated by the m
Especially notable is Mendelssohn's precocity,
passed even that of Mozart. His grandfather, M
delssohn, a philosopher, the "Socrates of the Je
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1 called, and his father and mother of exquis~:a. tastes, he enjoyed decided hereditary advanas one of his admirers gives it, ''Before he was
of age, the accuracy of his ear, the strength of
and above all, his incredible facility in play'at sight,
' excited the wonder of his
. teachers.''
t things, Mendelssohn accomplished them and
''and ''St. Paul" as imperishable monuments to
nature and untiring, unselfish effort.
PHILO. has had its ordeals, felt the burdens of
distress, desertion and neglect.
By ·some kind
wever, little Mag. still survives. Thi$ is well;
pertinent question now clamors for consideration,
the MONTHLY be "boosted"? To do this requires
llars, and, withal, a large and burning interest in
PHILOMATHEAN. It would seem that its size and
ess could be materially improved. This sugy, subscriptions and subscription price. Seventyyear f('r our magazine is both cheap and expensive as compared with the large, popular
but cheap, because, in the nature of the case,
·odicals must be necessarily high. Many college
ller even than ours, are one dollar a year ; and
not many reasons why ours should not be one
price will likely go up next session. Then better
cal and press work, more illustrations and pages
ible, the paper neater to the eye and dearer to
An artistically executed MONTHLY will even
eiforts of its contributors and the excellence of its

A YEAR BEGUN.
ti.cs, debate, class-room work, religious experi-

in general enlivened college enthusiasm, the
fortunately for Bridgewater. The new ''gym,''
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now properly lighted and fairly well equipped off
tages of consistently directed physical cultur~. C
gymnastics meet regularly; the basket ball teams
daily; and thus far the first team has not been d
Track work is claiming unusual attention, and
prom1smg. A fine list of games has already been sch
Athletic training tells visibly upon the student.
awakened, too, in debate. While the first team is
to meet Juniata, candidates for the second t
arranging several 8ontests-one with a Maryland, t
with a Virginia institution. This means prepare
other and greater discussions.
The new-born
effecting results is present in the lecture halls and
tories; it was present in the Bible Institute and the
catalog of student lnterests feels its good. Fres
metamorphosing, Sophs unusually ubiquitous, J
planning and Seniors achieving,-but as yet in secre
can but expect the realization of new and gratifyi
between now and June-ends of which we shall be h
proud. Everyone busy !
A CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
Thankful are we for the right to call ours a C
College. We speak not boastfully, but with humble
Since the refreshing Bible Institute and accompanying
of preaching services a new influence rules am
There is no mistaking it. With every student in th
dormitories on the campus a Christian, we are expe
a new binding, amalgamating power. The bond of
the oneness of purpose is completer than ever befo
it is satisfying to note the effects.
A pleasanter
keener interest, and more helpful attitude of every
all is clearly manifest. To cultivate and magnify t
bilities of this Christian attitude of student toward
is the present task in which we can find hitherto
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d pleasure-a sense of working harmoniously
;y for the accmnp~ishment of the chiefest goal
existence, such, mdeed, as actuated, to some
truly heroic spirits of all peoples, amid all cirA Christian College offers a privilege to be
~d an impetus to be prized.

PILLARS OF FAME.
S-H-M-A-N-We will tell you if we can.
-H-0-M-O-R-E-Versed in all the lore are we.
-1-0-R-Our wagon is hitched to a star.
-1-0-R-How we wonder what you are; Up
orld so high, Like a diamond in the sky. When
is set, And their prayers they all forget, Then
little light, Twinkling, twinkling, in the

. ''How did you know I was going to call ?''
ttle sister: "I saw Nell taking the pins out of

gether your spare hours by the chord of some
ose, and know how much may be accom-

COLLEGE-CLASS-ROOM-CAMPUS
The most successful revival ever held at the
closed January 20.
Ninety persons were
Bridgewater College holds a record we belei
unequalled anywhere. Every student ·within her
Christian. Truly a record of which fO be nroud .
~

Many visitors came and went during the Bibi
Those staying at the Ladies' Dormitory ~were Miss
Cline, Frances Zigler and Hallie Showalter. M
Harris and Ernest Hoover were among those s
Wardo.
Many resided with friends in town an
country near the College.
Mrs. John Hoover visited her daughter at the
and her brother, Dr. Jno. S. Flory, in January.
If it now requires four chairs for H. A. S. and
in the parlor, how many will it require when he foll
the pendulum, the inevitable law of extremes and
a highly contrary course?

Miss Annie Zigler recently spent a few da
home at Broadway.
Miss Bess Helbert, of Broadway, visited frie
College a few days ago.
The Music Department will give a program in F
consisting entirely of selections from Mendelsso
"Ninety-fifth Psalm" will be rendered by the Cho
at that time.
Teacher (in primary): Hubert, you may t
you can about the "Boston Tea Party."
Hubert: Well, Boston was a man that had a
and invited all his friends to it.
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's right, Ella. Grasp every opportunity that comes
. They won't always be empty coat sleeves .

L.

v.

Price and sister spent the first Saturday and
tJ1 February at their home in P age county.
third number of the lecture course will be given
ning of Febmary 20. Dr. Ellis., of Huntington,
lecture upon ''Boys and Boyhood ..' '
Ella Wright paid a call to her friends at the Coltly.
Sophomore banquet was a success in every respect..
much admire the enterprising spirit of this class
ely hope they will give another banquet before
ment.
Junior and Senior classes have been having a great
terious meetings, and we are ( t<? use Micawber's
" David Copperfield' 3 ) "hourly expecting someturn up' '-something that will be as delightful,
r hearts and our palates, as the Soph banquet.

lory and Professors Hoover and Hershey, judges
liminary debate, chose W . T . Sanger captain of
Debating Team recently. In the approaching
ridgewater debate, B. C. has the negative side of
n, Resolved, That a system of domestic parcels
d be established by the Federal Government.
will debate at Juniata.
Victorians are to be congratulated upon the
ppearance of their hall. The walls have been
with rich paper of a beautiful design. Mr. E .
seems to have been the spring of inspiration
Y in undertaking the scheme and pushing it
so doing has brought credit upon himself as
society. We hope to see the Virginia Lees
footsteps of their honorable sister rival.
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Mr. E. E. N. and Mr. W. L. H. are runnin
business on the partnership plan. It seems to be
with remarkable success and entire satisfaction to all
concerned. Mr. H. attends to the transportation of
while Mr. N. is careful to pay the toll, thus sharing
and afterwards sharing the spoil.
now.

Basket ball enthusiasm is running high at 0
Her team has not been beaten _ftnd is not go;

W. T. S. (concluding a discussion)-"! rem.
Miss Sylvia was in that class, Herman, but didn
about you."
H. A. S. (insulted)-"Well, whenever you think
her, you must associate me in the same thought, also
"I am dreaming now of Hallie.,'' etc., "Tony."
The new electric lights in the Ladies' Dornu
ain't they fine I
Miss Thornell makes a capital Matron, and Mr. 0.
a brilliant, daring aid-de-camp.
A STORY.
He was a sparely built young man of twenty.
forehead was broad and high, and his soft, dark eyes
with an intellectual fire. His whole attitude bes
ture and refinement.
One evening in January he sauntered down st
that indifferent, nonchalant air which is peculiarly
stopping at the home of a young lady on Main str
That young lady was pretty and petite. That
she wore a gown of clinging blue material and not ·
have suited her fair beauty better. The waves
golden hair clustered around her winsome face in P
She was a brilliant talker as well as an artist at th
There was no light in the room where they sat
that of the fire which glowed from t~e open grate
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was ideal, but after a while the room became too

The lady sat fanning herself, while the young
ors-he pulled off his coat !
they sat thus a step sounded in the hall. The
eprang to her feet with the whispered exclamation,
put on your coat! There'~ papa!" Obeying inyouth plunged into the coat and turned on the
as the father entered, when to his amazement he
glancing down, that he stood there attired in a
extremely generous dimensions, one belonging to
himself. He sank into a chair, overcome with
·on, the father's stern gaze fixed upon him. At
the youth awoke, for my story is just "Tony's"
tit was so real he says he thinks about it every
Mr. B-- on the street.

EXCHANG:ES
The exchanges for January as a whole were la
ing in, and at this writing many of our regular ones
not yet arrived. We hope to receive them soon.
"The Southern Collegian'' is the most volumino
received this month. It has several articles devoted to
which ate quite interesting. We were '-;urprised to
this magazine, whose general appearance is so attracti
many typographical errors. It shows carelessness in
teading. But we were much more surprised w
turned through the advertising columns and found su
" 'Canadian C1nb Whiskey," "Billiard and Pool Par
' ~ Fatima Cigarettes,' 1 _etG. Is it possible that in our b
Southland, when the best people are fighting so ha
successfully the cause of temper·a nce, that Wasbingt
Lee, which claims to be one of our leading universiti
befoul her magazine with such advertisements? Can
1ege magazine afford to sell its purity and the manho
tnoral courage of its student body for the few dol
ceived from such advertisements?
"'!'he Western University Gazette'' is a new co
our table . Tho small in size, we find it quite inter
We are glad to learn something of school life
friends or the northwest.
' 'Juniata Echo'' contains a splendid poem this
entitled, "Bicentennial." It follows a phase of ch
tory from the Refo.r mation to the present time.
''The Bayonet'' is a very attractive little pape
"prep." school. It contains some good jokes. Mo
ary articles are needed to make it an equally
inagazme,

ALUMNI
· Day was observed at the College January 22.

1

filled to its capacity with
alumni, and friends
the institu~ion. In the
the opening remarks of the president of the
ociation, Mr. W. C. Hoover, he wished that he
to push forth the walls of the hall to a distance
te with the needs of the College. · Neither was
ent wanting in the addresses that followed.
ohn W. Wayland in his address on "What is an
College?'' held before the audience his ideal of
ot reaching beyond the possibilities of his Alma
the catalog of equipment mentioned were capable
teachers and students, grounds for buildings,
gardens, and athletic fields; and, besides, loyal
nt alumni. Dr. Wayland pictured the ideal
well that the problem, "How We May Equip, "
being solved by one of Bridgewater's staunch
, Eld. D. H. Zigler. The thread of his thou.ght
-unity of students, teachers and patrons of the-·
ong whom are the trustees and many alumni.
interesting to all, ''What the Alumni Are Doing, ''
by Dr. John S. Flo_ry. In tabulated form he
ore us what percentage of alumni are men and
ntage are women. He also showed their disthe various businesses or vocations-in educak, in the professions, in agriculture; furthermore ,
are students in this or other schools and how
·es are home-makers. On learning what the
doing, Prof. John C. Myers told us, in an
address on "What We Can Do," that we had
the limit of our possibilities. Professor Myers
doers.
gentlemen have been or are closely connected
llege, but at present all except Dr. Flory are
er and are viewing her from the outside.

MAGAZINE REVIEWS
every February maga~ine ~s t~eming with out-

th moral and heroic msp1rat10n of Abraham

earkable career. We are forced to recoil from
um.ny directed against the dearest and greatest
his life and from the awfulness of his tragic
push on with quickened pace when we review
th which he bore down these weights of hostile
t criticism.
Book News Monthly" analyzes particularly the
of America 's most cherished sons. It has been
e "Mantle of Washington Irving fell on the
Donald Grant Mitchell. ' ' This dear old man
last at Edgewood on December 15, 1908. His
nstantly pervaded by a flood of sunshine and
s creep in are simply painted for contrast.
d Irving steered their crafts by the same corny know Mr. Mitchell better by his psendonymHis masterpiece seems to be most generally
his ''Reveries of a Bachelor,'' while ''Dream
a close second. "When the roll of American
called, these two-if not others-will always
nt' for the name of.Donald Mitchell."
will always remember Lincoln only as a "railbecame President and as a man upon whom
genius" so generously smiled . vVe look deeper
as a man of letters . His celebrated letter to
of Boston, for the purpose of assuaging _a behas been preserved by Oxford authorities as a
the purest and most exquisite diction in the
ge. "He was a master of wor:ds. This was
"on which genius crystallized into a praiseLincoln wrote some poetry in his adolescent
of no particular value further than it d em onthat he knew how to express the tenderer
'A meager half-century has not adequately
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fixed Lincoln's place in the world of letters.
ages yet unborn may assess in full measure th
tained when he went down.'' We might extol e
merits of other articles but space prevents it.
In the "Outlook" two articles especially a
" re h as h er ' s " eye. "A g l'1mpse at the Queen
should be read by every American. The vivid
of the Queen's warm-heartedness and congeniality
over the watery plains in throbs Of love and
Already she has won the sobriquet of "Moth
People.'' Her charitable acts sequent to the r
sanian disaster were not performed ostentatiousl
functorily, but modestly and spontaneously. ''In
she has done the world a service. Before that
she was only Italy's Queen; she has become the
us all."
"Water! pure water!" is the popular cry in
large cities. A coastwise city is especially thu
because of its distance from sources of ample q
further because the tides frequently push far up
thus polluting the available fresh water with
Probably the most adversely located city in
this respect is New York City. Mr. Ernest Ab
that there are eighty-odd distinct water sources
this city at present obtains water, but still it is
that these will prove inadequate; hence the auth
planning a ponderous aquatic subway from tho
over eighty miles away. This stupendous work
a heavy financial burden will be a marvel of
engineering. The funds necessary to promote
borrowed, since the scheme is expected to earn
ten years at least. What labor "that the t ·
York may be assuaged, its dirt washed awa
quenched, and its boilers filled!"
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THE PEAKS OF OT T ER
FLORA

E . HOOVER .

morning broke damp and misty. The sky was
and the wind chilly for a June day . These circumdid not look very favorable to us, but the sky
y became a little clearer and we were soon started
y mile journey for the Peaks of Otter, which are
in Bedford county about ten miles northwest of
City.
are three of these peaks, and they are of intere they are the highest in Virginia. About two
people visit them annually. The only peak
is three thousand , eight hundred and ninety feet
one can get a bet~er view from this one than
the others. The highest one is called Flat Top, and
thousand and fifteen feet high. It is called this,
the top is very flat. The third one is three thouen hundred and fifteen feet high, and it is called
e Orchard, because there is a large apple orchard
ummit.
party consisted of ten . All were jolly and expected
e. Owing to the frequent rains the roads were
d progress was rather slow, but a few hours' drive
to the foot of the mountain. The scenery was
All the trees seemed to have on a new coat of
e birds sang sweetly, and the clouds began to
lowly. Now and then the sun came peeping
e trees, which made the scenery still more beauti-
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ful. Once in a while we could he!lr the munn
stream as it rippled over stone and pebbles u
path down the mountain side. Along these iit~
we found the most beautiful ferns I ever saw. S
leaves measured a yard in length and eight inches
Soon we came to the top of the mountain
prepared to eat our dinner. By this time the cl
disappeared and the sun was shining..--brightly.
the cloth on the soft green grass and unpacked
lunch baskets that we·had brought with us. From
filled our table bountifully with a variety of good
Having finished our dinner we started on our
again. While driving along on the crest of the mo
could look down into the valleys on either side. In
tance the mountains loomed up and we could even
narrow roads winding up their steep slopes. The
which we were traveling was also very narrow
precipices very steep, especially after we started
next mountain. As we neared the top we caught,
the forest, glimpses of the peaks which we longed
As we approached them they grew higlier and hig
our regret the clouds hung low over them and we
see the top.
It was about four o'clock when we reached the
the foot of the peak we were to climb. Here we
supper, had the horses put in the stable to be cared
night, and made all preparations for the ascent. J
started from the hotel the cloud which overhung
began to rise, and in a few minutes it had lifted i
the peak entirely. Now we could see the whole
the peak very clearly.
The distance to the top of the peak from th
about one mile and three quarters. After we
about half way we came to several small stabl
mark the highest point that can be reached with
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e. Some few people drive to these stables, but

er walking, for the road is very steep and rough.
·ng here for a few minutes .we resumed our
and found it gradually becommg steeper. We
nothing but trees on all sides, and the blue canopy
The path was very winding and as we neared
became steeper and steeper. At length the sky
:uer and broader, the clouds seemed nearer, and
steps through the trees and bushes brought us
t boulders of rock. These boulders make up the
nndred feet of this peak. What a scene ! Boulder
boulder, and some of them rest very slightly
another, yet they are unmovable.
e summit of this peak are three small buildings,
ose of accommodating the visitors. The buildequipments are both very rude, but when we
that everything had to be carried up we do not
the rudeness. The largest and oldest building is
wn as the old hotel. It is fifteen feet wide, forty
and a story and a half high. The walls are of
these rocks are almost covered with names that.
This room is now used for a
room, and the furniture consists of several rustic
e other two buildings are only one story high.
easures fifteen by thirty feet and contains two
ms. The other one is smaller still and is used
room and kitchen .
n as we reached the top we climbed upon one of
points to get a g-ood view of the surrounding
It is said that on a real clear day one can see into
and fourteen counties from the crest of this peak.
I could convey in words some idea of the elevaexperienced while standing there, as it seemed,
everybody and everything. We could see in
the mountains as they loomed up to meet the

4
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clouds, and the plains dotted with green pastures
land and cultivated fields, with now and then a small
winding down through the meadows, which alt
formed a very beautiful picture.
Now the sun was nearing the horizon and we all
our faces westward to watch the sunset. What a b
picture! The sunset drew on . The few scattered
that were floating about the sun soon,. .,.put on the su
of orange and a narrow band of the same soft color e
the western horizon. The sun was gradually sin ·
the mountains just below were of a deep purple hu
what a glorious scene ! We watched the fading
until it quite died away. This was the most beau ·
set I ever beheld. In a few minute3 more the d
twillght spread over the scene, and we could see fa
distance several of the large cities which looked very
ful, dotted with their many electric lights.
All this was exquisite indeed, but the next mo
beheld something still more pleasing. We arose
went out on one of the highest points, in order to see
rise, but as it was still cloudy we could not get
glimpse of the sun. On account of the clouds we
nothing, except those things that were within a fe
A great cloud had come down upon us and it seem
we were floating in space. The dampness was so
the water gathered in beads on our hair, but still the
part of the cloud was below us, for we could hear it
there, and it did not rain at all on the top of the p
sublime t9 be engulfed thus! The soul is filled wi
sation of power and grandeur which frees it a w
the cramps and fetters of common life. It soars o
into the regions of a sublimer world. But now
breaks and we see stretched before us a narrow s
beautiful valley which brings us back to earth ag ·

MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS
ANNIE C. ZIGLER.

life of Mary Queen of Scots is one of the most
g as well as one of the m~st ~at~etic of all
racters Qf history. She was born m Lmhthgow, ScotOecember, 1542, only a few days before the death
father, King James V. When she was nine months
was crowned Queen of Scotland.
e can scarcely conceive of a life being ushered into
ld amid more brilliant prospects, or prepared for its
ents with more scrupulous care. She was descended
royal family, which for many years had issued comfrom the Scottish throne. Besides being Queen of
she was second heir to the crown of England.
ngland and France were persistent in their efforts to
Scotland to their kingdoms by a marriage with
and war followed. Two armies were hostily arrayed
d shed in the contest for the hand of the little

~

the child grew older everything possible was done
re her for the French court. She was placed in the
the best teachers in France, and, as her mind was
and active, she learned rapidly . She was one of the
omplished women of her age. She could converse
different languages, could sing well while she
the accompaniment on the lute or harp, and she
tributed to literature . These attainments together
frank, winning manner, and extraordinary beauty
r a favorite at court.
with the influence of an old royal family, with
at her disposal, and with wealth, beauty, and

6
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accomplishments, was the young Queen sent fo
But here and there along her fair horizon lur
small they were at first, but gradually grew until
sky was darkened.
The established church of Scotland was Prot
in France where Mary was reared Catholicism
She became a Catholic and remained so thro
life. Though Mary did not interfer<};with the fo
ship in Scotland, the feeling was bitter and more
the people raised in revolt against their Queen.
The far superi_o r beauty and accomplishmen
caused her cousin, Queen Elizabeth of England,
mother-in-law, Catherine de'Medici of France ,
jealous of her, and in them she found two
enemies. Elizabeth, far-sighted and cunning, did
her fair cousin, for she feared that Mary, with
beauty and accomplishments, would succeed in
hearts of the English people, and take her throne
For this reason intrigues were formed to work a
Scottish Queen, and there is even evidence that
made against her life.
The death of Mary's first husband was a sad
her, and from that time she seems never to have
pletely happy. It marked the beginning of a
many misfortunes. Mary fled from the inhospita
of her mother-in-law, who now seized the reins of
ment. She was forced to leave all that was near
to her, and return to her native land to ruh' a peo
religion, customs, and traditions were foreign to
In fact, it seems that circumstances conspired
her prospects. She had been placed under the ·
ence of Catherine de'Medici whose life is one of
recorded in historv. Here in this unwholesome a
the innocent you~g life imbibed some of those
encies which finally wrecked it.
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dnrino- Mary's long imprisonment at Lo~hleven
was j:st about to escape when she was discovered,
cter watch was kept . Her second attempt to sey proved a success, and she threw herself upon
of Elizabeth to aid her in regaining her crown.
a fatal mistake, for here she fell into the trap of
t enemy. Elizabeth held her as a captive for a
f years and :finally signed her death warrant.
can hardly imagine a life beginning with brighter
and ending in more absolute failure. Her first
'seems to have been perfectly satisfactory, though
horn she married was weak, both mentally and
y, and pity seemed to have fostered her love for
er second and third marriages were wretched ones.
ey and Bothwell were men of bad judgment
orals.
her son, upon whom she had looked with fondest
was forced to abdicate her throne and ·it could
expected that rival claimants for a crown would
friendly feeling for each other. During Mary's
· onment at the hands of Elizabeth, James seems
ght to keep his mother in confinement rather
lease her. When she was charged with conspirothers against the life of Elizabeth, he took sides
r and wrote her a letter in terms so devoid of love
gher heart mightily.
y, her wretched life was ended by her executio~,
a few servants to bewail the fate of the beautiful
ot even her dying wish was granted. Contrary
re she was buried in England rather than by the
mother in France.
reasons have been given for Mary's failures.
say they were the result of intrigue rather than
non her part. Her friends also say the cause
character of a selfish woman.

8
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She seems to have sought to satisfy her 0
regardless of the welfare of her people. She
sacrifice the interests of the state in order to
geance npon one who had done her a personal in
has been said of her that one could have no truer
bitterer enemy. Her passion of love, after sufiici
rience, seems to have been forgotten, but she alwa
bered the cruelty of an enemy. Her filllotions were
than her will; this is plainly exemplified in her
She gave to Darnley power almost equal her 0
he proved ungrateful and worthless; and she clung
well in spite of the protests of her subjects and
better judgment. It has remained an unproved
that she conspired with Bothwell to ·murder Daml
points plainly to the supposition of an unholy love
certain that after three months she became the ·
man who murdered her husband. From all thi
shows plainly a lack of decision of character, an
her obstacles may have been many, but for this
ness, she might have stamped upon the pages of
life of wonderful achievements, rather than of
failures.

TWO TEMPESTS
night. The wind moans and whistles
e corners and thru the eaves . The mingled sleet
rattles and beats against the window panes. Sign
k and the harsh grinding of the trolley cars at the
nds like the wail of a lost soul. The dim and
gas lamps on the streets look like ghastly spectres.
passersby, with their collars ~urned hig~1 an~ their
low, slink along as tho weighed down with the
some great sin.
the elements without seem to be venting all their
fury with the purpose of destroying this great city,
is a mere reflection of the struggle going on in
tonight.
glow from the grate seems a lurid glare · shining
e awful subterranean fire; the dim shadows about
seem like gloomy shades sent from the nether
haunt me. The very faces.on the walls seem to be
tn sharp derision. The air seems to be the breath
earful dragon of another world. My chair seems
e with the terrible grip of some cruel barbarian
y lounging robe seems to bind me as with cruel,
· s. My head is ahnost bursting because of ·the
'tation of my mind. I can scarcely breathe; my
s to be tottering; all power of physical action
go left me.
, oh what shall I do? How can I escape from
black cloud which hangs around me , which
to engulf me , which makes even my senses reel
en to leave me? Is there any escape? In all
world can I find no solution, no help, no relief?
e one ccme to counsel me in thfs hour of struggle?

10
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I am racked, tortured, driven to despair. I can
and yet I must; there is no other path open to
question seems to be written in flaming letters
seared, battle-scarred brain. I must decide rigb
but why that awful penalty for a mistake. I can't
think of it and still I must.
The riight grows wilder and the threatening pall
me blackens. Is there no glimmer ,J>f light, no
guiding hand ? Must I yield to the threatening d
No! a thousand times no! I must solve it soon
can' t, an invisible hand appears to hold me back, to
me, to blind me, to make me shiver with some 11
dread.
Am I dreaming or is it all real? Ah, how real
how horribly real !
Silence ! Listen ! A sound ! Again I hear t
that some fiendish laugh? Or was it merely the
fancy of a tormented brain? I hear it again, it's
nearer, it's upon me! I am. [This fragment was recently found in one of th
~fa well-known hotel.
The same morning a man,
hopelessly mad, was taken off the streets and sen
asylum. What the question preying upon his
-C. K. H. ,'
will possibly never be known. J
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~u.st r·e member that many friends who seldom get
v1s1t the College at Commencement this yearns to contribute to the beauty and pleasa~tn
place in every possible way, even to the small
Days of small things grow to days of large things

COMMON THIEVERY.

"vVe punish little thieves and take off our

great ones." This was well said. __.. . .T here is, on
hand, a class of thieves-a surprisingly large
amenable to the jus civile, sometimes hard to d
alw::tys hard to punish. These are the literary t
wholesale and retail borrowers, the supposedly
plagiarists-with appetites good and conscien
Who are these fellows? One authority holds that
more words taken bodily from the work of another
acknowledged, or the thought of another largely
tho- not quoted, and not acknowledged-unless
instance the words and thought have become
property thru long and frequent usage,-these a
the plagiarist. Quotation marks around the
of another in a published manuscript constitutes
edgement, but in spoken manuscript the name of
quoted must be given, and this practice is undoub
erable under all circumstances. When the th
not the words is borrowed, the name of the autb
thought, of course, alone can be given and must
Theft of thought and words is, in any case,
ible. Yet many appear to regard this matter li
these, honor does not obtain here, whereas, as a
candid fact, it is more dishonorable to steal th
mental labor than of physical toil; and such is
every bit of plagiarism. That the literary thief
himself clever beyond detection, is another nota
arity of his. Fooling all the people all the ti
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ibility, as the great Lincoln rightly thought.
unto Caesar the things that are Caesars, is
~manly, and failure to do so is sure to result diseven in affairs literary. Discovered theft ruins
' and leads to literary excommunication. A word
e is sufficient, to the fool, a stumbling block.

THE ACME SOCIETY.
Acme Literary Society has come to stay and do
rk with each year. At present its greatest handigularity of meetings. The junior societies have
ht; this is theirs and is respected~ The Acmes
day night and this is not respected. On that
the special programs,-College, Lecture Course,
, are likely to fall and do fall. The Society must
worse thing could _scarcely happen to a literary
tion. Irregularity of meeting kills irreparably the
of the members and visitors. When the Acme
meets regularly interest soars, progratns are good,
ge. The solution of Acme ills lies in weekly
. Despite some possible. objections, if the three
and College were to declare Friday night the sot of the week, every other program yielding to it,
three Societies should meet at that time, then we
aside Saturd·ay evening for our many special proUnder this plan Acme crowds would not be large
t numbers are only secondary in literary work.
the greatest literary clubs and societies, in fact,
n very small in membership, with visitors pronot specially desired. With all societies meeting
night, frequent public Acme programs could be
aturday night, as dates could be secured. These
:w large attendance, stimulate interest, and proopportunity to "show off," if anyone feels this
v:;e must have regularity of Acme meetings.
tit.

CONSERVATORY
With the opening of the Spring Term several
dents have entered the Conservatory. Among the
familiar face of Miss Effie Click. The Conservatory
to welcome Miss Effie back again.
/,,..

Three prizes were offered during the Winter~
the Glee Club for the three best College songs wn
students in College. There were only five songs r
three of which were written by the same person.
prize was awarded to Mr. B. F. Sink, the second to
T. Sanger and the third to Mr. Ira S. W. Anthony.
The Mendelssohn Program given March 9th w
cess throughout. Each number was rendered in a
manner.
The Glee Club will give its second program
Chapel the 9th of April. Among the numbers to b
are the "Soldiers' Chorus" from Gounod's "
"Chorus from Tannhauser," quartets, quintets, v
piano solos, etc.
The program given last fall by the Glee Club
successful and the Club hopes to make this one even
so.
Miss Thornell was in Washington and Baltim
ing Inauguration week. While in Washington she
brother, who is a cadet at West Point. She heard
ewski give a recital in Washington on March the 9
was Miss Thornell's first visit to the capitol city
reports a very pleasant time.
Prof. Roller spent one week's vacation in
City, between the Winter and Spring Terms,
friends.
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Miss Gladys Cline spent a few days at her ho
end of the term. While there, she entertained
Miss Viola Snively and Messrs. W. T. Sanger an
Hooker, from the College. Mr. Hooker missed
to Washington and decided to inaugurate himself a
Draft.
Miss Zula Gochenour spent a few days at h
week.
Prof. H. (in history exam. )-"Give a brief
of the Oriental System of education.''
Student-' 'Women were not embraced in that
The lamp-shade in the parlor was turquoise
the boys, poor things, can never tell one color from
"What color is that lamp-shade?" said one fell
"Blue", answered one.
''Green'', said another.
Miss G. kindly enlightened
was turquoise.
''What do you call it that for?'' said 'Tony,
know," he continued before anyone could answer,'
it's the shape of a turquoise's (tortoise) back."
Prof in History-"When did Pliny the Elder
Hooker (eagerly)-"]ust previous to the e
Pompeii."

Mr. T-''Dr., I don't know how
ridiculum.
Dr. B-"Ob, that's ridiculous."
Mr. T-"I can't help it, I don't know."
Miss Ella Miller entertained quite a number of
at her home on Saturday evening, March 6.
seemed highly edified.
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The Literary Societies have been doing excell
February 12, the Victorians gave a Lincoln p
h~no: ?f that great man's birthday. February
V 1rg1ma Lees rendered a very fine music progr
was much appreciated-to judge from the large a
and the expressions heard afterward. The Acrn
not to be outdone; so February 27, they came
a Dickens program, which, of course;,...was well gi
Ask '~Bill" and "Lee" what they know about
cider between acts. Had you been behind the s
might have learned that pop opens with a cha
sound when the pressure on the cork is removed.
All of us and especially Miss T. were glad to
more or less familiar face of Prof. J. A. Garber a
College several weeks ago. We think it would be
him to come again, as Miss T . actually got up in
breakfast that Sunday morning.
During Examinations Dr. Flory, Miss ZulaG
Prof. Roller and several others of the faculty and
left Bridgewater for a few days, presumably tor
need something of the kind here. This is a s
place.
Miss B. and Miss M. were walking along
Street. Quite by accident Mr. S. happened to "tum
he is in the habit of doing. As he had been in
basket ball practice several days before, Miss
kindly sympathy asked in her sweetest tones:
"O ! Mr. S., how's your arm?"
"Why, it's doing very well," was the reply.
events I can still use it."
The first College Debating Team will meet
College Team at Huntingdon, Pa., May 1, in the
of the parcels post question.
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for emphasis in several descriptive passages such
how he loved her !'' The word may be in place i
ing a rough character in dialogue 1 but not in such
tion as the one to which we refer. It reflects
character of the writer himself and adds no di
production.
'1he Central CtJllegian, while small and unp
is a well-balanced little magazine. ,....."Touchston
Fool 17 is an excellent article. We think from the
of intelligent faces in the foot-ball and basket
there should be more litera:ry articles in 'Ihe C
gian, and that the other departments might be in
correspond. However, we like and appreciate
zine as it is.

SPRING

Hark r the spring has come again;
The birds their sweetest music trill,
Thus, the pieasant spring begins,
And every heart with joy doth fill.
Earth itself is smiling now
And drinking in the sun's pure ray;
Valley, hill, and mountain now
Are wrapped in verdure's bright array.
Soft and balmy are the days,
Inviting lovers fond and true
Come where gentle zephyrs play,
And make those vows of old anew.
All doth welcome thee, sweet spring,
For thou dost bring such pleasures rare
One· and all, yes, every thing,
Thy grandeur now will gladly share.

B.F

MAGAZINE REVIEWS
"Outlook" for March 6th introduces to its readers
eodore Roosevelt who will labor as associate editor.
· medium, now, we may expect the published uttersocial, economic, and political subjects of this
erican. "The Return of the Battle Fleet" is
· g as well as instructive. (The Outlook Company,
th Ave., NeN York.)
"Travel" is very interesting. It points out to us,
by ample illustratio~s~ the grandeur ?f the coming
Yucon-Pacific expos1t10n to be held m Seattle next
. The article "A Trip to British East Africa"
us into the very district which ex-president Rooseds to visit; while "The Travel and Sport on Tires"
atuate any one suffering with "automobilitis."
l Bureau, 333 Fourth Ave., New York.)
"Cosmopolitan'' is exceedingly valuable. The
cle which treats on the Empress Dowager of China
to us the life and court of one of the most remarken of the last century, if not of the whole world's
"Born in a country where woman has no status,
from the lower walks of life, and entering the castle
cubine, she wrested the reins of government from
where they had been lodged and until the day of
there were none strong enough effectively to disIt seems that her iron will almost vitalized the
emperor himself, for her death and his were almost
t." "Senator Flatt's Reminiscences of Famous
Events" is interesting to those in quest of literary
There are several stories which contain some muchlessons and aptly meet the requirements of the
"on. (Cosmopolitan Magazine, 2 Duane St., New
e

two things about the "Strand" especially
First, the masterful romance, "'i'he White
by Hall Caine and, second, the list of curiosities
tos accompanying, (The International News Co.,
e St., New York.
ar~

Read This and Profit by
Experience of Others.
Have you so arranged yo1:1r affairs, that should ou
you would not leave your estate mcumbered with a morfgage
debts that would take from your family all tt.at you had bee
accumulate for them for years?
D
Do you kn.ow that there _is a certain dignity, and rn
and self respect m the personality of the man who provides
plete protection of those whom he loves, through the wise i
an insurance policy on his life?
It costs you nothil.~g to have it all mad~clear to you.
Why let your family suffer through your failure to
subject which ought to appeal to every man?
Good health alone will make you eligible.
Exceeded by none in the liberality and fairness of po
together with splendid annual dividends make it an exce
tractive policy.
Satisfied policy holders all through the Valley. To th
plating insurance, it will be to their interest to call on or ad

GEORGE E. SHUE, Agen

Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co
Room 203 First National Bank Building,
HARRISONBURG, VA.

D. CLINT DEVIER

RELIABLE JEWELER AND OPTIC!
General Repair Work Done
HARRISONBURG, VA..

L. H. OTT DRUG CO.,

Druggists and Pharmacist

Dealers in Toilet Articles, Patent Medicines, Re
dies, Kodaks and Photo Supplies.
We Solicit Your Patronage.

J. T. HOUCK

Furniture, Carpets, Mattings, Sh
Trunks
.
' Suit Cases, and Umb

WALKOVER SHOES
FOR MEN.

QUEEN QUAL
FOR WO

75 S. Main Street., Harrisonburg, Va.
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MAKE US PROVE

m
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THE CRUEL HAND
Golden was the chain that bound
Our youthful hearts together,
But cruel was the hand which came
That precious band to sever.
Many a happy time had we
Aroaming the field together
Amid · the cool · of summer's eve,
In autumn's dreamy weather.
Would that I could see again
That smiling face of thine
And listen to thy gentle voice,
Oh, youthful friend of mine.
Better, had I never known
To trust, to love so true
Than thus, from thee unjustly torn
And borne on crafts anew.
Frowning heaven drew thy heart
From him who loved you well,
To thee, oh, worthy friend, I come,
To say a sad farewell.
-W. L. H. '11.

SHOULD COLUMBUS WAKE
PAUL H. BOWMAN,

'11.

On May the twentieth, fifteen hundred and 8 •
distant land of Spain, a poor beggar lay upon his
tortured with pain. He was an old man and the
seventy winters had turned his hair to/a silvery gra
life had been a "long wandering woe" of opposi
disappointment. He was anxiously waiting for t
winged angel of death to make his appearance, and
not long to wait. Soon his eyes grew heavy with
peaceful slumber which shall not be disturbed
mighty angel, with wings of fire, shall descend from.
and declare that time shall be no longer. The gol
light of a brighter world began to gleam through
cloud that overshadowed the valley of death. Wi
ering lips he calmly uttered these words: "I, a
Genoa, discovered in the distant west the contin
isles of India.'' After silence had reigned suprem
moment he again whispered, "Lord, I commit my
Thy hands.'' Thus the spirit of the famous
launched forth into the great beyond from "wh
traveler has ever returned .''
Hopes are vain that would wish Columbus to
ened, but suppose that that power which drives ten
planets along their orbets and hurls the wande ·
to inflame the altars of night, should enter his
restore Columbia's father to the world. Grant this
a seat by ancient Phoebus as he begins his morning
in the east and let him follow the great king in ·
until the chariot of the Sun dips its glowing axle
wave of the western sea. As he mounts higher
into the clear sky, let him review the Ameri
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~alled India, from coast to coast, and contrast the
"vilization with that which he pi2turec1 in his own
hundred years ago. It is said that the material
snot change in its masses or powers and who will
to contradict it? The stars shine no brighter tothey did on the fourth day of creation when
together in the glory of their birth. The same
shone on Adam shines on us with unchanging
The glittering bow that beamed on the ancient
·n spans the dome of the heavens. Nature never
but who wili say that this same passive destiny
itself to mankind? vVho will say that it has
the American people? Point me to a nation in
today, or one that has ever existed in the past,
equaled the progress of our own beloved nation.
e ever a colony that in four hundred years grew
y that it surpassed its own mother in pow er and
? Was there ever a settlement in any clime or
out shelter, without means, surrounded by h ostile
t has in so short a time come to be the model and
on of the worl::l?
of the dense forests and trackless deserts that
ched themselves from the storm-lashed coasts of
tic to the gently kissed shores of the serene
Where are they now ? The forests have been
ay and in their stead stands the great metropolis
and commerce . The desert has been made to
like the rose, and the burning sands, once lifeless,
nee golden grain, once worthless, now the source
's wealth.
of a barren coast reaching from the snowks of Maine to the orange bowers of Florida,
eath, save the roar of the wild billows as they
t the rock-ribbed shore, not a single spire gliste golden sunlight, not one port in which the

4
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storm-tossed sailor may drop anchor. While t
the growth of a few centuries, it is decked
among the richest in the world, and adorned
that rank among the greatest on the globe.
When we consider our capacity for producin
too, is great. Among the great men of Ameri
many blazing, brilliant meteors in the mental co
of the world. There is a Franklin, holding the 8 ·
string upon which the untamed lightnings pla
Watt, in his Scottish home, was led to believe that
power in the steam that boiled from his mother
And Stevenson, relying upon this discovery, ·
locomotive bounding across the American contin
ging over the steel rails the products of human skill
a Fulton standing in an air castle founded on re
ing at a mighty ship laden with cargo and wres
wave and whirlwind on the bosom of the rolli
These names and such as Washington, Webs
Lincoln and a host of others adorn the pages of
history.
Our educational institutions are filled with y
and women whose highest purpose is not to s
topmost round in the ladder of fame, but whose
on fire with an everlasting love for humanity,
burning desire of their hearts is to break
chains of habits that bind a never-dying soul to
of sin and woe; to uncage a life and allow it
when free, to soar into a higher and purer atmos
Our moral and religious standard is higher
ever before. Our cultured ~lasses are beginnin
that the beauty of life does not consist in pomp,
vain display, but in simple, true, honest, uprigh
Our government is unsurpassed in excellen
pleteness tho yet in the vigor of its youth. Th
the onward march of ages and the rise and
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. the model of the world. Tho its banner was
t at first against a stormy sky, it is bathed today
oulight of peace and the eye_s of all mankind are
nit as a sign of power and liberty.
it be that America under such circumstances will
d fall? Oh men of prophecy, close now thy book
1 to me my country's future! Tell me, will she
to the list of republics whose ruins are labeled,
ere, but they are not?"
Shall "Old Glory,''
the blood of our fathers, lose one ray of her
? Shall her folds droop and be trampled in the
Shall she live in the memory of men as an emblem
power and departed glory? Forbid it, my counoh, forbid! I call upon you) old men, for your
your councils and your benedictions. I call upon
ers, to imp1ant deeply into the hearts and lives
offspring that love for purity and honesty which is
dation of every great nation. I call upon you,
en, to remember whose sons you are and whose
ce you possess . Let not your grey hairs go down
ve with the recollection that you have lived in
18

a prophetic eye I look into the pages of the des-

y nation and I see far brighter visions than those

already seen and methinks I see a mighty nation
herself like a strong man after sleep and shaking
cible locks. Methinks I see her like a swift eagle
higher and higher, nearer and nearer the true goal
existence. May the earnest prayer of every
that her celestial flight may continue, and never,
ver, throughout the ceaseless ages of eternity

d.

TO THE SHENANDOAH
Oh,

Shenandoah, comrade, flowing, thru
meadows green,
And gliding in by many a nook with hawtho
groves between,
A-moving to the rhythm of tile music of
birds
That sit and sing among the trees around
boyhood home.
There, upon your sandy, mo:m-lit banks, toni
I long to roam,
And linger by the willow trees that kiss
water's foam,
And walk within the shadows of the maple,
and birch
That spread their waving branches over all.
For I'm lonely here, and dreaming of the
of long ago,
When a boy upon your banks I stood,
-Watched the waves below
Come rolling down in gentle turns
clear and cool;
Or, sipped the orchard's sweet perfume
floated on the breeze;
·
When I sat within some quiet shade, or stro
among the trees
To hunt and pluck the luscious fruit enc·
by the leaves;
And then to has ten onward to the deep,
swimming pool,
And, weary, plunge beneath the crystal wa
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I wonder as I sit here in the lamplight's
flick'ring glow
If you're sighing now as I am for the days of
long ago.
Do you think of me, old comrade, gliding on
so free,
And, thinking, pause to listen for my footsteps
on the sand?
Do you miss the close companionship of me,
your truest friend,
And long to feel my presence near, aud touch my
outstretched hands?
Would you whisper words of love to me, and
laugh in childish glee,
Should I return again to visit you?
When summer winds are blowing soft, caressing
grass and trees,
And the music of the water's roar floats upon
the breeze,
I'm coming back to greet you, and view the old
haunts o'er;
And, resting on your banks above, to hear you
whisper low,
As you tell my boyhood's dreamings in the days
of long ago;
For, as long as mem'ries gather in life's ebbing,
ceaseless flow,
You will best recall my longings and my boyish
dreams of yore,
Old comrade, my true friend, Shenandoah.
A. B. '11.
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WHEN DAY BREAKS
A. B.

'11.

''Bring in the drill this evening, Marion ', I
''feels like't might be fallin' weather before mor~in. ,,
''Alright,'' replied the lad, ''but I don't think
hit it this time. It's awful clear, now.''
Riding on, I drew rein at the yar<tg~te just as the
was setting behind the Alleghanys. The thin ,
clouds above the western horizon seemed to be dip
blood, and the tips of the mountains to burn and gl
the rays of the setting sun. Twilight, in all the so
and quiteness of a summer day spread over hill and m
tain.
We had scarcely seated ourselves at the supper
when Marion began:
"Goin' over to Uncle Tom's tonight?" he inquired.
''Yes, I promised last night to come back and am
over after 'while for a couple hours,'' I answered.
"Think he'll live very much longer?" again put in
boy.
"No, can't live more'n a week at best," I replied.
''Cecil,'' said mother, at the same time handing
basket, "take this when you go tonight. Maybe Tom
eat some of the things I put in there.''
Supper over I went into the sitting room, and tri
read but could not, thinking all the time of the faithf
who, penniless and helpless, lay at the po
death just across the fields. Shortly after nine o'
basket in arm, I left the room, promising mother to be
by midnight at the very latest.
The night' was magnificent.
right. "No rain, tonight," I said to myself·
moon shone clear and bright, and the stars, in co
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t de seemed to have turned out on night parade.
though miles away, stood out so clearly
me that I could see dimly the outlines of the trees
its sides. The winding river sparkled in the moonlike the dewdrops when the first rays of the morning
trike them . A gentle breeze from the south played
the leaves while from either side my of path the
plaintive tones of the whip-poor-will fell upon my ears.
first, second, and third fields were crossed, and
the clump of pines, beyond which stood the cabin, its
e clear and prominent. The old hut was scarcely
feet square, and so low that with a cane I could touch
ves on either side. A door on this side, a window
feet square on that, were the only openings, except
the clay had fallen out from between the logs.
gh these crevices the light from a slow fire flickered,
disclosed the decayed condition of the cabin.
I approached, pushed open the creaking door, and
ed in. There lay the only inmate of the but, alone,
y dying day by day. His wife was dead, his children
cotton fields of the Gnlf States, not a relative near,
nly strangers and I to care for him . He turned his
slightly and, on seeing me, smiled.
'How's Uncle Tom, today?" I asked.
" Good even', Marse Cecil! Glad to see you! Thought
shoahly be heah 'fore long! Jus' tol'able, just tol'thank you, sah ! How's yoah ma, and Marse Marion?"
ed in trembling tones.
'Oh, they're alright. Mother sent you this basket of
she says you like. Feel like you could eat?'' I asked,
fore he said he could not, I knew he would eat notht night.
ving brought in wood, I drew a chair up to the bedand began my lonely watch, for I knew I could not
the cabin that night.

B~ue 'Ridge,

The
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"Do you suffer?" I asked.
"Not so much, sah," he replied.
I began rubbing his hands and arms, and later
his hot, dry forehead with cool, clear water, fresh f
spring, and the sufferer fell asleep. Moving quiet!
I seated myself before the fire and began musing.
aroused from my reverie by the noise of the wind b
against the cabin door. Peering out into the night
that my first thoughts were still likely to prove true'
moon's light was pale, and many stars had entirely
peared, hidden by the fast gathering clouds. The
damp, and the wind blew violently from the south
looked at my watch. It was past two o'clock.
Returning to the bedside of my old friend, I
still slept, and again sat down before the fire. S
after three the rain began to fall and the wind gre
vehement. For an hour the water came in torrents
could hear the pines snapping, and the crash of falling
The sleep of the old cabin dweller grew troubled
finally he awoke. Immediately I went to his bedside
''Sit down, Marse Cecil," he said. "De rain's
awful hard 'gainst de walls, an' I heah de old pine
uddah side de garden a-moanin' for life. What does
mean? It's so po~'ful dakh, too. I don't want '
heah anylongah. When de day breaks, Marse Cecil,
I be well enough to go away? De win' 'll be down
it 'll be light all 'round.,'
Again I tried to quiet him by placing the cool w
his forehead, but this time without avail.
He began again. ''It's gettin lighter now.
a-fallin' weakah an' de win' ain't beatin' neah
'gainst de doah. Who's comin' out yondah on de
bank an' a-wavin' to me? Do you see 'em, Marse
"No," I replied, ''but don't get so restless, Un
you'll find out who they are by and by."
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I know 'em now," came. the quick response.

11

"It's
Charles, your gran 'pa, and Marse William, your pa.
see 'em? Dey're standin' on the banks ·of old
00
yah. Dar's de cabin plain as day, an' jus' outside de
on de ole pine bench is Jim, my ol'est boy, wid de
an' my wife, Mandy. It's gittin' awful light ag'in.
ghboh's chillun's a' comin' in. See 'em gather on
neaf de old oak in de yard? Jim's a-tunin' up de
All a' gwine to sing. Marse Charles and Marse
gwine to help. Listen! ''Way down 'pon de
Ribber. 1 It sounds good to heah de chillun sing
an' Mandy and your pa jinin' in de chorus. Now
'ke anudder tune. 0 Den my ole Kentucky Home,
night!'"
e tried to hum the words but was too weak. Gradubecame more quiet. Once, opening his eyes, he
at me and said in a low whisper:
Marse Cecil, I'm gwine ovah an' jine de singin' when
breaks," and a smile passed over his face as he con' ''it's breakin' now."
left him a moment to bring a pail of fresh water.
gout into the breezy morning air I was surprised to
clear sky. Not a cloud was in sight. The moon had
own and the morning star alone still lingered above
on. The day was breaking. Filling the pail with
, I hurried back into the cabin and stepped up beside
d. There lay Uncle Tom, silent, motionless. I
the hand, but there was no pulse. The breath was
the light was out. Folding the wrinkled hands upon
m and touching the tired and weary eyelids for the
e, I recalled bis words, "I'm gwine an' jine de
when de day breaks.'' True to bis promise, he bad

DOWN ON THE FARM
When the sun's a-shinin' brightly,
And the bare-foot boys are trippin' lightly,
'Tis then I long to be again,
Down on the farm.
The bloomin' rose in all its beauty,
And lovin' friends who honor duty
Are found around that precious homeDown on the farm.
I use to hear the chains a-ringin',
When the bees began their stingin'.
'Twas then I wanted plenty roomDown on the farm.
When July came, say, boys, don't mention,
To the melon field I'd turn my 'tentio~,
We boys did certainly have some funDown on the farm.
And father's voice-I'll e'er remember
How he used to call us from the timber.
Say, that old place is dearest yetDown on the farm.
B. F.

A BLOODLESS REVOLUTION
ELLA E. MILLER,

'11.

As far back in the history of the world as we can see,
d that during all ages an::l in all countries, with very
exceptions, woman has been degraded, wronged,
and kept in subjection and ignorance. Masters
c~nsidered her a slave, cheated her of her rights,
ved her of her education, and robbed her of her
. Madam De Stael has truly said: ''Of all the gifts and
'es which natnre has lavishly bestowed upon woman,
been allowed to exercise fully but one-the faculty to
. " The extent of this suffering and the degrading
ce which it has exerted upon the race can never be
estimated.
That woman is a mere adjunct to man, an appendage,
heresay that has been held by men through all past
Woman's insignificance as compared to man is evito them, because Adam was first created, then Eve.
do not read the whole story or they would find that
ar and the hawk were created before Adam, so that
ment drawn from priority of creation might prove
e sheep and the dog were greater than man. No ,
was an independent creation.
cause God said, "It is not good for man to be alone,"
ve him a woman for a helpmate, men, by misinterg God's plan, have considered her an ornament, a
ity or a helpmate in the sense of a slave.
use she does not shine as bright in history as man ,
use she does not boast of a Caesar, an Alexander,
tes, a Plato, and a Shakespeare, she is not considequal, but did not God declare her equal with man
said: "They twain shall be one flesh?"

14
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Prior to the nineteenth century, woman had
in almost utter secl~sion. She had been separa
the world by a barrier as effective as the great
China. Hundreds, yes, thousands of women ha
as it were, in a deep narrow ravine, never pe
enjoy the green
. fields, the beautiful flowers , or
songs of the birds. Here they have worn their liv
suffering silently and toiling patiently, without on
tioning the justice of their lot, but that time bas
passed forever.
Few women are read of in history before
teenth century. Joan of Arc, who was looked u
witch because of her bravery and heroism, belo
these few. Since then, the pages of history are fill
the deeds of noble women. A few of these notab
acters are: Elizabeth Fry, an eminent philan
whose active and untiring exertions in the cause of
ing humanity were unparalleled in one of her
Frances Willard, the "Uncrowned Queen of A
who not only led the Woman's Christian Tem
Union, but who gave her life, her talent, her enth
to make the world wider for women and better for h
·Florence Nightingale, who robbed war of much o i
and brought consolation and relief to thousands of
ing and neglected ones; and thousands of women of
bravery and glory of character the wotld has
record, but whose deeds are in the heavenly ar
marty~s and, tho unrecognized for the short thirty
years of their earthly existence, shall, thru the q
ages of the higher world, be pointed out with the
cry, "The.s e are they who have won a tribute from
and a blessing of God, by the force of their own g
the persistency of their faith and by duties well peri
Woman has been suppressed in art and 1i
Before the nineteenth century there was not a nota
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ld written by a woman, but today there are dozwor en who have won distinction by their writings.
worn
.
the beginning of last century George Ehot gave
~lime literary productions to the world under a masnon-de-plume. The world has had but one Shakesmong men , with all their advantages and opportuni:ut it bas been said that George Eliot is the
eare and Mrs. Browning the Bacon among women.
!omen have been severely criticised, yet Charlotte
te Mrs. Browning, Mary Ann Evans and Jane Austin
V:on distinct and enviable places in the ranks of literaand their writings have thrilled, uplifted and sweetenanity.
here woman is free she proves herself a fit companion
and her work compares favorably with his. In
'in art in literature, and even in mathematics she
'
l
unknown. It is evident that her work in every departinto which she has been admitted is as acceptable and
ry way as faithfully performed as the work of man.
A.s late as eighteen twenty-five it was held by the leadncators, that woman had not the capacity to be eduSince that time the education of girls has ascended
y step until College education has proved the mind
an especially adapted to higher studies . Where the
cational system is used, it has become a historic fact
omen have made rapid strides and captured a greater
r of honors in proportion to their number than men.
since God has endowed her with talent equal to that
should she not be allowed the privilege to develop
se it? Should not a sister, a wife, a mother be as
epared for the battles of life as a brother, a husband,
ther?
es, the question today is not whether woman shall
chance for the development of her best and noblest
s; that question the overwhelming sentiment of
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Christianity and modern civilization has answered.
is no longer to be a slave or a creature without
and hopes in life, but the unanimous verdict ~s
shall stand upon the same plane with her brother'
real rights and interests are concerned, and shall
same privilege that he enjoys of striving for the
and best.
Realizing then that every step of woman's
has been taken in the face of fierce opposition, do
tion why she has done so little? Should we no
wonder how she has accomplished so much after
centuries of degradation and opposition?
When we think of woman's present condition
sunshine in contrast to the shadowed past. You
this an age of invention, an age of commercialism
age of literature, but above all it is truly a woman'
an age when she shares equal rights with man in ed
and in business. By the suffering and endless pe
ance of oppressed women, whose departure from th
of their earthly woes was but the setting of a je
king's coronet, this age bas come,-come by the t
prayers of thousands of Christian women, who ha
and suffered, not for gorgeous glory, but for o
higher and better than the world can give. This
come, ushered in indeed by the religion of the lowly
rene, which proclaimed the equality of the rich
poor, the weak and the strong in the sight of
Father.
There are sometimes women who sit readin
mental novels, and who wish that they had some
field in which to display their powers. You need
for any such time. A crisis will come in your own
There will be a Thermopylae in your own ho
where God will tell you to stand. There are h
house-holds today where as much bravery and co
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ed of woman as was exhibited by Grace Darling or
Antoinette. Only grasp every opportunity of doing
although it be a very insignificant act, and then
the fiercer struggles face you, you will be able to
t them and may sail into the harbor of peace, and,
all the wrappings of fear and doubt and sin shall be
you will be found at the feet of Him who will put
a throne, to be acknowledged as His in the day
all the silver trumpets of the sky shall proclaim,
d the bride-groom cometh;" and in a barge of light
1 sail with Him the river whose source is the foot
throne and whose mouth is the sea of glass mingled

WAITING
Lend me thy wings, oh gentle dove,
And let me to my true love fly,
To take my message of tender love ,
For there, I long to live and die.
Ah, but my heart is bound by fate,
Which holds me here in despair;
Take my message, ere it's too late,
For I know she's 'waiting me there.
-"Pat" '11.
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EDITORIALS
This issue we have turned over in all its depa
to the Sophomore class, with Mr. Hooker as chief
staff. Both he and his fellow contributors may bee
to show the same enthusiasm and ability in this wo
their class has always manifested. In athletics, de
literary activities the Sophs have made themselves i
ingly and with this word we wish them in the pres
the best the fates can bestow.
The Sophomore Class feels highly complimen
the editor has entrusted the present issue to its
asks a kindly consideration of the various articles.
The busiest time of the year is now at hand.
few more weeks remain until commencement time
only natural that during this time our duties will
and our abilities be taxed more than usual.
the special features during the remaining weeks
three debates the various special programs at hom
Choral Unio~ engagement at Harrisonburg, April
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ber what a scare our boys gave Juniata' s crack team
ring and feel a victory ?ver that school's team i~
certain this year. K nowmg also the gentlemen of
nd team we are confident that they will take care
land Collegiate Institute and Botetourt Normal ColLuck to them..
SHALL THE .SOCIETIES CLOSE?
e point has been reached in the history of the
e of our literary societies where something must be
The lack of interest in each of the three bodies has
decidely evident this year and especially the last half.
ult undoubtedly lies in each of the various bodies.
they are too large and consequently do not give the
rs sufficient work or the lack of interest results from
nagement. The latter we are inclined to believe is
ore plausible. Time after time have the constitutions
violated not by evading the spirit of the law, but by
·ng the direct letter; and such a course can only lead
ging a society into disrepute. How often have we
e best talent of the Acme Society strained to the
to render a program when some of the members on
ere absent. Such a co.Jdition exists also in the
societies. Fines are not imposed ·n or collected as
y as the constitu Lio J.s stipulate. Even is that old
and zeal so manifestly gone that while one society
ving to keep an old customary contest going in
r the chosen contestants are wrangling for the posiFellow students, our societies should be much betthe remedies are in our hands. Let us apply them,
to overcome the mistakes we have made and to
societies to the height and glory that is rightly
and thus benefit not only the organizations, but the
on we love so much.
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THE GLEE CLUB.
Perhaps no organization in college works harder
less appreciated than the Glee Club. This year
Professor Roller's directing the best club the college
ever had has been turned out. It has rendered some
commendable programs, yet the student body has
conspicuous, largely by its absence. The Glee Clu
been very kind to us and doesn't it seem a little.unfai
to patronize it? How often has it cheerfully re
music for any program free of charge and now it is
open air concerts for the entertainment of the stu
Let us forget the past and in the future support the
that as much if not more than any other fosters
spirit.
TO CAESAR, CAESAR'S.
There are _a lways students among us who do mo
their fellow students than many professors, lecturer
course not considered. How often are such men
appreciated, not even shown the proper respect for f
bestowed. Have you ever stopped to think hew
such persons there are in our midst? Let us not wait
they have gone from us to speak their praises and
wards feel ashamed of ourselves, but let us cast r
their pathways now and thus in a small
them or, at least, show our gratitude.

COLLEGE-CLASS-ROOM-CAMPUS
April 30, Choral Union!
May 1, Bridgewater-Juniata Debate!
May 6, Bridgewater versus S. C. I. at Dayton!
May 7, Bridgewater-Maryland Collegiate Institute
tel

May 15, Bridgewater-Daleville Debate!
Hard Work! Reviews!

Exams!

Professor Fletcher arrived from Roanoke to take part
e concert to be given in Harrisonburg, April 30.
Prof. R., in Rose Maiden rehearsal.-"Sopranos
re not getting your pitch. Sing that 'Rosebud' as
(mi)."
Mr. E. M. Hoover was seen around the college recently.
Professor Moherman has returned from his home, Ash' Ohio, where he went to attend the funeral of his
Miss Katie Thomas, a former student of B. C., was
"ed. to Mr. Fry of Strasburg, at her home April 20.
Philomathean extends congratulations.
Prof. H., in history.-"What was the 'Doom's-Day
, ?"
Tony.-"Why, that was a kind of a geological survey."

J.

S. Crumpacker of Roanoke, last session a member
class of 1911, but kept out of College this year on
t of illness, paid his friends a pleasant visit recently.
rapidly regaining health and we hope to see him in
again next session.
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"Myers, Neff Co., Inc., Ltd."-Greatest offer of
season, to ladies only: Free water carriers from
House well to Ladies' Dormitory. Been doing a ru
business this year. References: Misses G,. F., z., anct
Mr. Helsley has just recovered from an atta
measles.
Messrs. Cline, H., Hoover, L. R., Miller, V., Co
Coffman, C., Hoover, R., Moherman> A., Cline, M., A
Via, and Garber went on a walking excursion to Na
Chimneys, April 25. They report a pleasant time.
Prof. H., in S. S. class.-" By way of review
'
persons took part in this work, the disciples, the Lord
the heathen. What was the work of each? First '
'
disciples?''
Mr. J. M. H.-"They were to teach The Word."
Prof. H.-"And the Lord's share?"
A· B., just returned from a baseball trip.-"To
'em up."
On every tree and door-post is to be seen a loud,
poster containing the lone word "Antigone." It's
a little play by the Seniors. That's all.
A number of the students attended the District
ing of the Second District of Virginia at the Middle Ri:
Church, Apr. 17, 18, and report a pleasant time.
The annual reciters' and declaimers' contest
Victorian Literary Society was held April 23, in the
lege. Chapel. The contestants were Misses Alpha S
Ethel Bowman and Effie Evers, and Messrs. Frank
man, Allen Hoover and Albert Miller. The judges,
Willis and Wauchope of Bridgewater, and Professor
Mullen of Dayton, awarded the medals to Miss Evers

Mr. Miller.
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h Glee Club rendered its initial open air concert on
evening, April 19. The numbers were much
d by all.

fessor Hershey is regularly training an enthusiastic
.
.
h
Pro
of young 1ady gymnasts m t e art of becoming
ful and developing brawn.
Miss B.-"I guess I'll not have to work up locals for
.final issue of the Philo.''
Miss E.-"No, I understand the Seniors are to have
e of it. It will be a young dictionary."
Miss Ella Miller and brothers entertained Misses
ell, Burns, Gochenonr, and Bixler, and Messrs. RolHershey, and Bicknell on Saturday evening, April 24.
Watch out for the basket ball game between the girls
and '11.
Frankie.-"! hear several of the boys are going to
s the Royal Scroll again."
Miss B.-' 'Yes, and some will handle antedeluvian
· um) ware."
Pres. of the Acme Society.-"Miss E., you stand fined
bsence from the society last week.''
Miss E.- "Sir, I have a legal excuse. Mr. H. and I
studying German Literature until after bell time.''
A youth to a lass.-"V-, you're trifling with hearts,
sometime you'll be sorry. Be honest, now, and tell
hat you'd do if both of those fellows would walk off in
w and disgust?''
She, very earnestly.-"Why, I'd say, 'Whoa, Bill,
I' "
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"Which shall it be, which shall it be?
A-said to Ed, and then to Lee.
At last she sighed, "If one must be
'
I'm sorry, but he shall be Lee."
CLASS. YELL.
Boom-a-lacker, Boom-a-lacker,.
Boom-a-lacker, Boo,
Chick-a-lacker-, Chick-a-lacker,,
Chick-a-lacker, Choo;
Hi-ro, Chi-ro, Who are we?.
1911 of old B-C.

SPRING
Astir, thou gentle breeze,
- Murmur softly as you blow;
Tell the barren trees
That the leaf must grow.
Awake, ye sleeping flowers )
Look ye at the sun;
Loose your latent powers,
For the spring has come.
Come, oh merry songster,
- Into meadow, wood and street,
Breathe upon the air,
Your notes so clear and sweet.
Cheer, oh gloomy soul,
Turn your eyes above;
Be not sad and cold,
But aflame with fervent love.

-P. '11

EXCHANGES
'The Bayonet" is a fine Httle paper and well gotten
The editorials are especially good this month.
"The Western Maryland College Monthly'' is very inting and shows careful and painstaking w~rk :on the
of the contributors. You also deserve credit for your
which is very pretty and attractive. We are glad to
nge with you.
"The Western University Gazette" is a welcome
to our table. ){our magazine shows that you are
y people up there in the Northland. "The Journalist"
11 written, and the play itself must have been very well
to merit such a fine description. Others might do
to pattern after our northern cousins, and work up a
classic play sometimes and tell us about it. The
ine is just brimful and running over with jolly colspirit.
''The Bessie Tift Journal" comes to us from the South.
fiction number is a good idea. The stories are bright
interesting. The Bessie Tift girls must be hustlers to
out such a magazine.
The Freshman number of "The Interlude" is at hand.
especially note that yon have a great deal of class spirit,
we think is commendable. Giving over the magato each of the classes for one month creates a literary
tition among them which tends to make a better
. We also notice that yon have been having some
-class athletics. Wish you much success.
"The Interrupted Journey" in the "Gray Jacket" goes
e beyond anything we have ever read in that line.
hole magazine is nicely arranged.
'The Lesbian Herald" is a pretty little magazine and
appreciated by us. "The Song of Hiawatha" is a
description of this much-loved poem of Longfellow.
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On Saturday afternoon Apr. 10, Baltimore City Coladministered the first defeat of the season. The
was a fine one throughout. Wolf pitched a masterful
: for city college, as did Price for Bridgewater. Hiden
ed second today and put up a very good exhibition.
6-5. Hits. B. C. C. 4; B. C. 8; Sacrifice hits B. C.
rrors B. C. C. 3; B. C. 5; Bases on balls, by Wolf 3;
price 2; Wild pitch Price; Left on bases B. C. C. 7; B.
Score by innings:
B. C. C.-1 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 1-6
B. C. -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1-5
Umpires, Mr. Byerly and Mr. Foster.
The largest crowd of the season witnessed the game
the Athletic Field between Shenandoah Collegiate Instiand B. C. S. C. I. had Charlie Thompson their coach
incidentally a former Roanoke professional pitcher in
box. Credit for the victory, for Dayton won, must be
n to Thompson for he pitched a great game. Score
. Hits, S. C. I. 8; B. C. 5. Errors, S. C. I. 2; B. C.
Bases on balls, by Hiden 5.
Score by innings:
s. c. I.-3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0-4
B. C. -2 o o o 1 o o o 0-3
Umpire, Mr. Schreckise~
Thru the efforts of the association and the generosity
the students and friends the team has been provided
a dozen new suits up-to-date in every respect. The
are the best 1ooking set we've seen this year and wish
many victories.

Read This and Profit by th
Experience of Others.
Have you so arranged your affairs, that should yo~ d"
you would not leave yourestateincumbered with a mortgage~~ lri
debts that would take from your family all that you had been
accumulate for them for years?
WO
Do you know that there is a certain dignity and moral •
and self respect in the personality of the man who provides for
plete protection of those whom he loves, through the wise inves
an insurance policy on his life?
It costs you nothi~g to have it all made clear to you.
Why let your family suffer through you;r.. failure to unde
subject which ought to appeal to every man?
Good health alone will make you eligible.
Exceeded by none in the liberality and fairness of polic .
together with splendid annual dividends make it an exceptio
t ractive policy.
Satisfied policy holders all through the Valley. To tb()se
plating insurance, it will be to their interest to call on or address,

GEORGE E. SHUE, Agent,

Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Com
Room 203 First National Bank Building,
HARRISONBURG, VA.

D. CLINT DEVIER

RELIABLE JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
General Repair Work Done
HARRISONBURG,

L. H. OTT DRUG CO.,

VA.

Harrisonburg,

Druggists and Pharmacists

Dealers in Toilet Articles, Patent Medicines, Rexall
dies, Kodaks and Photo Supplies.
·we Solicit Your Patronage.

J. T. HOUCK

Furniture, Carpets, Mattings, Shades,
Trunks, Suit Cases, and Umbrell
WALKOVER SHOES
FOR MEN.

QUEEN QUALITY
FOR WOMEN.

75 S. Main Street., Harrisonburg, Va.
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MAKE US PROVE I
We have said a good many times that we can sell you
class merchandise cheaper than any one in the

~

WILL YOU NOT CALL AND MAKE
US PROVE THIS ASSERTION?

WE ARE SHOWING the HIGHEST GRADE M
THAT IS KNOWN TO THE BUrING
B. Kuppenheimer & Co. 's Clothing, Chicago, 111.
Michael Stern & Co.'s Clothing, Rochester, N. Y.
Stetson Hats.
Rei:al Shoes.
Stetson Shoes.
Nettleton Shoes.
In fact every other high grade goods that goes to make a
class store. All we ask is an even chance for your business
an opportunity to compare goods. Our stock comprises e'
thing that human beings wear. Make us a call and we will
the above assertions.

B. NEY & SONS, Ltd.

Opposite Postoffice.

Next door to Kavanaugh Ho

~~~~~<EE~~E'CEaEaigaal

"CALIFORNIA

"'"'Via Washington-Sunset Route

'Tourist Sleeping Cars from Washington, D. C., to
Angeles and San Francisco without change.
THREE TIMES WEEKLY THE YEAR 'RO
UNDER PERSONAL ESCORT

•• Double Berth ••
Write for beautifully illustrated literature.

$3.50

A.

J.

POSTON, GENERAL AGENT,

905 F. St. N. W.

Washington,
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o
Thornell.)

All hail this day! Bridgewater, we bring
Full welling hearts thy praise to sing; ·
By rays of truth, 'mid field of lore,
At last we've gleaned our treasured store.
CHORUS.

Where' er we tread, or near or far,
Bridgewater, thou, a guiding star,
Shall kindly light our toiling way,
Be strength and guide for each new day.
'Mong brave and fair in classic halls,
Near meadows green and sparkling falls,
Awhile we dwell with tasks the same;
How short the time since first we came!
Tho soon we quit this place, dear friend,
In mem'ry often back we'll wend;
For dear we love Bridgewater fair,
Thy glory still shall be our care.
0, bless once more before we part,
Thy children here so full in heart;
To leave thy walls and confines dear,
'Tis hard, Bridgewater, to stem the tear.
vV. T. S., '09.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ETHICAL ID
(Delivered Commencement morning, May 28, 1009.)

WM. T. SANGER, B.A.,

'09.

Ideals among reflective and civilized pe9.ple a
have always been the largest controlling elements in
vidual and collective activity. Consciously and
sciously they determine the social, moral, religious, poli
industrial and educational status of the individual an
nation. Whether he treads the tropical sands, lash
reindeer over perennial snows, rules an empire or d'
giant corporation, the individual still cannot escape
principle couched in -the phrase of Solomon, "As a
thinketh in his heart, so he is." Ideals master the
and if these be sordid and faulty, universal endeavor
correspondingly debased; but if noble and lofty, them
of human achievement will be equally wholesome,
gressive and salutary.
Whence come our ethical ideals-those crys
standards of conduct which mould the moral activity of
individual and insure the permanency of the state?
they spring full-fledged into the consciousness of our
bears at the instance of the Creator and descend to us
much inherited chattel; or are they the slow growth of
ages?
Man, beyond peradventure, is moral by nature,
this nature alone was the sum-total of the moral fu
with which he first began the realities of this life, subj
its laws and heir to its limitations. The dcvelopm
mankind thru myriad years finds an interesting par
the unfolding child mind. Like in the child, so in the
race, man, whether cradled among the whispering
and prattling streamlets of beautiful Eden or nurtured
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ms bleak and barren, experienced a first state of innoHe had not yet tasted of the
.; of the knowledge· of good and evil. He had not yet
sen between right and wrong. But one day his free will
0
to express itself and he chose the evil to his own sad
ster. Henceforth goodness became a virtue, for innoce had been tested and would be tested until the destiny
this world should be sealed in oblivion and the Kingdom
Light appear triumphant.
Man was slowly becoming reflective. His moral nature
slowly unfolding and seeking expression,-but how
ger the visible results!
His moral consciousness was
but yet in the germ. His relation to his own tribe was
rcely moral.
His conduct towards fellow-tribesmen
ng from ties of blood and ceased with the tribe; for his
·on of brotherly duty towards all men still slumbered in
bryo. All but his own clan were the savage's enemies.
8 existence depended upon such a program, and but
;wly, under those conditions, could he construct a welltituted ethical ideal. Yet all the while his moral
ture was unconsciously impelling him to enlarge the inte moral possibilities of his self in a more consistent relaship towards all men and things.
When one tribe united with other tribes, under the
tection of the god or gods of the strongest tribe, and
me a nation, man made hitherto unprecedental progress
ards larger moral exercise. The blood tie was fated to
ld to an improved individual outlook towards the other
bes of the budding nation, thus opening a broader and
e hopeful field of moral experience. Now the customs
the separate tribes, founded on suggestion and imitation,
re to give way to a common law, which in its very nature
uraged private vengeance. To the individued this was
"mulus to greater reflection, new moral ideas, a higher
cal standard and consequent different conduct.
"e and irresponsibility.

4
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Thus century by century man's moral conception
enlarged. With an improved religion came an improve:
morality; for, in the words of Dr. Kent, of Yale, "Religion
and morality are necess2..ry correlatives and it is impossibl
to elevate the one without elevating the other." The super
ior morality of the Hebrews finds its explanation in their
superior religion-a religion founded on a revelation as
broad and progressive as its devotees were capable of apprehending. This is evident from the gradual steps by which
Jehovah, thru prophets and sages, led the Israelites to
realize themselves. · Several hundred years of baleful
Egyptian oppression turned them against the religion and
ethical standards of their captors and sent them groping
after the loftier and nobler in religion and morality. The
forty years wilderness experience quickened Hebrew refleo.
tion and bettered Hebrew ethical Beals. Once established
in Canaan, the Israelites were forbidden to marry among
their neighbors, tho of kindred blood, for this meant their
religion contaminated by dissipating foreign influence with
attending moral degeneracy. When this injunction went
unheeded God sen.t invasion and famine to bring the Hebrew
to his rational self in the same way as the parent punishes
child to bring him to his rational self and right conduct
One function of Israel's prophets indeed was to raise the
ethical ideals of his kinsmen as a safeguard against the rising
military despotisms that from time to time threatened th
existence of the Hebrew monarchy; and when the prophe
words rebounded in vain from the unyielding stubbomn
of the ten tribes, God led them away into lasting obscurit
that all Israel might not likewise become corrupted
rendered forever unfit for the mission of one day giving
all men the consummate ethical ideal. What, withal,
the beneficent mental attitude of the Israelites as they
by the rivers of Babylon, weeping their remembered Z
Reflection and resolution to turn once more unto the Je
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of their fathers, together with reestablished and amplified
oral ideals and strengthened courage to try.
Thrtt the unreckoned years that have come and gone
nkind, led by a Confucius, a Gautama, an Isaiah or Jereiah, struggled in a mighty effort to construct a more and
inore perfect ethical ideal and attain its realization. Often
these efforts were partially unconscious, often sad failures,
and yet thru all the spirit of God led on and slowly upward
towards the best. At length the humble-hearted J udean
shepherds heard a new and gladdening song, and .the Magi
folloNed the guiding star over unfriendly desert wastes.
Concreted in terms of flesh and blood, Jesus had come as
the ethical ideal which man thru the ages had sought to
build. Not wholly vain had been these efforts; for only
hen the race, guided by gradual and progressive revela'on, had attained a sufficient ethical preparation, God satised in the heart of the lingering faithful the long-cherished
:Messianic hope. Jesus, the perfection of all ethical worth,
had come in the concrete, an open book to men. As the
second Adam he became the head of a new humanity to
store all people in holy fellowship, in completer moral and
iritual unity with the Father, to express in unmistakable
ays the realization of God's ideal humanity-the ideal
cherished in His all-loving ·bosQm from the first creative fiat.
Jesus lived helpfully among wretched men, exemplified
the consummate ethical ideal in woi-:d and act, showed the
lessedness of the new humanity it provided for, and made·
possible the way for all to bring themselves into this hnmanty thru holy fellowship with the Father.
Two thousand years have sped by since Jesus came as
the consummate ethical ideal, concreted in terms of flesh
d blood-came as that ideal which man thru the ages had
een groping after, but which in his dependence he had
iled to find and realize. These have been years of unpareled change and betterment. The new humanity clothed

6
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in a garment of love has extended itself into the remot
quarter of the earth; and now we behold on a foreign sh
a temple of peace, to which the nations, misunderstood
wronged, may journey for redress apart from destro ·
cannon and musketry. We behold a gospel of philanthr
ramifying thru society, until today the sun never sets u
its American interests. We behold the brotherhood of
enlarging apace and promising rich moral returns. Th
the scene shifts. On t~e other hand we behold capital a
labor restless, armed and hostile. We behold the vice
godliness of the cities and the indifference of the: coun
This and more testifies in no uncertainty that multitudes
fail to approximate to a large .degree ethical ideals of whi
this century is the custodian. With us, then, who are i
tunate in opportunities and environment lies the resp
bility of the future republic and a vital concern for
universal. Does this responsibility rest upon
shoulders-shoulders that bend to the plow and never
backward-shoulders untiring in the service of h
uplift? Such shoulders alone will hasten the fullest ap
imation of the consummate ethical ideal and usher ·
humanity fashioned more and more in thE: image of God,
worthier of His love, better qualified for His guidance,
fitter agents to fasten the insignia of love, peace, and ha
ness over the doorposts of every cottage and palace thru
the world, that the angel of deadening wickedness may
them by and Nature unite to glorify again the goodn
God and the new birth of man.
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nd I wonder as I sit here in the lamplight's
fiick'ring glow
you're sighing now as I am for the days of
long ago.
you
think of me, old comrade, gliding on
0
so free,
And, thinking, pause to listen for my footsteps
on the sand?
Do you miss the close companionship of me,
your truest friend,
And long to feel my presence near, aud touch my
outstretched hands?
Would you whisper words of love to me, and
laugh in childish glee,
Should I return again to visit you?

When summer winds are blowing soft, caressing

grass and trees,
And the music of the water's roar floats upon
the breeze,
I'm coming back to greet you, and view the old
haunts o'er;
And, resting on your banks above, to hear you
whisper low,
As you tell my boyhood's dreamings in the days
of long ago;
For, as long as mem'ries gather in life's ebbing,
ceaseless flow,
You will best recall my longings and my boyish
dreams of yore,
ld comrade, my true friend, Shenandoah.
A. B. '11.
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sibly fill the mind are those with which the prophetic
is occupied.
These men were the great religious thinkers of I
during the eighth to the fifth century before Christ. Aa
know them from their writings, they were men of re
able breadth, spiritual insight and power. In all their t
ings they ever held up Jehovah before the people wi
growing clearness and emphasis as the one supreme
In contrast with the many gods of the heathen people,
declares Him to be the God of all the nations, Micah
Him, "God of the whole earth," Jeremiah addre ses
as the king of nations.
Their greatest service to the world in their day w
the sphere of constructive religious thought, yet they
interested in the practical problems of human life
touched it at almost every point. Their conviction
righteousness was the fundamental element of true life
them unsparing critics of social wrongs, idolatry and f
alism. It made them statesman-like advisers on pu
policy and unsurpassing preachers of faith in God.
great was their distinction as prophets that many ad
the profession of prophesy who were morally and spiri
ur~ble to interpret the will of God, and unwilling to
the social consequences of His austere commands.
such as 'these the true prophets had a profound con
With them they had many a bitter dispute; from them
met the most exasperating opposition because of I
tendency to follow those who echoed smooth things
with words that sting and cut exposed their hypocris
deception.
The hearts of these men burned with enthusiam
cause of Jehovah. Hosea steps to the front with
on fire for his people at Samaria. There was a
.prosperity and peace in both kingdoms under able
. Each nation grew strong, secure, and wealthy. B
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d reached the zenith of her glory. Her sun had passed
e meridian and the evening shadows were fast gathering
out her. Politically, the ~ingdom was in a state of anary and frequently subjected to foreign invasions. Her
cial and religious conditions were deplorable . Impurity
d sensuality flourished under the shadow of idolatry;
· ces and. rulers used violent measures to acquire riches;
ed, violence, and injustice became so common th~t it
cited little remark. Even the priesthood, whose mission
t was to perform the sacred duties of the temple service,
found guilty of this avaricious greed, against which
e prophets in all their work stood so antagonistic, and
~y times the prophets charged them with the guilt of the
nifold sins of the nation. The priest, instead of being
example for the people, led them astray and corrupted
e covenant. Such were th~ scenes that stirred the great
eart of the prophet and with all the fire and enthusiasm of
great orator he pictures in graphic figures theirs in an
pending doom. And as he moves forward he increases
intensity of thought as if there were no possible hope for
rael. Everything shall be desolation and gloom, even the
cred altar, the very place that gave them the greatest
mfort and satisfaction, shall be overgrown with thorns
and thistles.
Amos, too, beholding the threatening doom hovering
er the wayward nation whose conscience is lulled to rest
y her ritualistic services, breaks forth from the ] udean
' ls and with burning words denounces her elaborate
'tuals, luxury, and worthlessness. He charges them with
e most heinous crimes ever brought against a nation, and
eclares they have persistently refused Jehovah's repeated
arnings. Because of these iniquities it is impossible for
rael to escape the judgment of God. Her dooin shall
me to nought and her people scattered throughout the
orld. Therefore, "Prepare to meet thy God, 0 Israel."

10
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The one great theme and burden of all the prophets w
to turn the people from their sins to the true and living
God. No man of God before the exile did more than Micah
to give his people confidence in the gracious purposes and
loving care of Jehovah. Beginning as a prophet of judg
ment, he b~comes a prophet of restoration, of divine fot1
giveness, and of Israel's fut~re glory.
His very soul was moved with compassion for his own
people when he saw the peasant class trodden under foo
of those to whom we look for righteot1s judgment. N
scruples restrained them, but with fraud and violence the
crushed and ruined the very heart of Judah. As he look
from his village home across the busy Philistine plain and
observed the movements of the time and the currents of w
which flowed from the coast region toward Jerusalem,
felt that the time had come to utter a warning message
his countrymen. And we hear him summon both Israel an
J udah and declare that ] ehovah is going to manifest Him
-- self in judgment. He comes to punish His chosen peopl
who deliberately ignore His will. Samaria and Jerusalem
which should be the the center of moral stimulus and reli
ous instruction, are but sources of corruption anC. ungodli
ness.
This is the reason for Samaria's sad overthrow.
proud city, a ''watchtower'' for strength, wide-famed
beauty, shall become a lonely mound, with its sloping si
turned into a vineyard.
Woe to the beautiful Samaria! Her carousal is neat
over and the attention of the prophets is turned tow
Judah, the only hope for God's people. Isaiah comes
prominence; a man of stern character, a deep thinker,
a keen and far-sighted statesman. He observes the
ical movements of the day at home, and abroad and f
not to warn both king and nation alike. Great was
opposition of this mighty man of God. Did he shrink
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called upon to brave the ange~ ~f a corru~ted multitude?
Did he give way under opposit10n and discouragement?
o, he only threw himself into the occasion with his whole
ul and boldly stood firm for the cause of his God. When
80
e Assyrian power was threatening from the north and
Ethiopia on the south, when king and people turned
against him and were ready to ally themselves with the
eastern power, then Isaiah stood like an adamant, his watchord ever being, "Our God is with us." Even though he
beholds the enemy sweeping down over the Jordan valley,
leaving destruction in every track, yet he never falters.
"Take heed and be quiet," was his council; "Our God will
fight for us.''
·
As time moves onward and in spite of all these entreaties and warnings of the prophets, Judah continues a rebellious people; and in order that she may learn a much
Jleeded lesson she must suffer the same fate as did her sisr nation.
It is hard for us to enter into the hearts of these loyal
men and describe their feelings as they underwent these
trying experiences; but the student of prophecy cannot but
be inspired with their heroic faith,-faith which looks beond the little grandeur and transitory aims of the average
an. Most men shrink from braving dangers, in exposing
alsehood and fighting against wrong. They look on sucss as the end of living and popularity as the test of truth.
ot so with the prophets of God. They look beyond the
in spectacles of life. Not one of them seems to lose hope
r the future. They ever cherished the promise given in
e Garden, and the farther down the line they come, the
earer becomes the vision of that promi~e, until at last they
hold an ideal character, Israel's deliverer, who has come
wn to us in the person of Christ.
Amidst the darkest hours the prophets were able to
w aside the curtain and with a clear eye picture the
ture blessings of God's people. A remnant shall be
<
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saved. When chastisement has accomplished its
and Israel has been purified in the fire of judgment tb
city shall be restored and be the center from which
knowledge shall go forth and illuminate the nations
world. The prophets of the exile are wholly messe
comfort, cheering the exiles of Israel and with colors
surpassing brilliancy point to the spiritual supre
Zion and the establishment of universal peace.
Were their prophecies true? Were their hopes fi
future vain fancies or empty dreams? Let the in:flu
their lahors, let the Christian people of today answer
we glance back through the centuries since their pro
were uttered, what sh;i.ll we find? Several centuri
we have Christ who was declared the "Prince of p
and when He had established His kingdom on
said to His followers, ''Go, teach My gospel to
nation." The Apostles take it up and carry it fo
the Christian people in every century have sought to
Christ's kingdom, and today we are approaching
nearly the ideal than ever before. Never was there
missionary zeal as now; never was there a greate
toward universal _"'eace than today. Could the
look upon the cause for which they lived and died
would realize that their prophecies were not empty
As they would cast an eye over the heathen nations
world they would see the banner of King Emanuel
over idolatrous India, the way opened for China's
cursed millions, and the light streaming upon
benighted Africa.
And today may every Christian man and
inspired to rise and shine for the cause of Jeho
every nation on the globe shall be illuminated and
join in singing praises to His high and excellent
when Christ shall come b claim His jewels and
glad hands on the other shore, then we shall be
these holy men of old,-God's true Prophets.

JS THE WORLD GROWING BETTER
{Delivered Commencement Morning, May 28, 1909.)
C. K. HOLSINGER, B. A.

'09.

On every street corner, in every s~ore, in every home
on every platform we hear people discussing this quesW e hear the pessimist longing for ''the good old
~s", and the optimist arguing to uphold the present.
pessimist tells us that the present is the wo~st time in
world's history, the optimist that the world is better
y and still improving. We all are pessimists or optits.
.
Pessimism teaches that in existence there is an enormsurplus of pain over pleasure; that the few days of man
evil; that man's best lot would be either never to have
born or to be cut off by an early death; that a ceaseless
d of pleasure while it seems to give relief, really brings
ter misery; that present life is not worth living and
t future life is dark, dreary and misty, and were it not
t the after death question is vague, indefinite, unknown,
without hqpe it would be as well to end life at once; it
her teaches that the only avenues of escape are by
ldly pleasures, as followed by the Epicureans; by self. 1 and self-mortification, as followed by the Hindoos;
by adulation and sacrifice, as followed by the Chinese.
Optimism teaches belief in a moral God, a good and
creator and governor of the universe. It claims that
world is more good than evil-a-nd is highly conducive
happiness.
Are you a pessimist? If so follow out your doctrine
sacrifice yourself.
Are we optimists? If so let us turn our faces to the
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bright future and help the world along in her onward and
upward progress.
Many pessimists endeavor to prove by facts that
world is growing worse. They claim, and we admit it that
statistics show that crime is on the increase. Fro~
they argue that the world is growing more sinful.
argument is fallacious; for the increase in crime is not du
to man's moral nature retrograding, but to the fact
laws are becoming stricter and more comprehensive. Th
increase in crime is due to the fact that new laws are fo
ulated faster than the people can become educated to
change:l conditions. In the eyes of the law any person
breaks a law, however trivial, is a criminal. Men cann
learn new habits in a day, week or month. Hence it
clear that crime has increased because of changed con
tion and not because of less morality.
Sometimes the attempt is made to prove that we
worse off economic<l.lly. But this is untrue. Today
have better wages fo1 the laborer, better prices for the
ducer, better markets, better transportation facilities
better opportunities for getting the necessities and lux
of life. A little observation and comparsion establi
this.
Some maintain that the world is on the decline r
iously; that we are tending toward universal skepticism;
religion is losing spirituality and growing cold and fo
This theory also is false. It takes but little rese
to discover this. Is not the world more at peace
than ever before? Are there not each year more missio
in the field? How many religious wars have we had in
last few decades? Do the great revivals of today coun
the side of atheism? There is more unanimitx of o
on the great religious questions today than ever
These facts being accepted, and we must accept them,
can be no doubt that the religious world is n.o t ten ·
infidelity.
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Since it has been shown wherein .these pessimistic,
onomic and religious theories of the world's retrogression
ve been disproved, let us turn optimistic and enumerate
ays in which the "The World is Growing Better."
Broadly speaking there is improvement along moral,
ental, economic and social lines.
Morally we are progressing by the great temperance
1110vement, by the international peace movement and by
nligious growth.
Any old man can look back to the days when intoximting spirits were considered necessary to labor, when
11early every employer dealt out allowances of brandy to
his men. Then there were scarcely any restrictions put on
'quor traffic. While its evils were recognized it was conidered a necessity. Today there is a marked contrast.
How vast the reform movement is is shown by current
tatistics.
May 18, 1899, the representatives of 27 powers came tother at the Hague. This conference established a peranent conrt of arbitration and stood for general peace by
ediation and arbitration. The importance of this step
wards final world peace can scarcely be estimated.
It has been comparatively few years since most of the
rotestant churches had very few missionaries in the field.
oday almost every church has many and is steadily ineasing the number.
In the business world Christian worth is more recog. ed than ever before.
Missions, Homes, The Red Cross Society, The Salation Army and the various church societies contribute to
oral progress. Another deeply moral movement is the
eat Y. M. C. A and Y. W. C. A. expansion.
Along educational lines the world is more active.
chools and colleges are becoming more numerous and the
'versities are becoming greater. The public school
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systems are far superior to former times. People
coming more and more awake to the advantages
necessity of an education. Today we hear more than.
before the cry, "Let us Educate." The educated
men of today are the ones who succeed. In the w
the modern battle for existence only the educated
torious. This shows that today the mental status is
than in the past.
In comparing the social standards of today and t
a hundred years ago we can but notice the vast diffe
Historians tell us of the feudal system of the mediae
iod with its strict class rules. Today this distinction
appeared and the world is growing democratic. Not
centuries ago constitutions were unknown and not d
· Today the monarch who has not granted a constitu
some sort is unknown. Standards of living practi
over the world are higher. Standards of daily life
risen very noticeab. -. We are all living more like
beings and less like beasts. Today the laws enco
happier social life and are still leading toward a more
plete system.
Tho there are yet many grave economic problems
solved, the condition of the world economically is
nearer perfection. Today the condition of the
man is undoubtedly better. The free libraries, the
banks, the building and loan associations, the i
companies, the night and correspondence schoo
shorter hours and better wages all tend to make the
more thrifty. The almost perfect railroad sys
steamship lines, the telephones, the telegraphs and
the daily papers and the many journals of today
to the advancement of the present over the R st.
enumerate more examples? One can scarcely p
hour without enjoying some economic advantage
nearest ancestor never dreamed of.
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With these many moral, mental, social and economic
vantages of today which were unthought of a few years
can we but turn our faces away from the dismal and
spiring pessimistic view and direct them toward the
er optimistic view? Let us, for these reasons, regard
present as better than the past and look for better things
come. Let us be truly optimistic, that is, while taking
unt of life's imperfections, still keep our faces turned
ard its silvery side.
To those who search honestly, carefully and with an
prejudiced mind there can be but one answer, the world
surely growing better.

AN IDEAL CITIZENSHIP
(Delivered by the Valedictorian, Commencement Morning,

J·

M. HENRY, B. A.

J.t1ay

2S, i::iw.,

'09.

0"'.lr republic, w. ;i its freedom ·and equality, with its
free institutions and democratic government, is the product of centuries of struggle, wrought out in the plan of
God. It is the heritage of that sturdy Anglo-Sc.xon race
destined to rule the world in peace and equity. What shall
be the outcome of our achievements? Shall our American
citizens degenerate and our republic receive the common
fate of nations? Shall it be the sad fate of humanity after
all its struggles and battles, forever to move about in th
same beaten circle, ascending from obscurity to the heights
of national glory only to descend again into the wreck of
time as a relic of the past? Or shall our nation depart from
this endless cycle and enter upon a pathway that leads to
sublime possibilities?
The destiny of our nation depends upon the standard
of our citizenship. The future hope of our republic is to be
looked for in the ideals of our people. What will tha
ideal be? What destiny is the American citizen plannin
for this great republic? Logicians of the hour tell us tha
our fathers never intended the mighty destiny which the
were working out. But ·w hat matters it?
''The hand that rounded Peter's dome,
And groined the aisles of Christian Rome,
Wrought in a sad sincerity;
Himself from God he could not free,
And he builded better than he knew.''
Being born heir to such a heritage, then, every ci
should deem it his sacred duty to preserve this great n
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which are nucleated the best victories and the greatest
ievements of humanity; for it must be admitted that the
rpetuity of our nation and the. s.tability of our democratic
titutions rest upon good citizenship. Martin Luther
uck the key note when he said: "The prosperity of a
untry depends not on the abundance of its resources; nor
e strength of its fortifications; nor the beauty of its public
ildings; but it consists in the number of its cultivated
"tizens, in its men of education, enlightenment and charer; here are to be found its true interests, its chief
trength, its real power." The permanency or downfall of
ur nation ultimately depends upon the status and character
f its people. No structure can stand longer than its
undation. Therefore, if our citizenship fails, the nation
ust fall.
Ideals have always been the world's masters. What
all be the standard of the American ideal? V\That
11 be the necessary qualities, what the most essential
lements for an ideal citizenship? In a democratic governent where all classes, rich and poor, laborer and statesan, equally participate in the exercise of political power,
ucation and intelligence is an indispensible requisite to
ideal citizenship. For nothing can be more satiated
"th corruption, crime and lawlessness and more potent to
eek the wheels of progress and undermine the framework
liberty, justice and right, than a republic ruled by ignorce. Liberty is, and has ever been, a sacred thing; but
w perilous, if people have not sufficient knowledge to use
. "It takes strong and powerful men to stand selfvernment; for liberty is but the sweet wine that makes
eak people drunk.''
But however essential intelligence is to good citizen"p, development of mind and diffusion of knowledge are
uf.ficient. Education alone will not preserve society and
epetuate the nation; intelligent legislation will not purify
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the institutions and government. Corruption and
may be just as prevalent among the educated as amon
.
'i:, among th e .. w-mak ers as among their consg
1gnoran
ents. A broad humanity and a stern morality are n
sary. A deep Christian love and moral conviction
meating the social and political institutions mt1st el
our citizenship to a high and noble type. A citizen wi
Christian character, without a high standard of morality
lacking one of the requisite elements.
No nation has ever risen to prominence unless
has been a deep underlying moral conviction in its ci ·
nor has any nation fallen unless this element has been
strayed or wanting. Greece, the birthplace of great kn
edge and enlightenment, tottered and fell in spite of
learning and philosophy. Rome, the patron of art
science, the mother of law and jurisprudence, sank
ruin because her institutions and government lacked
foundation.
The citizen that shall uphold our mighty nation
be guided not only by civil laws, but also by divine
The model citizenship must be Christian, it must be im
and ennobled by the principles of the Christian religi
citizen's conception of his religious duty, and his a
toward his fellow man and his God will determine
actions and deeds; for his greatest usefulness to the
and civilization can be attained only through a just
nition of what is right and wrong.
Our republic was founded on Christian morality
the same spirit it must be nurtured and maintained
Puritan Fathers, trusting in the guidance of their
Jehovah, committed themselves in a frail bark to
Atlantic. With prayers of gratitude in thear h
with songs of Zion on their lips, on bleak New
coast they rocked the cradle of our great repub
revolutionary heroes likewise confided in the just
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. e guidance. In the dark hours of war when the friends
:edom had lost hope, when the clouds of despair overdowed the infant republic, when the army, defeated,
rly clothed, wretched and half starved, was wintering at
alley Forge, Georg~ Washington knel~ in the snow and
estled in prayer with the God of nat10ns, who had desed in his purpose and plan to give to the world a repubc that should teach all mankind the efficacy of a true or of
emocratic government. Such was the moral character and
ligious conviction of the founders of our democratic
erica, and such must be the character of the citizens
ho should uphold and preserve it.
A model citizenship, therefore, must be imbued with
ristian morality and founded upon the adamantine rocks
eternal truth. But int~lligence and Christian . morality,
ough they form the very essence of progress and civilizaon, are inadequate if left to stand alone. An educated
"tizenship devoted to self-interest and self-aggrandizeent fails, if its virtuot1S influence be not exercised. If for
ar of contamination it stands aloof from the institutions
at are satiated with corruption, crime, and vice, then,
falls short of its sublime mission to mankind.
If these educational and moral elements are unguided
d unexercised, an ideal citizenship fails to be realized.
e must, therefore, cultivate a third element to give force
the other two. That force is a true patriotic spirit. The
ve of country is the stimulus that must urge true citizens
to action, and induce them to look away from the interts of self to the welfare of the community, the state and
e nation. True patriotism desires the welfare of a nation
d inspires the citizen to put forth his entire power and
uence to further the progress of all its noble institutions.
A patriotic citizenship must be industrious, it must be
ive; for in this great age of opportunity when all success,
e and noble, depends upon the perseverance and industry
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of the individual, no citizen can realize his greatest use
ness in an idle life. An industrious citizen will alwa;
find numerous fields of activity presenting themselv
fields in which are needed brave and patriotic laborers.
will always find forests enough for his ax, soil enough
his plow, material enough for his factories, markets enou
for his commerce, want enough for his benevolence, and
ruption enough for his Christian influence.
Furthermore, a patriotic Christian citizenship must
the ultimate solution of our national evils. It is by
model citizen that corruption, crime and lawlessness can
crushed; it is by him that truth, justice and right must
exalted; it is by him that a perfect democratic governm
shall be established.
My earnest endeavor has been to show that the p
bility of self-government depends upon the status of
citizenship; and, furthermore to show what elements
most essential to make an ideal citizen. My firm belief
that if the problems of our nation cannot be solved thro
an intelligent, Christian, patriotic citizenship, they
be solved by the power of human agency. And if
problems can be solved and the nation perpetuated
citizens possessing these elements, then are we justified
concluding that an ideal citizenship is one fostered in in
ligence, founded on Christian morality, and exercised
true patriotism.
And when the citizens of our republic shall have
tained to a high standard of intelligence, when they
have been imbued with a true spirit of Christian mo
and patriotism that lifts its aspiring eye to an ideal
then we will behold a republic that shall meet th
gencies of the present and fathom the possibilities
future. We shall behold a republic that shall r
all time and shall guide the human race on
upward to its final goal and destiny.
.
To-day the class of 1909, graduating from thia
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• n is permitted to live in the greatest age the world has
known. It is the greatest age because it is our age,
d we should go forth into the world and do our best to
ake an ideal citizenship. During the last few years, it
been our great privilege to be taught and cared for by
e Christian instructors of Bridgewater College, but in the
ture it will be our duty to make the world better by this
1J1Struction.
·
It is with regret, gentlemen of the faculty, that we
ust say farewell and depart to other fields of work. A
JD,omentary retrospect of the last few years reveals to us
!the significance of this day. During that period, your
ork has formed the principal content of our lives. From
this time forth, the memory of you must suffice for that
rger and richer element of Christian influence, which
our personality has contributed to making our lives better
nd nobler. We are thankful for this institution which has
been made what it is by sympathetic friends and by your
faithful sacrifice and service, and we trust that its scope of
ork will continue to increase in that Christian education
hich shall guide men's lives from the beautiful to good,
om the g-ood into the kingdom of God.
Fellow classmates, at such a time as this, the voice of
heart pleads to linger, for a short while, around these
familiar places, and amid these dear old halls which we
have learned to love so well. But there comes another
voice, which calls us from the contemplation of pleasant
memories, to .the active duties of the world which needs
our best gifts of love and service. Our work here has been
leasant and profitable, and may God let these pleasant
tnemories cast their beaming rays ahead to make bright our
thway of life; and when the path becomes dark and
eary, let us remember that the bonds of sympathy and
yal friendship shall always be found as strong and true
the future as they are this beautiful May day of nineteen
nndred and nine.
/

;e;

THE COMMERCIAL LIFE.
(Delivered Commencement morning, May 28, 1909.)

H. A. SHAVER, B. A.

'09.

Almost every day the remark is made, "This is a f
age in which we live." The idea implied that we are rush
ing thru time at a greatly accelerated rate of speed as com
pared with former ages. This is truly a wonderful age an
one hardly knows which way to turn to see the latest rev
lutions in science, literature, philosophy, politics and
human thot. But after all we are only led to conclude t
with all this we are merely upon the threshold of a
more wonderful age-an era pregnant with results,
magnitude of which we can form no conception. Hu
ideals in commercial lines have risen so high that we
longer express surprise at whatever may happen in
field of invention. And today the commercial world off
the broadest field with the greatest inducements of
vocation. And because of this fact it is peculiarly n~
sary and wise that a careful consideration should be gi
to its advantages and disadvantages.
We frequently hear from the pulpit, the platform,
press that the growth of wealth has a tendency to pre
the development of the higher phase of individual
social life. But this preaching against wealth as the en
of culture is false. The first condition of a nation's e
tion in the scale of civilization is its material wellIf it lacks this it lacks all, because it lacks the very
tions of development. Take away the growth of ma
wealth and you take away the possibility of an adv
civilization; you take away the possibility of the f
of culture, of individual strength, of democratic institu
Deprive a nation of .its material well-being, and you
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it poverty, ignorance, superstition, and despotism . We

ould not expect the great capitalists of our time to be
ical teachers, culture preachers, nor creators of art; sufe it that they are " material welfare producers;" suffice it
t they are promoters of prosperity. It is for the educars in the various lines of culture to do the rest, to encoure new diversifications, and put ideas into the hundred
done avenues of diversified tastes-all of which is educa·ve and elevating. It is the duty as it is to the interest of
e great leaders and directors of industry to subjugate and
rness nature to the work of increasing the wealth per
capita of the community. If this is not done all the efforts
f the colleges and churches and organizations of different
"nds will be futile .
The commercial life offers to the individual many
material advantages, because its field for choice of occupa·0n is so wide. Here are the trades, the manufacturing
dustries, the mercantile life and the transportation sysms, and these, aided by many inventions and discoveries,
ake for life the surest means of a livelihood, make withal,
ealth surer in commercial life than in any other; for when
e look for our men of wealth, we find that they are men
ho were organizers and captains of industry.
The commercial life brings men into contact with other
en and has a broadening effect; it gives greater opportuty for studying mankind, for the development of social
aces, and making for usefulness to so::::iety. As the sucssful business man accumulates wealth, it gives him influce and power. It is the active business man of the comunity who is the promoter of new industries and of whom
vice is asked for the establishment of public enterprises.
e face to face contact with various men of different ideals
'ves opportunity for receiving and exerting influences for
od. And in the public, upright business man influences
r good tell more than they would in a more restricted life,
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because they reach more people, and have more weigh
The knowledge of men and needs of men, possible in the
most extended way to a commercial life, enables a good
man to help others more effectively.
But the greatest advantages of a commercial life are i
benefits to society. It has been our greatest element
progress, and has extended trade, developed natural
sources, multiplied occupation, opened up new countri
encouraged inventions and discoveries, and increased th
comforts of life. It has given man more knowledge of
fellow-man, which knowledge has resulted in a greater ·
terest of men to their fellow-men, and thus made possibl
better methods of charity, and the uplifting of all. It
through the business man, or the man of wealth, t
reform and work of benevolence is possible. Their gifta
of parks, public playgrounds, libraries and endowments
institutions of learning have educated the people and ha
been a decided influence in all moral directions.
But when we look upon the commercial life of the
quarter century we see many practices which have been
causes of the business man receiving much criticism, and
many cases it was justly given. The view that to succ
in business a man must indulge in sharp practices,
ever be awake to the opportunity of taking advantage
his fellow-man, is fast losing ground. Business e ·
today requires that for a man to hold his standing in
commercial world he must conduct his business with a s
moral integrity; and that which is not permissible in do
tic and private life is not permissible in business life.
are being educated to the truth that the getting of m
and riches cannot compensate a man for the conscio
of having lived a dishonorable and selfish life. Walt
man said, "The greatest country, the richest country ia
that which has the most capitalists, monopolists and
fortunes, with its sad foil of extreme and degrading
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erty, but the land in which there are the most homesteads
-where wealth does not show such contrast of high
and low, where all men have enough-an honest living."
He went further to show how the craze for money was leading the American captains of industry to use every hook
and crook to increase their wealth, which they displayed
'With much show and pomp, but relying on the common
people, who have preserved our liberties, who have shaken
off England, and the slave, they will shake off the dominance of money, and break down the barriers which separate the wealthy from the working class. Today we are
beginning to see the fulfilment of these prophetic words.
For at present the wealthy and the laboring class are
nearer together than ever before. Though the rich have
grown richer, the condition of the laboring man has risen
in a greater proportion. He wears as good clothes as the
wealthy, and his public privileges are the same; his table
is supplied ·with the necessities of life and many times luxuries, yet he complains because there are millionaires who·
enjoy more luxuries. It is a sure fact we cannot all be
millionaires and it would be destructive to society to abolish
our vast fortunes. The truth is, that the same causes that
have contributed to the growth of our great fortunes have
improved the condition of every class of society. The
great fortunes are not the cause of higher wages, more
abundant work, and larger returns to all employments, but
they are the agency through which these better conditions
are brought about. Without accumulative capital, and men
with organizing ability and foresight who are willing to
sacrifice and run risks, there could be none of the great
industrial and commercial enterprises which furnish employment for labor. Without rich men there could be no
market for the costly luxuries whose creation affords work
and wages to)housands. Capital is at the same time the
machinery with which great and comp!icated enterprises
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are carried on and the market in which are sold the most
costly and elaborate of products. To destroy the great
wealth which is accumulated as in reservoirs, would be to
paralyze industry and ruin its markets at -the same time
cutting off the supply of wages at both -ends.
It was Phillips Brooks who said: "If we understand
aright our country and time, it is the prophet-ship of the
scholar which men are looking for and not seeming to
themselves to find. The cry of the land is for a moral
influence to go out from our schools and colleges and studies, to rebuke and to reform the corruption and sin whicli
are making even the coldest blooded man tremble when he
dips his foot into some brink of the sea of politics." Then
may those of us who enter the commercial life have in view
not the getting of wealth for wealth's sake, but that we
may be of the greatest good to society. To be able to
spend wisely is a much rarer faculty than that of accumulation, for it implies the possession of a certain range of mental endowments usually not asso~iated with a great talent
for money getting. And may we all be men so constituted
that we can appreciate the wisdom of Johnson's maxim
that the sooner a man begins to enjoy his wealth the better, and of Pope's" Reason's whole pleasure, all the joys of sense,
Lie in three words-Health, Peace and Competence."

AN ANGEL OF MERCY.
(Delivered Commencement morning May 28, 1909.)

FLORA HOOVER, B. E.

'09.

On the morning of December 28, 1908, silence reigned
supreme on the shores of the Cicilian sea. The stars of
night had faded away, and the great king of day, just peeping over the eastern horizon, smiled pleasantly upon the
cities of Messina and Reggio. The lights still burned, and
in the cycle-sloped harbor rested the white-winged birds of
the sea. In palace and hovel alike, men, women and children lay wrapped in a slumber from which they were so soon
to start in terror, only to be plunged anew into that sleep
that knows no waking. No foreboding of their impending
doom cast its dread shadow over their couches.
Suddenly the heavens poured forth their deep toned
voices of thunder, the rain fell in torrents, and the earth
began to pulsate. Those on shipboard in the harbor heard
a roar, caught a glimpse ?f falling walls and looking up
saw Messina crumbling into ruins. Shouts of alarm from
sailors turned the attention of the watchers to the sea. The
water had been troubled for some minutes before; now it
seemed to recede as though gathering for a forward rush.
A moment later, in the words of an eye witness, the sea
swelled and rose in a wall of water thirty-five feet high and
hurled itself upon the city. As the waves receded its surface was black with dead bodies and wreckage of houses.
The sudden nightmare of crumbling walls, of the
inland rushing sea and devouring fire, was followed by the
slow tortures of hunger and cold and by the moans of the
wounded imprisoned in the ruins. The people were shelterless, in the cold, almost maddened from starvation, and
thousands of little children were orphaned. ·
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All th~ world hastened to send Italy its help.
ments and individuals vied in their generous works
charity. Helpers came from far and near. Only a ~
days after the great catastrophe a special boat came saili
into Messina from Rome bearing King Victor Eman
and Queen Helena.
Their arrival was a reinforcement equal to that of
batallion that reaches a wavering army in its hour oi utm
peril. They were never regarded as half so royal as wh
they descended from the ease and luxury of the palace
minister to the needs of the suffering survivors. Peop
wept from emotion when they saw the King and Qu
They were an inspiration to all. Even the wounded fo
fresh strength when they learned of their arrival.
The Queen did not stand aloof but at once lent a hel
ing hand wherever she was needed. She did not shrink
shun personal danger of the gravest kind. She dev
, the most of her attention to the little children; and it is chieft
by the qualities of devotion, simplicity and motherlin
that she is best remembered by those who met her.
is the woman of the home rather than the sovereign of
court that first excites admiration. We first see her n
ing the sick or feeding the hungry; then, hearing cries f
those caught amid the ruins, she rushes to their rescue.
seems as if she were everywhere at the call of want.
sister of charity even worked more wisely or with grea
tenderness.
If I should seek to touch the core of all her grea
I would lay my hand upon her heart. I should speak of
humanity, her almost inspired sympathy, her sweet p
thropy, and the noble heartfulness that ran like a ·
cord through her life. Love was the power that sent
on her mission, and in the honest throb of human s
thies she found the anchor that held her steadfast
things great and true.
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Such noble deeds as these, prompted by pure and unselfh motives, are incentives that lead us to true greatness.
Many who are seekers of true greatness never attain it.
They may receive distinction and fame, and yet never
learn what self-denial and sacrifice means. Some have become famous because of the power to write entertainingly;
others may be able to charm audiences by their eloquence;
and still there are others whose names have been recorded
on the pages of history because of the great amount of
wealth they possessed; but a still higher order of greatness
lS found in those heroic ones who forego many of the pleasures of life to minister to the spiritual and physical needs
of multitudes suffering in sin or in bodily pain.
· True greatness lies not in social position, not in what
men say or think of us, not in an outward display of wealth,
culture, or talent, but it is an inmost quality of the soul
which finds expression in life and action. Men who stand
on the topmost round of fame and are illustrious in the eyes
of the world may be unknown to Him who passes judgment on life and rewards those who are truly great.
We see examples of true greatness in the lives of Clara
Barton, who during the Civil war did so much to relieve the
ufferings of the wounded and sick soldiers; and Florenc;:e
Nightingale, a very highly educated and brilliantly accomlished young woman, whose name is one of the foremost
modem philanthropy for her untiring efforts to alleviate
e suffering in the Crimean war; and Queen Esther, whose
ove and self-sacrifice was shown by her willingness to do
ything in her power, even to risk her own life for her
ople.
It is the influence of such lives as these that encoures us to renew our efforts and press onward to things nole and true. The influence of the deeds of Queen Helena
not be estimated. She gave to her stricken people the
ntle ministrations of a sister of charity, and the comfort
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and courage of a stout heart. In doing this she has d
the world a service. Before that fatal day she was
Italy's Queen. Now she has become the Queen of
world, and shall forever receive their praise.
"The hand of death may tear the silver cord and
the imprisoned soul from its casket of clay, but the·
ence of that soul will live and flourish in the immortal
when the king of day shall cease to clothe the cheeks of
morning.''
For many years Florence Nightingale has been r
in dreamless repose, but the great lesson of self-sa ·
which she taught to mankind yet thrills the ages with
electric power. Queen Esther has long been sleeping
der the flowers that bloom by the murmuring Eup
but her noble words, "If I perish, I perish,'' have
ringing down the centuries, inspiring other heroes
patriots of all nations and times with a martyr's zeal in
half of human rights.
''Such characters as these can never die. Their
may moulder back to dust, but their noble words and n
deeds shine like blazing beacons down the glowing tr
ages with a radiance undimmed by the drifting mis
time and fadeless as the splendor of the midnight stars
We join with all humanity in reverence to the nam
Queen Helena. When kings and princes and nobles
ages shall have passed into their merited oblivion, her
stamped by the noble deeds on the hearts of her p
shall live forever and be remembered with the wa
emotions of gratitude and pleasure by those to whom
has given relief and by all mankind.

CLASS HISTORY 1909.
(Read on Class afternoon, May 26, 1909.)

ANNIE C. ZIGLER. B. E.

'09.

The history of the class of 1909 begins sometime in
e latter seventies down in Southwestern Virginia when a
ck-haired, black-eyed lad first played on the banks of
e Roanoke. This child soon showed remarkable talentst
d, being a great, great, great grandson of the famous
tor, Patrick Henry, of Revolutionary times, he was
ly given a name which should distinguish him, Jeremiah
thuselah Henry.
His playmates soon grew tired of such a long name
began to call him Jerry. At the age of sevenn this bright boy left his home for the first time and
tered the Normal College at Daleville. After attending
ool here for two years he left for a while to wield the
on top of Bent Mountain. After two years of such ex'ence he returned to Daleville and with three more terms
study, finished his course.
It was during this time that Jerry won fame as a ball
yer, singer, orator, student, and lady's man, and for his
ellence in such a variety of trades he has been called
. And it was during these last few years that he met
certain fair girl, and cupid gradually wove his net about
so securely, that though Jack has been separated from
for three long years, the net has continued to enfold
draw him nearer. These three years which he ha~
t at Bridgewater have been busy and successful ones.
has held many places of prominence in the school and is
being graduated with honors.
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One of the chief characteristics of the babyhood
Georgiana Navda Dinkel, was that she never cried. S
was always full of energy and found plenty to do. Wh
ever she was quiet she was nearly always found in s
kind of mischief. One of the traits of ·her childhood w ·
has never left her, was that whenever she took a notion
do anything she toiled at it until it was finished, and it ma;
be this that accounts for so much of her success in sch
life.
Samuel Franklin Coffman was born near Hinton
the Rawley Springs Turnpike, Rockingham County,
ginia, in the year of our Lord 1883 . When he was ab
four years old his father moved to Dry River, near R
ville. His school days were spent at Clover Hill, where
the spring of 1900 he completed the graded school cou
In the session of J 901 and 1902 he taught school at
Vernon, near his home . In September, 1906, he ente
Bridgewater College, and took up the B. E. course, whi
he completes this year. Mr. Coffman has worked
gently while in college, and has been elected principal
his old school, Clover Hill Academy, for next year.
He says his life has not been very different from that
any other boy of the 20th century, for there is but little
ference in boys of this generation . The most of his life wh
not in school was spent on his father's farm .

v

Walter Rodney Davies was born on the historic M
Creek in the latter part of the 19th century. His early
was spent running around after his older brother, who
Rodney's ideal. He had several very exciting expe ·
which nearly cost his life. One day an old hog all bu
him up and for several days the little life was almost
but, being a manly little fellow, he fought hard and
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soon strong and well, ready to run after that big brother
again.
The first school days were at home, then at Mossy
Creek Academy. Today, after taking a full course at
Bridgewater College, he is ready to start out in life, a B.
E. of 1909.
Among all our class mates there is one that is especiIt is known as a general
fact that when anyone calls at Mr. J. A. Hoover's they will
see "Paul" sitting around somewhere with a book of some
kind. If not, just guess him to be out building a row-boat
or canoe, and you will almost invariably be correct. As a
result of his zeal for knowledge he has come to Bridgewater College, and with one year's work has now completed
the B. E . course.

ally noted for his studiousness.

Stella Caldwell was born some years ago, near Mill
Creek. She was reared on the farm and her childhood days
were spent going to and from school, playing with dolls,
and running errands for her mother. After fiinishing the
work in public school she spent several years at her home
in practical life. Desiring to enter the business world, she
decided to take a course at Bridgewater College which
would fit her for this work. She now receives her degree
for the Combined Commercial course of Shorthand and
Typewriting.
The footprints of John Timberlane Glick were first
made in the sands of time in and about the little village of
Natural Falls, Virginia, sometime after the Reformation.
John dangled his legs from the high benches in the little
village school-room, until they became long enough to
reach the ground, and strong enough to conduct him to B.
C. Here he spent several years of earnest work along
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theological lines. John is one of our promising young
ministers and the class of 1909 is prond to claim him as a
member.
Some years after the founding of Bridgewater College
an old teacher of Prof. George H. Holsinger's came to
Bridgewater from New Yotk to visit his former pupil.
Nestled snugly away in a crib were twin boys, the only
children in the home. One of the twins died. Time went
on; the other grew, and, today, Clyde Kagey Holsinger is
a member of the clat5S of 1909.
Mr. Holsinger has been, indeed, educated at Bridgewater College, having never attended school elsewhere.
He was taught almost wholly by his mother before entering
College. Tho brought up among college people, he seems
to prefer girls away from College. When quite small he
would hide from them because, he said, as he wore curls,
they teased him for kisses. Since he lost his curls the girls'
desire for kisses has gone. Once, since he is grown, he
and a former lady student were very much embarrassed by
her saying to his mother, "Where is that sweet, curlyheaded little boy?''
Clyde has won distinction here at College, while pursuing his B. A. studies, in the class-room, as a member of
the baseball team, in society work, and as editor of the
PHILOMATHEAN MONTHLY. But he shall be remembered
more surely by us for the manhood he has shown in his
devotion to his mother, so clearly manifested since the death
of his father.
A short distance southwest of Bridgewater in the beautiful valley of onrs, between the years of 1885 and 1895, was
born Edith Amelia Miller, the oldest of a few sisters and
brothers. She spent her younger days entertaining her
oldest brother and wading in the creek near her home
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Edith has·been more of a care than a pet, owing to the fact
that she is the oldest. She is one of these conscientious,
timid, innocent little girls.
Her earliest school days were spent near her home at St.
Michael, but she was soon sent to B. C. She made known
her desire for music, which was encouraged by her parents,
and soon the study was taken up. In the few years spent
at B. C. she has made rapid progress and now she is a member of the senior class, securing the highest honor given by
the music department in instrumental work. Two years
ago she finished the music teachers' course. During her
stay here she has made many friends and is a favorite
among many.
Years and years ago, in the home of Henry Thomas,
about four miles northwest of Bridgewater, there was born
a son, who afterwards became known as Ira. His early
life was spent in making and selling stick horses, using
paper as currency. He carried on an extensive trade with
England, France, Spain, and other European countries.
After making quite a fortune he decided to quit the business. He then entered school at Montezuma at the age of
five years.
After finishing public school work he spent three years
of his life as attendant in the Dixmont Hospital, at Dixmont, Pa.
Growing tired of nothing to do, he came to Bridgewater College in January, 1908, doing preparatory work.
Last fall he entered upon the Shorthand and Typewriting
course, which he finishes this year. He has been very
energetic in his work and has made some great inventions,
among them is a windmill turned by hot air.
One bright June morning somewhere in the eighties a
beaming-faced little girl entered the home of Mr. and Mrs.
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S . H. Flory, who then lived about one mile northwest of
Bridgewater. This little child is now known to us as Vernie
Seese Flory. Her par~nts moved to Prince William County
the same year of her birth, where they now reside.
Vernie attended public school near her home till 14.
then entered Prince William Academy at Brentsville Va'.,
where she spent two happy and successful years. Vernie
was always rather bashful and almost detested the boys,
but both of these early characteristics rapidly disappeared
after entering the Academy. Her friendships made there
were many and lasting.
Since 1906 Vernie has been a faithful student in B. C.
In the meantime she had many longings for her dear old
''Tuck-a-hoe'' home. Today she is enrolled in the graduating class of 1909 and now realizes her long cherished
dreams of taking the B. S . L . degree from Bridgewater
College.
)

Charles Lewis Moonshine Brown, one of the youngest
members of the class, is a Methodist minister's son, and so
has never called any one place home for longer than four
years . Charles was born in Frostburg, Md., in the nineteenth century, after the Civil war. Like all preacher's
sons, he was a very mischievious youth. Let me tell you
about the fate of three of his school teachers-one committed suicide, another became an inmate of an insane asylum, while the third got married in the midst of a school
session . Nevertheless, with the exception of his brother
Harry, Charles was the best boy his mother had. Charles,
or "Chum" , as he is known by his friends, has always been
very fond of the fair sex. His love affairs have been num
erous, and a pair of laughing dimples and the bluest of ey
still reign supreme in his heart. He has always taken
active part in literary work and athletics. Charles did s
fast playing on the B. C. baseball nine this spring.
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school Mr. Brown expects to return to his home in Romney,
w. Va. He has not yet decided on his future education,
but we predict for him a successful and useful life.
The early history of Pearl Magdaline Showalter is
shrouded in mystery. As is so often the case with the
great, the exact place of her birth is not known. It has
been rumored that she was a very good child, attending to
her own busihess, but wanting her own way. Where she
received her early training is not definitely known, but it
is certain that after spending a year as instructor in the
school room a thirst for more knowledge led her to Bridgewater, and after two very successful years of work is finishing both the Bible and B. E. courses.
A little more than a score of years ago, as the days
were shortening near the autumnal equinox, in the northern
part of Rockingham County, the home of Mr. and Mrs. M.
J. Roller was made glad by the coming of a little blackeyed girl. To this little girl was given the name Mattie E.
Tho she has not yet grown to such great dimensions, her
achievements have not been unimportant. She was the
constant companion of a younger brother, both in work and
play. Mattie atten.d ed school at her hoµie town, but not
having the course of instruction desired, she came to B. C.
in the fall of 1906, where she has distinguished herself in
society work and in the course pursued. Today she is with
us a worthy candidate for the B. S. L. degree.
To Augusta county belongs the honor of rearing the
sprightly youth of whom we now speak, Benjamin Franklin
Craun, who was ushered into this world in that famous
pumpkin year of 1888. He attended public school at Mid-
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way, Virginia, where he became distinguished as a sociol.
ogist.
Bennie when quite young manifested an inclination
towards the "Miller" business, and this tendency grew with
him into manhood. Now, having finished his business
course in B.C., he says that he is in a position to realize his
cherished hopes of youth or at least to become a co-partner
with a Miller. We as a class wish Bennie success.
About 480 years after Columbus discovered Amenca
the world was aroused by another great event, that of the
birth of Nelie Florence Wampler. This golden haired
child very soon showed a liking for books and her mother
often found it necessary to hide them in order that she
might help with the work.
After several years there came, by stork express,
another child into the same home as a playmate for Nelie
She was called Barbara Ellen. The two children spent
much of their time together but differed in many ways.
Nelie's disposition was such that she could not be
coaxed into doing anything which she did not want to do
A positive command was needed. By a little praising one
could get E11en to do anything that was in her power.
Once while she was visiting her grandmother she received
so many words of praise that she worked until she was
almost exhausted.
Inspired by a wish for greater usefulness, the sisters
came to Bridgewater to take the Bible course. One strange
incident in the college life of Ellen was that a certa
bashful professor crossed her pathway and this has given
increased inspiration for her chosen work. Through th
untiring efforts of the two girls they are now prepared
enter their chosen field.
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well, the next character is one of whose history we
know very little not even the exact date of his birth, but
because of his unusual intellectual attainments we suppose
that he was born sometime previous to the Renaissance.
He doubtless spent his early years like the boys of that age,
and hailed into the limelight here from Roanoke in September of 1908.
During his year here he has played the quiet, reserved
role of a Senior. Enthusiasm, plus remarkable ability and
a congenial disposition are the qualities which make Allen
Hoover the boy he is.
Far away in sunny Tennessee, together with the birds
and flowers, grew a slender, black-·e yed girl to whom was
given the name of Ethel Bowman. She spent many happy
hours in play beside the sparkling river near her home. She
was very fond of swinging until one day the swing broke
and she decided to find something more substantial. It
was then that she began horseback riding and it became her
favorite sport. During the winter months most of her time
was claimed in the school room near her home, but many
long summer hours were spent riding leisurely over the
green fields of her father's farm. It was during these
moments of quiet meditation that she began to long for an
opportunity to develop her talents more fully than could
be done by the limited capacity of her home school. She
thought Bridgewater a suitable place for this mission and
as a result is a member of the 1909 class. She has never
repented of her decision and thinks it was certainly for the
"Wright.,,
Frederick Johnson Moherman was born in the frosty
month of November, 1889. Being the oldest child and perhaps a little petted, he was reluctant to give up his babyhood and clung to his dresses as long as possible. He spent
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much of his time fishing, sitting on the bank of the little
brook near his home for hours at a time, with a string and
pin, not catching anything, but simply fishing. One of the
chief characteristics of the little boy was his big appetite
for pumpkin pie.
His education has been very liberal, for after a few
years in the country schools he pursued the paths of higher
knowledge in such schools as North Manchester, Canton,
and Huntington, and, as a fitting climax, came to Bridgewater in the fall of 1908 to complete his course.
Botetourt boasts the proud privilege of claiming Herman Alexander Shaver as one of her sons. He disliked
very much to be called his mother's baby boy up to the age
of 21, but even now he has some prominent characteristics
that belong to that title.
When he was about two years old he manifested his
desire to be helpful by taking a stick to the bee hive and
trying to stir them out a little faster. He was well paid
with no less than fifty or a hundred stings. By careful
nursing he was brought through alright, and is never
known to have rheumatism.
The fresh air of the farm was good for the child for he
developed into a man of strong body and mind. He attended school for some years at Troutville and then went
to the Botetourt Normal College at Daleville, where he
completed his B. E. course. After this he took one year
of advanced work and made one of the best records in
school for good work and deportment.
Bridgewater and now after three years of successful wor
is being graduated in. the B. A. course, with all the hono
due a man of winning personality and rare talents.
He has always been very fond of the girls. He :ma.d9
his debut when snow and sleet lay on the ground, and
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looks back to that girl with thankfulness to thi.s day, for
when his feet would invariably slip from under him, she
in some way or other kept him up; he hardly knows how.
Then he plodded in the cold frozen snow, now he walks
with "Burns."
5,000 miles southwest of London, 350 miles south of
New York City, 110 miles southwest of Washington City, .
1~ miles west of Dayton, and two miles north of Bridgewater in the little log cabin in the lane, Effie Miller Madjicoseneah Bowman spent her early life. (These details
have been given for the benefit of future generations,
should there be any dispute concerning the birthplace of
the great personage.) As yc,u would naturally suppose,
she was a bashful little girl. When she was old enough to
start to school it was discovered that she had a will of her
own, and very much preferred staying at home with her
mother. But she was finally prevailed upon to go on the
afternoon of the first day when her father promised to accompany her. She became so frightened that she stood in
the class chewing her apron, while the tears streamed over
her cheeks. Her bashfulness was soon forgotten and she
was known as one of the most mischievous girls in school,
for scarcely a boy passed her unless Effie needed to stand
in the corner. She learned rapidly and by the time she
was seventeen she was ready for Bridgewater College.
Among the memorable days in the little aristocratic
town of Mossy Creek, Virginia, Friday March 23, 1889, is
pre-eminently the brightest, for it marks the entrance into
this world of the little blue-eyed girl known to us as Lottie
Elizabeth Mary Jane Miller.
Lottie was a precious little girl; at the early age of
seven she learned to seriously love her little classmate Jack.
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Her early life was rather romantic, but these experiences
proved a stimulus to greater achievements. At the age of
sixteen she entered B. C., where her work both in the classroom and literary society has been very commendable.
She is now ready for her chosen work and the graded
school near her home bids her welcome.
One quiet day in September, to the quiet town of
Bridgewater there came a quiet baby girl, who was given
the name of Marie Agnes Shipman. She quietly accepted
the routine of her life in her own womanly way, going to
and from school, caring for her younger brothers and sisters and helping her mother. Her A B C's were taught
her in the primary department of the College and after
eleven years work in the same institution is receiving her
diploma.
Jupiter Newton Glick, born near the little village of
Centerville in the year of 1885, has a remarkable history.
In the early stage of his life he was known throughout Centerville as a good boy, but this was because he slept most
of the time. His life is divided into three great periods
known as the awakenings. The first shock came when he
fell off of a high bench while taking a nap in the school
room. The second brought him to Bridgewater College.
The third came when the results of his final examinations
were announced which enrolled him as a member of the
class of 1909.
Flora Etta Elizabeth Evangeline Hoover was bom
about 1890 on a big farm near Timberville. Being the
only girl in the family, she became the pet of the household and has held that position to the present time. By
her association with her numerous brothers she has devel
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oped a rather unusual fondness for boys, and they in return find her gentle, winning ways and beautiful smiles
irresistible.
She is not designing at all, but she cannot avoid the
admiration and devoted attentions of young ministers .
Already no less than three or four have found themselves
hopelessly in love and we can only wonder what the end
will be. She this year finishes the B. E . course with honor
and we are proud to claim her as a member of the class
of 1909.
Minor Wright Miller has developed from a wonderfully
cross, stubborn, hot-headed little rascal into a surprisingly
handsome, gallant, sweet-tempered young man. We are
told that once in his mad rage he slammed every dish on
the table against the further side of the dining-room, but
now he begs his mother's permission to help wash the
dishes and declares he will keep it up all his life. He will
be especially pleased to have the visitors from Tennesse
note this fact, and wonders if he cannot get a position
elsewhere as a dishwasher. If he cannot, he will be able
to take a position in the business world as he completes the
Commercial Course this year.
I now come to a familiar name, Effie Mae Click, a
former graduate who is now taking her diploma in the
Voice Course. You all know her so well that I shall not
burden you with her history, but simply ask permission to
lay before you two facts, hitherto unknown. The first
comes from her father's lips. It is this, "Effie's first solo
was sung when only fourteen months old, and she has been
singing solos ever since." The other comes from Effie's
own lips. "I remember having my first sweetheart when
I was three years old.'' The historian might add that,
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like the solo singing, this sweetheart business has con.
tinued in an unbroken line ever since. At present, tho
Effie is a good girl, Old "Nick" seems to influence her a
good deal. However, she still clings on to her "Price.,,
Less than a quarter of a century ago on the hill back of
our own town was born the boy who should afterwards be.
come the distinguished president of the class of 1909. To
this child was given the names, William Shakespeare Swin.
burne Sanger. In his early years he attended the pri.
mary department of the College, played on the streets of
Bridgewater, roamed and fished along the river, and enter·
tained thoughts of the brilliant future which lay before him.
Being the only brother of four sisters, he always had his
own way, and won the reputation of being the worst boy in
the country. His father, seeing that he could no longer
manage him here, took him to Eastern Virginia. After
three years of discipline amid the pine trees and corn rows,
he went to South Bend,_Ind., where he began his prepara·
tion for college in the schools of that city. While there he
quit his meanness, worked in a printing office, and studied
diligently. After six years he began his work in Bridge
water College as a Sophomore.
During the first two years he showed little interest in
social affairs. But a strange change occurred during his
senior year and he seems to be making up for lost time or
giving us a fair sample of Western methods. His career
while in college has been a successful one. He has won
reputation as an excellent student, a forceful debater, an
exact thinker, and a critical editor.
The events of the historian's life are not worthy of D
tice.

THE SENIORS OF 1909.
Labor ipse 'voluptas .
W~f.

T. SANGER, B . A.,
PRESIDENT .

Literary Societies: Acme and Victorian . 1906-1907: Pre sident of Victorian ; Critic Victorian ; President
Shakespearean Club ; Sh ylock in Merclzant oj Venice; Exchan ge editor._(lzilomatluan Monthly . 1907-1908: Business
:Manager Philomathean Monthlr; First
President of Acn,es; Captain First
Debating Team; Member of Lyceum
Committee; Marshall Acmes. 19081909: Edi tor - in - Chief Plzilomathean
Monthly; Captain of First Debating
Team; Member Lyceum Committee;
Critic Acm·e s; Final President of
Acmes; Creon in Senior p~ay.
Semper paratus.

NELI E F LORENCE WAMPLER ,
B. s. L ., VICE-PRESIDENT .
Literar y Societies: Acme and Victorian; member Missionary Society
and Volunteer Mission Band; Secretary Victorians and Missionary Society.
Her modest looks the cottage
might adorn ,
Scweet as the primrose peeps
beneath the thorn .
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H. A. SHAVER, B. A.

Literary Societies : Acme and Victorian; Chairman Lyceum Committee, '09; Treasurer Men's Athletic
Association, '09; Intermediate President Acmes, '09; Superintendent of
Sunday School, '09; Antonio in Merchant of Venice, '07; President of Missionary Society, '08; member Second
Debating Team, '08-'09; Editor College-Class-room-Campus, Philomathean Month(y, '07-'08; Excnange Editor Philomathean Montlz(y, '08-'09.
Suaviler in modo, fortiter in re.

J.

M. HENRY, B . A.

Literary Societies: Acme and Victorian ; Magazine Review Editor of
Philomathean Montlz(y, '06-' 07; Critic
Victorians, '06; President Men's Athletic Association, '08; First President
of Acmes, '08-'09; President Men's
Glee Club, '08-'09; CriticAcmes, '09;
Manager Basket Ball Team, '08-'09;
member First Debating Team, '07 '08-'08-'90; Baseball Team; Haeman
in Senior play.
Prenes eum est potestas,
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CLYDE KAGEY HOLSINGER

B. A.

I

Literary Societies: Acme and Virg inia Lee; First-baseman Baseball
Team for three years; President of
Viqjnia Lees ; Presi dent and YicePresident Men'sAthletic Association;
:\lagazine Review .Editor Philomathea11
Monthly; Member of chorus in Greek.
Play; Member of the Track Team ;
E< 111 or-in-Chief Plii/omat!iean Monthly,
'07-'08.
Ver/mm sat sapienti.

VERNIE FLORY,

.L.

S. L.

Member Victorian Literary Society
and Missionary Society ; Secretary
Victorians.
Her 'Voice 'V.JaJ e<ver gentle,
soft and lrJ'V.J .
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SAMUEL FRANK COFFMAN,
B. E.
Member of Victorian Literary Society; Tubal in Merchant of Venice, '07;
Leader of Chorus in Senior play .
Not

ELLEN WAMPLER, B. S . L.
Literar y Societies : Acme and Victorian; m ember Missionary Society
and Volu nteer Mission Band; Salutatorian .
N o cross, no crown.

if I

knocw mys_e if at a!!.
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MINOR W. MILLER,
COMMERCIAL.

Twice President, three times YicePresident, Treasurer, Critic and Marshall of Victorian Literary Society
during four years at Bridgewater;
."Ilember Missionary Society; worked
on B. E. Course, also .
Rome ·was not built in a day.

MATTIE E.

~OLLER,

B. S. L.

Literary Societies: Acme and Virginia Lee; member Missionary Society and Choral Union; Secretary
Virginia Lee.
When the jhore is <won at last,
Who <will count the bi!!o<ws past?
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PAUL HOOVER, B. E .
Member of Victorian Literary Society; in Senior Play.
We cwork and that is godlike.

ETHEL BOWMAN,
Musrc TEACHERS' CouRSE.
Member of Victorian Literary Society, Choral U nion , Ladies' Glee
Club , and ~Iiss ionary Society; Chorister Victorians.
It was her nature to blossom into song,
as it ts a tree 's to leaf itself in April.
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. H. N . GLICK, B. E.
Vice-President ancl Critic of Victorian Literary Society.
A genial manntr and ready will.

ANNIE CATHERINE ZIGLER,
B. E.
Member of Virginia Lee Literary
Society, Missionary Society, Choral
Union, Ladies' Glee Club; Secretary
of Sunday School, '08-'09; Secretary
Virginia Lees ; Ismene in Senior
play.
Her <Very frowns are fairir far
Than smiles of other maidens are.
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BENJAMIN H. CRAUN ,CoMMERCIAL .

Member of Victorian Literary Society .
Neither abocve nor belo<w his business.

EF FIE MILLER BOWMAN,
B . E.

Literary Societies: Acme and Victorian ; Final Secretary Victorian, '0~;
member Missionary Society.
Then on! then on! <where duty leads,
My course be onward still.
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T. GLICK, B. E.

Member of Victorian Literary So.
ciety.
Truth from his lips pwvailed with
douhle sway,
And .fools, :who came to scoff, remained to pray .

LOTTIE ELIZABETH MlLLER,
B. E.

Literary Societies: Acme and Victorian; Secretary Victorians, '05 and
'07; Treasurer Victorians; Intermediate Secretary Acmes, '09; winner
Victorian Reciter ' s Medal. '05; member Missionary Society; Eurydice in
Senior p1ay.
A willing, winning cway .
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FRED MOHERMAN, B. E.
Member of Virginia Lee Literary
Society; member Chorus in Senior
play.
Half as soher as_a judge.

AGNES SHIPMAN, B. E .
Member of Virginia Lee Literary
Society.
So sq,ueet the blush of bashfulness
·E'Vcn pity scarce can <Wish it less.
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IRA F. THOMAS,
SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING.

Member of.Virginia Lee Literary

Sn 1 ·iety; Guard in Senior play.

<The "V.Jheet turns r-ound "V.Jii/i hottest air;
A cackle, cackle here and thtre.

B. F. WAMPLER, B. E.
For several years professor of
rnusic at Elizabethtown College.
Graduate Music Teachers' Course,
Bridgewater, ' 04.
Welcome, thou, thy 'Voice and all.
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PEARL M. SHOWALTER,
B. E. AND BIBLE.
Literary Societies: Acme and Victorian; member Missionary Society
and Choral Union; Secretary Victorians, Acmes and of Missionary
Society.
Ne<ver idle a moment, but thrifty
and thoughtful of others .

STELLA CALDWELL,
SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING .

Member of Victorian Literary Society.
O, industry, bend to my scway.
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EFFIE MAY CLICK, VOICE .
Literary Societies: Acme and Victorian; graduate in Music Teache ,
Course, '07; winner Victorian Reciters' Medal, '05; member Cho;:
1
Union and Ladies' Glee Club .

A warbler of celestial melody.

RODNEY DAVIES, B. E .

From farm and field he early came,
Thru fair and snow a: i mud the same.

GEORGIA DINKEL, PIA:"\10 .
Member Victorian Literary Society; Choral Union and Ladies· Glee
Club; Antigone in Senior play.

Her fingers shame the ivory keys,
They dance so light along.

C. L . BROWN, B E .
Member Virginia Lee Literary Society, Basket-ball and Baseball
Teams; President of Virginia Lees; member Chorus in Senior play .

Pretty is that "Pretty" does.

EDYTH MILLER, PIANO.
Member Victorian Literary Society and Choral Union; Accompanist
Ladies' Glee Club; Pianist Victorian; graduate Music Teachers' Cour"ie,
'07.
I

A modest air; at the piano rare.
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EDITORIALS
As we turn over our quill with this issue to a very
worthy successor, we have much for which to be thankfulthankful most of all for the better friends and associations
of the year. Our staff companions have been faithful over
many things and for the days to come we wish each one
many happy moments and many hours of triumph,-those
which together will unite to complete the larger life out
of College. The student body and faculty have been kindly
disposed towards the MONTHLY. These, and not the staff
primarily, it should be remembered, made the paper really
what it is. Their helpful support always means the best
magazine. The subscription contest, withal, this session
worked well and under the leadership of Messrs. I. S. W.
Anthony, Editor-in-Chief; E. M. Wampler, Business Manager, and W. L. Houchins, Assistant Business Manager,
and with all zealously cooperating the PHILO. should work
out many new and larger successes another year. Acknowledging thankfully the support and assistance of everyone, we finish the year with a pleasant au revoir to teachers,
students, alumni and friends.
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The several rather warm appeals to the alumni fo
material for a special Alumni PHILOMATHEAN met with
responses. It is regrettable that the ahtmni were too busy
or indifferent to help in speaking for themselves and their
interests. Many were written to, among them the president of the Association, who never replied in any way-not
even ~n a refusal to contribute. Th~ material furnished by
the faithful few has been arranged m the Alumni Department this month. We thank those responding very heartily and wish that your efforts could be given a more favorable showing in the larger work we had planned.
The Seniors of 1909 hav not' proved themselves remarkably wise or progressive, yet they perhaps deserve an
editorial word. In brief, their thirty-one members were
the first to give a senior play at Bridgewater. "Antigone,"
a tragedy by Sophocles, was rendered in the Greek costume,
Saturday night, May 8. Misses Click, Dinkle and Miller
gave the first senior music recital Saturday night, May 22.
The class erected a sixty-foot flag pole, the first flag pole on
the campus, Class Day, May 26. On the same day they
substituted a ma.rble brick in the left hand wall in the
entrance to Founder's Hall, bearing these words, SENIORS
1909, the first class brick to be put in. Furthermore, they
contributed liberally to the Alumni endowment, tired
a large audience with ten long orations on Commencement morning, and are now getting out a PHILOMATHEAN
with a few new features.
Had the Seniors published
in the MONTHLY the orations delivered on Commencement
morning and instead had some eminent scholar deliver a
lecture to the class and their friends on that day, their history would be more nearly above criticism. This is a suggestion for other classes. And with this the thirty-one of
1909 turn and thotfully whisper:
"God give us. leisure for these sights of love!
Once more, adieu!''
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Our sweeping success in the Second B. C. TeamDaleville debate illustrates an important fact : winning
depends upon fighting-fighting not only by the team, but
by the entire college, faculty and student body included.
Bridgewater had two strong debating teams this year, but
neither was supported until the Daleville contest drew near.
Competent coaching and student enthusiasm should be remembered as sure winners in debate, unless there is some
· crookedness in the choice of a judge or two, as was the
Second Team's experience at M. C. I. in May. When our
teams left for debates away from College this spring not a
single yell bade them farewell or quickened their determination to win, and not a single yell heralded their return. In
school-boy parlance, "Tough luck!"
Another cause for a few of Bridgewater defeats in
debate and elsewhere lies here-the students are carrying
too much work, both in and out of the class-room . In these
latter days it is our rule to heavily overload the worker and
ignore the ability of those who are not called leaders . We
must have a better division of labor among those interested
in student organizations. Leaders must lead, supporters
must support. Our present program is founded too much
upon one man. The order has been, let the leader plan,
execute, overwork, go unthanked, and, perhaps, fail as a
natural climax. When many leaders are developed and
intelligently supported Bridgewater will take a place higher
in achievement even than the lofty station she now holds.
Ask yourself about this .

ATHLETICS
The baseball season closed, as the Harrisonburg Daily
News remarked, ''in a blaze of glory,'' both by contrast and
in reality. Tho the team this year did not win a majority
of the games away from home it showed its ability to put
up a fast article of ball on the home diamond more than
once, and it is a growing opinion among the leaders in
athletics at the College that long trips are a detriment
rather than a benefit to the team. If this can be sufficiently
supported, it seems that next year's manager will have to
be wise and be very careful of his schedule.
The close of the season referred to above occurred May
14, when our boys won from Ronceverte, ( W. Va.) in a
12 inning contest by a score of 2-1. Bridgewater had her
best battery working and Price and Anthony put up a game
hard to beat. Myers on first played his firs~ full game in
that position this year. The sensation of the g ame was
"Pretty," Brown on second base, Sipe in short, and
Wampler, Miller and Henry in the field put up their usual
good game. For the visiting team special mention must be
made of the work of Callahan in the box and of their center
fielder.
Bridgewater was the first to send a man across the
plate and it seemed that this run was going to be sufficient
to win the game, but Ronceverte soon evened up and it
was apparent that the game would go into extra innings.
Finally in the twelfth Sipe singled, went to second on a
fast ball and scored on a hit by Wampler. Pandemonium
reigned and different members of the team were borne from
the athletic field on the shoulders of the students . Great
as was the enthusiasm heretofore, a greater amount was
shown over this victory, manifesting itself distinctly in a
little meeting immediately after su.p per where "Bill"
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Sanger ''harangued'' a crowd of boys and called for volunteers to prepare for a bonfire. The volunteers were too
numerous and a group of twelve was chosen to further the
affair. 0. S. Miller, G. C. Acker, Harry Coffey, Emmer
Kline, Carl Coffman, Aubrey Coffman, John Wine, H. L.
Yager, H . A. Via, Melvin Cline, A. T. Moherman and
Fred Moherman were the fellows, the first three being appointed general managers. These gentlemen did their
work admirably. Several of them stayed by the fire-to-be
during the Virginia Lee contest and kept any would-be
incendiaries at a safe distance. After the contest the wagon
was pulled up in front of Stanley Hall, men from both
teams were loaded in and puJ ~d by a bunch of fellows to
the athletic field, where the fire was ready to burst forth.
Immediately on the arrival of the wagon the torch was applied and the wagon whirled around the leaping flames several times, amid the shouts and yells of the assembled
student body and their friends. Speeches were then called
for to the delight of all present. Never will the brilliant
burst of oratory be forgotten. With the last words of the
final speaker, the last yell was given for the first bonfire at
Bridgewater College and the crowd withdrew, tired but
happy.

EXCHANGES.
Very few of our exchanges have reached our table this
month; therefore, the department will be cut short.
The Acorn for April is a very attractive looking magazine as it lies on the magazine rack. On closer examination we find it attractive on the inside as well as having a
neat, attractive cover. It contains two very good poems
of some length, several short essays, a number of short
stories, quite a collection of articles under the general head-
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ing of "Slip Sheets," and one lengthy article of special
note-"Fiber and Fabric that Clothes the World and What
it Means to the South.'' The changing condition of the
South, due to its great industries, especially to the raising of
cotton, is a leading line of thought in this article. The
theme is an up-to-date one and does credit to the young
lady writer. The South affords abundant material for the
leading magazines of the day and it seems especially fitting
that students of the Sout~ should discuss topics relating to
it. The other essays seem somewhat brief and are not as
fully developed as the titles suggest they should be. The
magazine is, on the whole, a good one and creditable to the
institution it represents, and compares favorably with the
average college magazines.
The May Erskinian is to be commended. The four
poems are especially good. The short story, "My First
and Only Love" is very well written and touches our sense
of humor as it is intended to do. The characters in, "A
Conviction" are not well carried out. For instance a young
man who was "grave and reserved beyond his years" and
who was possessed of unusual "manliness and strength"
would hardly be weak or foolish enough to take his own
life because disappointed by a girl. Neither would a girl
who had had a serious disagreement with her lover lie down
and fall asleep immediately afterward. Such points as
these should be considered in writing stories. The moral
of the story is rather too prominent. There is a generous
array of departments in the magazine, all of which are
well edited.
The May Mercury is above the average. It is very instructive as well as interesting. We especially like, "New
England Rambles."
We gratefully ackowledge the other magazines which
have come to us.

ALUMNI
Where Shakespeare Lived.

Where sweet the hawthorn blooms, where smiles the May
On Stratford's storied plain, still softly bring
The breeze's thoughts of him, the child of spring,
Who roamed sometimes her meadows wide, as gay
As the tuneful lark, that o'er him cheered the day.
Beneath the greenwood's shade, long listening,
To Nature's heart was wooed, and back-where cling
His fancies-turned again from cares away.
/
Breathe soft, ye winds, wh11e Avon's reverend stream
Flows by; tho classic haunts of Arden's shade,
And daisied fields in song and story proud
Live as the lingering glories of his dream,
'Mid scenes of youth, the.pile with tributes laid,
He slumbers deep in May time's rosy shroud.
-F. P. M., '07.

A LOYAL ALUMNUS.
Symposium.

The loyal alumnus is one who loves his Alma Mater
because she taught him the best truths and gave him many
friends; and who co-operates with her to the end that she
may bestow those same benefits in fuller measure and upon
a larger number year after year.
-W. T. Myers.
A loyal alumnus feels a pride in his Alma Mater's past;
a living interest in her present; a debt to her future and a
fraternal sympathy for all her alumni and students.
-F. P. Myers.
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To be a loyal alumnus, in my judgment, one must
always aim to promote the highest interests of his Alma
Mater by living a pure, noble, and exemplary life; and seek
to reflect credit upon her by his lofty achievements and
noble deeds. He must remember her financially to the best
of his ability.
-S. S. Conner.
Every loyal alumnus is a life subscriber to his college
magazine.
-H. B. Myers.
Extracts from a letter written by Prof. J. C. Myers,
Broadway, Va., May 5, '09, to the Editor-in-chief:
''I have been pretty busy with many kinds of work
since I left Bridgewater last June. The farm work was in
full blast when I got here. Thinning corn was my first work.
Then came hay-making, harvesting, etc. At the same time
I was milking three or four cows. All this work was very
different from the work I had been doing and yet I enjoyed
it from the first. * * * To prove to you that I have
really worked physically during the past year, I merely need
to state that my weight has decreased from 195 pounds to
165 and I have not lost the flesh from any sickness.
"I have not lo~t interest in the College and the many
interests there. When I run across a teacher, student or
trustee, I ply the questions as rapidly as the lawyer to the
witness.''
Prof. Myers has thus far made the same splendid success at farming that he made at teaching. The alumni
should notice that his interest in things at Bridgewater lasts
unabated.
Among the many alumni present at Commencement
were Prof. P. B. Fitzwater, of Manchester College, Prof.
Edward Frantz, President of McPherson College, Mrs.
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Flora Good Wampler, Miss Nellie Arnold, Messrs. H. M.
Strickler, J . P. Templeman, W . T. Myers, Chas. D. Cline,
Dr. W . W. Harloe, Rev. D . W . Crist, Rev. Jessie Ralston
Rev. W. C. Hoover, and Mrs. S. (Miller) Neff.
)

One of the problems of every educational institution is
to keep in touch with the Alumni. There are things that
the college has to say from time to time to her sons and
daughters; and there are things that th.e y all ought to hear.
Now, if the exact addresses of only a half or a fourth of the
Alumni are known, how can the Alma Mater speak to us as
she would like? Sometimes, it may be, an alumnus wonders why he does not receive the college catal0gue and
other publications of the institution, when as a matter of
fact these publications would be gladly sent if the whereabouts of. the said alumnus were known. Frequently they
are sent-somewhere-probably to the place where the
same said alumnus was last known to be; · and these mail
packages are going to the dead-letter office, are being returned to the college unclaimed, or being otherwise unprofitably disposed of while the person to whom they are sent
is away off somewhere, secure in his hiding-place, nursing
a sore head and wondering why his alma mater is neglecting him. What is the trouble? Simply this: the alumnus
moved-changed his address-and did not let the college
authorities know a word of it. Is not the case very simple? It ought to be the sacred duty-of every alumnus never
to change his address without giving notice of the fact to
the College. One cent spent for a postal card will do all
that is necessary. This problem can easily be solved by
the Alumni themselves: to everybody else it is impossible
of solution.
Out of the fifteen hundred or two thousand Alumni of
Bridgewater College, there ought to be one hundred-at
least one hundred-away from the College, who will sub-
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scribe every year for the Philomathean Monthly. It will be
worth the seventy-five cents it costs, and more. It will be
worth so much to each of you to know that you are giving
help and encouragement to the editors. Every one who
has served as editor, and done his duty by the paper, will
appreciate this remark. Persons who have never tried it
may think the editor of the Monthly has but little to do; that
he gets some money out of his job; or at least that the great
honor he receives is ample compensation for all his effort.
Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis hard to make people wise;
but a few people know better, and more ought to be willing to believe good testimony. If a hundred Alumni would
subscribe for the Philomathean each year, it would encourage all the students and teachers to do the same thing; and
if a dozen Alumni would write a letter of 100 to 200 words
each month to be printed, it would soon be possible to have
two hundred subscribers among the Alumni. If you don't
know what to write about, just write about yourself. People are expected to write about themselves in letters; and
to the rest of us you yourselves are the most interesting
subjects in the world.
John W. Wayland, B. A. '99.

MAGAZINE REVIEWS
The "Outlook" for May is very interesting and educative. There are many things of interest in this number,
but it is our purpose to give special attention to but three:
The Panama Canal Problem, To Helen and Israfel, and Two
Painters of Spanish Life . We find that most of our citizens
-college men, too,-don't know a thing about affairs at
Panama, where our government is performing a task which
will give her the title of "The World's Greatest Benefactor.'' This article will tell you a few things of interest and
"put you wise" to happenings down there. The treatise
on Poe's little masterpieces is one that should appeal to
every student of literature. Yearly Poe is growing higher
in America's estimation. His poetry "is of that finer sort
which the inner ear alone can estimate. It seems simple,
like a Greek column, because of its perfection.'' · He had
that ''indescribable something which men call genius.'' In
regard to Spanish painting we find that it is unlike any
other painting, because most pictures ''have a racial flavor
and accent;" we feel "as in the presence of an invincible
nationalism.''
"Everybody's" for June has an attractive cover designthe Stars and Stripes. It contains several beautiful tributes
to this dear old banner. The article on "Training with
the Giants" brings out very nicely the tenderer nature of
the veteran ball player which so many think is lacking.
Many a true heart lies concealed in rags, grimed with dust
and grease. "Robbing the Hand That Feeds" and "The
Tricks of the Wall Street Game'' are discussions of the
perplexing economic and social disruptions which are continually harassing the peace .of onr nation. The sto1ies,
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so far as I have examined, are worthy of investigation if
the right purpose is kept in view.
The "Cosmopolitan" maintains its usual vigor.
The
little article on ''Life'' is a weighty bit of reading for the
more reflective moments.
Life to an optimist "is a joy ineffable; to the pessimist it is the futile agony of an atrocious
and unending struggle." "In the Twelve-Inch Turret" is
a very interesting article. The author points out in a very
pleasing and graphic style the maneuvres of the sailor lads
prefatory to the firing of a twelve-incher. It's fine; read
it; you'll enjoy it. Take a sail-in your imagination-with
the Yankee Jack and be begrimed with ·s moke and burnt
gun-powder. How about "The Small Contributions," by
Ambrose Bierce? Read them; they are full of ''new~old ' '
things.
The "Human Life ' ' is another fine magazine . V\Thy?
Because it's about people, and because it makes us live a
new life.
It introduces us to the nation's dyn ~m10s of
power; to men who are sacrificing time and talent for our
individual welfare. It contains a number of cuts and photographs of prominent men in prominent p1aces. It's a
new idea-a grand one too. We all want to know how the
other half lives and, especially, what they look like.
And now there is naught else to review but our past
year's work. It has been pleasant, tho deficient. We
thank friends for their inspiring compliments and ready
assistance and suggestions. Next year the review editor
enters a large field and we hope our loyal supporters will
draw the closer. Then, farewell, dear ·'Philoites. '' Afteryears will broaden the significance of that word "Farewell," but they will also ripen the years of experience
gained while thus associated.

COLLEGE-CLASS-ROOM-CAMPUS.
Exams!
Awful fears !
Goodbyes!
Flowing tears !
Dr. Flory will teach in the State Summer Institute at
Fredericksburg again this summer.
There is quite a number of old students and other visitors about the College now attending the final pr.e5grams.
Among the number are Misses Sue and Lizzie Shaver, Ada
Diehl, Lula Showalter, Nellie Bowman, Annie White, Lera
Wampler, Margaret Yount, Ada Bowman, Alda and Fay
Cline, Pearl Shaffer, Frances Kerlin, Lula Trout, and Rebecca and Pearl Skeggs, and Messrs. Ora Miller, Ernest
Hoover, Harry Brown, Frank Shaver, John Crumpacker,
Homer Trout and Leland Moomaw.
The Commencement exercises began May 22 and will
close Friday morning, May 28.
A number of the students will remain in the dormitories until after the Annual Conference in Harrisonburg.
The Greek drama "Antigone,'' was given by the Senior class on the evening of May 8. The play was given in
costume which added greatly. to its effectiveness. The
characters were well interpreted. The leading parts were
acted by Mr. W. T. Sanger and Miss Georgia Dinkel.
Miss Clemence Doll, of Maurertown, visited Miss Zula
Mildred Gochenour at the College last week.
Miss Frances Thornell has returned to her Iowa home
by the way of Pittsford, N. Y., where she will visit friends.
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Dr. and Mrs. Jno. S. Flory entertained the baseball
team and the first and second debating teams with their
lady friends on th~ evening of May 17.
The Primary Department gave its final program May
17. The large crowd present seemed to appreciate the
efforts of the little ones very much.
Eld. I. B. Trout of Illinois and S. T. Sanger of Indiana
wer~ among the Commencement visitors from a distance.
The debate between the Second College Debating Team
and Daleville, May 8, was a unanimous victory for Bridgewater. When the decision was announced the students
sprang bodily to the stage and carried the team from the
building upon their shoulders. The bonfire on the athletic
field was a beautiful and inspiring sight. As the wagon
hauling the two teams and pulled by a number of enthusiastic students, whirled around the leaping flames, the large
crowd on the grandstand and along the wire fence, showed
up to fine advantage. Speeches from the teams ·and many
"rahs" for their members and the debate concluded the
event.

Read This and Profit by the
Experience. of Others.
Have you so arranged your affairs, that should you die suddenly,
you would not leave your estate incumbered with a mortgage or with other
debts that would take from your family all that you had been working to
accumulate for them for years?
Do you know that there is a certain dignity, and moral integ-rity
and self respect in the personality of the man who provides for the complete protection of those whom he loves, through the wise investment in
an insurance policy on his life?
It costs you nothing to have it all made clear to you.
Why let your family suffer through your failure to understand a
subject which ought to appeal to every man?
Good health alone will make you eligible.
Exceeded by none in the liberality and fairness of policy contract,
together with splendid annual dividends make it an exceptionally attractive policy.
Satisfied policy holders all through the Valley. To those contemplating insurance, it will be to their interest to call on or address,

GEORGE

E~

SHUE, Agent,

Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company,
Room 203 First National Bank Building,
HARRISONBURG, VA.

D. CLINT DEVIER

RELIABLE JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
General Repair Work Done
HARRISONBURG,

L. H. OTT DRUG CO.,

VA.

.

tlarrisonburg, Virginia

Druggists and Pharxnacists

Dealers in Toilet Articles, Patent Medicines, Rexall Remedies, Kodaks and Photo Supplies.
We Solicit Your Patronage.

J. T. HOUCK

Furniture, Carpets, Mattings, Shades,
Trunks, Suit Cases, and Umbrellas
WALKOVER SHOES
FOR MEN.

QUEEN QUALITY SHOES
FOR WOMEN.

75 S. Main Street., Harrisonburg, Va.,

